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SUMMARY
The relative importance of competing reaction channels in
l6the photo—excitation of the giant resonance in 0 has been studied 
by measurement of the angular distribution of the emitted photo- 
neutrons through the corresponding energy range using a multi-angle 
neutron time of flight spectrometer installed at the Kelvin Laboratory 
of the University of Glasgow,
Design factors for the spectrometer are discussed with regard 
to optimisation of energy resolution and counting rates under the 
constraints of the source, and the obtainable accuracy of normalisation 
between neutron detectors at different angles has been measured, A 
reliable method of calibration of the neutron energy scale at each 
angle is described and corrections to the neutron spectra for absorption 
by materials in the flight path have been made. The energy dependent 
efficiency of the neutron detectors is calculated in an appendix by a 
Monte Carlo technique using a new measurement of the scintillation 
response curve for recoil protons.
2
Angular distributions of photoneutrons from the D (y*d)p reaction 
with 26,9 MeV bremsstrahlung have been measured and are found to agree 
with previously published results and theoretical predictions to 
within the expected accuracy. This is taken as confirmation of good 
angular normalisation in the system.
Measurements by the author of the angular distributions of photo- 
neutrons from 26.9 MeV bremsstrahlung on 0 ^  are presented and absolute
cross sections have been obtained with respect to that known for 
deuterium. Photoproton data from other authors is analysed in 
a similar way for comparison with the photoneutron results.
In the El approximation, the relative intensity of s/d
wave admixture is found to follow the resonance structure for
both protons and neutrons and the corresponding phase difference
is found to vary about the value expected from optical model
predictions. The E2 cross section has been extracted from
the data and is found to rest mainly in two broad states centred
at about 23 MeV and 24.7 MeV, while a Barker-Mann analysis shows
l6
the isospin impurity in the 0 giant resonance to be small and 
to be mainly associated with the regions of E2 strength.
The pure lplh dipole approximation fails to describe these 
features and the observed splitting of the giant resonance in 0*^ 
but the presence of more complicated excitations is shown to be 
more consistent with experiment.
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P R E F A C E
( i )
The work described in this thesis t o s performed by the 
author at the Kelvin Laboratory, University of Glasgow, during 
the period October 1967 to March 1972.
An investigation was made of the relative importance of 
competing reaction channels in the photo-excitation of the giant 
resonance in 0^  by measuring the angular distribution of the 
emitted photoneutrons over this energy range using a multi­
angle Time—of-Flight spectrometer installed at the linear accelerator 
of the Kelvin Laboratory.
The development of such a spectrometer is described with 
optimisation of energy resolution and counting rate under the 
constraints of the source and the possible precision of angular 
normalisation of such a system has been found for the neutron 
detectors used. Correct alignment of the energy spectra is 
demonstrated. This is essential for a meaningful comparison of 
the spectra from different angles as are the corrections for neutron 
absorption effects and detector efficiency which vary with neutron 
energy in the LAB. frame and are therefore necessary to avoid 
distortion in the C.M. frame of reference. A precise measurement 
of the absorption has been made and an original calculation of the 
detector efficiency is described, with an accurate measurement of 
the response of the scintillator used. Analysis of the data is 
entirely original.
Angular distributions of photoneutrons from 26.9 MeV 
bremsstrahlung on 0^  are presented and absolute cross sections 
have been obtained with respect to that known for deuterium. 
Photoproton data from other authors is analysed in a similar way 
for comparison with the photoneutron results.
In the El approximation, the relative intensity of s/d 
wave admixture is found to follow the resonant structure for 
both protons and neutrons and the corresponding phase difference 
is found to vary about the value expected from optical model 
predictions. The E2 cross section has been extracted from 
the data and is found to rest mainly in two broad states centred 
at about 23 MeV and 24.7 MeV, while a Barker-Mann analysis show’s 
the isospin impurity in the 0^  giant resonance to be small and 
to be mainly associated with the regions of E2 strength.
The pure lplh dipole approximation fails to describe these 
features and the observed splitting of the giant resonance in 0^  
but the presence of more complicated excitations is shown to be 
more consistent with experiment. The interpretation of the 
results is entirely due to the author.
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1Chanter 3
l.i Tntroduction
Photons provide a convenient probe for nuclear structure studies 
since the electromagnetic interaction is well understood and the 
interaction with nucleons is weak, so that perturbation of the system 
is minimised. A. review of the photon absorbtion spectrum for a 
typical nucleus in section 1 of this chapter will show that the giant 
dipole resonance is its dominant feature and the following treatment 
will concentrate on this phenomenon, with a bias towards the light 
nucleii and the spectroscopy of emitted photoparticles.
Examination is first made of the reaction characteristics which 
depend on the nature of the interaction operator (selection rules, 
sum rules) rather than the nuclear structure effects and a review' of 
the experimental trends is presented from this point of view before 
introducing the nuclear structure models and enquiring how they 
satisfy the experimental data. Predictions of the independent 
particle shell model for light nucleii will then be compared with more 
detailed experiments involving the fine structure of the giant 
resonance states, and justification is made for the authorfs 
experiment on the angular distribution of photoneutrons from the giant 
resonance of 0^. Finally, a review' is given of experimental 
techniques for the study of the nuclear photoeffect, with emphasis on 
photoparticle spectroscopy and, in particular, high resolution 
measurements of photoneutron spectra by nanosecond time of flight 
techniques, as used in this project.
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Fig. 1. The photon absorption cross section for an idealized nucleus. Region I is that 
part of the energy scale below the particle thresholds where the absorption is into dis­
crete energy levels. Region II is the energy range above the binding energy where 
structure may still exist in the absorption cross section. In Region III the absorption 
cross section is smooth. The processes that can take place are indicated along the 
abscissa; <r(y, «) here stands for the cross section for nucleon emission. The energy 
levels in the nucleus A, A —  1, and A  —2 are illustrated at the top of the diagram. The 
binding energies for one and two particles are designated by Ej  and £ 2T- The level P x 
in A —  1 represents a parent of the ground state of nucleus A .
1.2 Experimental Trends in the Nuclear Photoeffect.
The photon absorbtion spectrum for an idealised nucleus is 
reproduced in Figure 1 (from Reference 3). At the lowest photon 
energies, only Thomson scattering from the whole nuclear charge can 
occur (region 1 figurel) and since this does not disrupt the nuclear 
coordinates it will not be discussed further. Nuclear energy levels 
are excited at higher energies and absorbtion takes place into 
individual bcund and continuum states, as in regions 2 and 3<> Since 
successive states have a possibility of decay to all those preceding, 
the widths increase with excitation energy until the states overlap at 
some energy greater than the particle emission threshold.
The dominant feature of the photon absorbtion spectrum for all
(1 2 3 4 5 )nucleii is the Giant Resonance. > » » / pn 1947 this was
discovered as a strong broad peak in the photofission cross sections
(l6) .^jien foun(j pn yiex i curves in (Y»n) reactions on and
Cu ' ' and soon discovered to be a general effect in all photon
induced reactions, appearing as a prominent peak some 5 M.e.V. wide at
(2)
an energy between the photodisintegration threshold and 25 M.e.V.' /. 
Many later experiments have shown the Giant Resonance to
correspond to a coherent collective motion of neutrons against protons 
following electric dipole absorbtion of the incident radiation, in 
agreement with the independent early suggestions of Goldhaber and 
Tcller^°^ aud Migdal^^. It will be shown in section 1.3 that the 
electric dipole operator separates neutrons and protons.
For energies above the Giant Dipole Resonance, photonucleor
f^ l)
absorbtion takes place predominantly by the quasideuteron. mechanism*"
where the low momentum photon is able to eject high momentum particles
by interacting with correlated nucleon pairs in the nucleus,, The
emitted particles show dynamic relations characteristic of the
photodisintegration of the deuteron and the momentum distribution of
(21 2)
nucleons in the nucleusc *
1q3 General Properties of Photonuclear Reactions*
Many of the characteristic features of photoreactions arise from 
the nature of the electromagnetic interaction which tends to limit the 
type of states reached in photon excitation to those closely connected 
to the ground state by simple single particle transitions0 In 
particular, the giant dipole resonance is believed to be a coherent 
superposition of such one-particle one-hole (lplh) states# At 
low energy and linear momentum transfer, photon transitions are 
simplified by a preference for low angular momenta, so that only one 
or two multipoles make significant contribution, even if several are 
allowed by the well known angular momentum and parity rules which 
again follow from the nature of the operator. A brief indication of 
the sources and content of these rules will now be given# A more 
detailed account may be found in references (l,2,3»4,5)*
The operator H*, describing the perturbation of the nuclear 
Hamiltonian in the presence of the electromagnetic field for single 
photon transitions, is given by
H'= - 5 A ( r \ t ) „  d r
(1.3.1)
where j and A are the nuclear current operator and the electromagnetic
{potential operator, respectively# Since j transforms as a vector
operator under rotations, ehe selection rule for electric and magnetic
£transitions of order 2 arises from the form of the multipole
(5)
expansion for A, as ' '
E U) ATE = (~ne
M U )  A X  = (-1)* + 1 (1.3.2)
Further properties depend upon the transition rate w between
states ji)y and |f>, given in terms of the density of final states yO j
as: W  S • j<f I H'il> |Z . p j  (1.3.3)
Evaluation of w requires some assumptions in order to bypass the
problem of meson currents associated with j, the nuclear current
operator. In the long waveleng th limit (kR«l), H* simplifies to the
product of an angular term and V«j, which is substituted by the
nuclear charge densityyC)(r,t) on the assumptions of continuity, and
(2-5)
separable time dependence of the operators.' 1 In this series of
approximations, known as Siegert’s theorem^ the assumption of point
proton charges is valid, and for electric dipole (El) transitions, the 
transition operator simplifies to a multiple of the dipole operator:
D  t i r x  (1.3.4)
By introducing the centre of mass coordinate R and the relative 
nucleon coordinate yOj ,
R = ( i / A ) i i , r ?
-rj " 6 - (1.3.5)
the centre of mass dipole operator is obtained*
so that neutrons and protons are separated by the dipole operator, 
and may be considered to have effective charges of -z/A and N/A,
respectively. The difference between the operators D and I)1
is the Thomson scattering from the whole nuclear charge.
D = p yt e Z R  (1.3.7)
Model independent effective charges cannot be derived for 
magnetic transitions, but general results may be derived for electric 
multipoles of order 2^ ^  ^
2p= e- [(A-i)* + c - n h z - n ]
e„= e .  Z -(" ^ ) 'e ( !-3‘8)
(2 3 4. 5)
and also for deuteron and alpha emission for El radiation.' * * * 7
ed= (N-ZV A
e a - 2 . - f w - 2 . V A  (i.3.9)
In 0”^ , the proton and neutron effective charges are equal for
El emission and are +29/32 and -l/32 for E2 direct emission
respectively. This implies that proton emission should predominate
after E2 absorbtion and E1-E2 interference should produce forward
peaked assymetry in the proton angular distributions and weaker
backward peaking in the neutron distributions. Experimentally, both
are forward peaked and this requires explanation eg., by postulating
a nuclear structure model of the mechanism.^^ The El emission of
deuterons and alphas from self-conjugate nucleii should be zero by
these considerations but this is slightly violated in practice due to
the effect of the coulomb interaction.
More generally, the interaction between the electromagnetic field
and the nucleus may be written, under the assumption of charge
(15)
independence of nuclear forces, as
h '  = He + + 51; ( 1. 3. 10)
where IIo1 is independent of isotopic spin but H * transforms as the 
third component of a vector in isotopic spin space, so that for
Hd t r a n s i t i o n s  AT = o
Hi " A T  = O, £ 1 ; Ti t o
A T * i l  ; r£ - o  (1.3.11)
By substituting the isospin projection operators for protons and
neutrons
p + = ^ ( i + t e ) p_ *-£ ( i - T * -) (1.3.12)
in equation (1,3,6), the dipole operator for a self-conjugate nucleus 
becomes
x-— A /
D  = (&/Z')L.l^ , ( r T £ h  (1.3.13)
•which is of the H 1 type and therefore, we obtain the selection rules
for self-conjugate nucleii
(1) El transitions obey; AT=+1
(2) Other transitions obey: AT=+1,0 (l«3*14)
in agreement with the original work of Trainor^^ and Jladicatti
Isotopic spin impurities due to the coulomb force have been calculated
(9 19) . . (l5‘)' 7 and agree with the measurements of Wilkinson , so that,
for the light elements, impurities vary between 0JVfo and 5$'^nd the 
forbidden transitions are inhibited by between 20 and 500,
The cross section integrated over the absorbtion line,
„ (S  d E a  = f w d E *  ■ (1.5.15)
Mnz  -7 &  c  -f’u e - 7 f
can be evaluated for El transitions under Seigert's theorem. Summing
over the final states 1B> and using the closure condition gives
S - L ,  r<sdE/i~ <oc|Cz.JCH,2D3|a> (1.3.16)
' Tl C [r
which depends only on the wave functions in the ground state lct^ •
II is the total nuclear IlaiiR1 Ionian, written in the fonn
H = Eit i ( pt/'z ^ ) + Z;<j ("Vir) • (i.3.i7)
+ 2 ,The kinetic energy ter> contributes n jn to the double commutator so 
that, summing over the z protons and N neutrons and using the 
effective charges of equation (l.g06), ve obtain
5= e2(3/mc)-( m z /a )-(i+V)
- 0.0 6 (NZ/A) (l+V) MeV. Barns. (1.3.18)
V is the contribution from the potential energy, which is non-zero and 
serves to increase the sun rule for exchange forces or velocity 
dependent forces which do not commute -with II. The minimum value 
provided by the kinetic energy tern is known as the Thomas Reiche Kuhn 
(T.R.IC.) sum rule^"^ for atomic systems or as the Classical Dipole
Sun Rule, since the same result holds for a classical charged
ttrai
(13)
(2 12)
oscillator* 9 Tvpical a active exchange force mixtures increase
the dipole sum by about 40$.
The sum rule is useful in that it provides a model - independent 
lover limit to the El strength in a nucleus and indicates the presence 
of exchange or velocity - dependent nuclear focus in nucleii with 
larger integrated cross sections. But the upper limit of integration 
is undefined and the cross section for pure El jrrocesses ±s seldom 
measured. A more useful sura rule was obtained in 1954 by Gell-Mann, 
Goldberger and Thirring (G.G.T.). Assuming that photons of energy
greater than the meson threshold contribute only to meson production 
and that the forvard scattering amplitude for a nucleus approaches 
that of z free protons and M free neutrons as the photon energy tends 
to infinity, they obtained the integrated cross section for all
multipoles up to the meson threshold as
S'  = f'“<s'(E')dE = 0.06 (N 2 / A )  ( i + w )  (1.3.19)
C
where w depends on the difference between measureable photonucleon 
cross sections at high energies, and is estimated to be about 0.6 +_ 
0e2o^1/^
The two rules have equal values within the errors, showing the
importance of SI transitions. This is confirmed by the calculations o
(13)Levinger and Bethe, 7 who showed that nuadrupole transitions can 
amount to only about 6fo of dipole transitions. Under charge 
independence of nuclear forces and neglecting exchange forces, Gell-
/ Ijr \
Mann and Telegdi 7 derived an E2 sum rule for ^T=0 (li0) transitions 
in self-conjugate nucleii
f<T(E2) dE = E 2 . 6 . <£!>« /, , O0N
J  E 2- n  tnc* U-o.- }
where (r^)c0 is the mean square displacement of a nucleon of mass m 
from the nuclear centre. For 0 ^  this sum rule has the value 5*5 uB./ 
M.e.V.(26)
The above model — independent results have proved to be useful
guides in the study of photonuclear reactions for they provide orders
of magnitude by which to judge the importance of nuclear structure
l6
features in the measured phenomena. The values for 0 will be 
consulted later in this thesis.
1.4 The Giant Dipole Resonance and Nuclear Models.
For medium to heavy nucleii, the coalescence of individual levels 
in photoabsorbtion occurs about the energy of the Giant Resonance which 
tends to be a smooth curve whose properties depend only on the gross 
nuclear parameters of size and s h a p e . p ecaase Qf the large
coulomb barrier, photoabsorbtion for these nucleii is followed
overwhelmingly by neutron emission, aod the absorbtion cross section
(l 2)
is found from the neutron yields. ’ When integrated over just the 
Giant Resonance region, the absorbtion cross section is found to
(l-5)exceed the classical electric dipole sum rule. This indicates
the importance of the Giant Resonance in taking nearly all the El 
strength the nucleus may have, and further, the extra strength present 
at higher energies demands exchange or velocity - dependent terms in 
the nuclear Hamiltonian, (section 1.2.)
The variation in the Giant Resonance Peak energy, E0, is well 
predicted by the hydrodynamic model of the dipole oscillations as:
E0= 80 A'1* M.e.V. (lt4>l)
/ jo 22 21)
This model  ^ * 9 ' considers the nucleus as two interpenetrating
fluids of neutrons and protons with collective vibrations of one fluid
against the other excited by electric dipole absorbtion of photons.
For nucleii with large intrinsic prolate deformations, the
hydrodynamic model correctly predicts the observed splitting of the
Giant Resonance into two components corresponding to charge
(25 2h)
oscillations along the nuclear symmetry axes, v * 7 and the derived
values of intrinsic nuadrupole moments of such nucleii are in good
agreement with other measurements„ The shape dependence leads
naturally to the observed variation of the width of the Giant Resonance
(1-5)
with A, and its minimum value for closed shell nucleii. Although
the neutron spectra and angular distributions from the deca3r of the 
Giant Resonance ore found to be in accord with the predictions of 
statistical evaporation from the compound nucleus ^  * these
1 0
collective models offer no mechanism to explain the observed high 
yield of directly emitted fast photoparticles.
In complete contrast, the dipole resonance of light nuclei is 
always between 20 and 2p M.e.V, and is composed of a number of 
individual resonances. The density of this level structure is found 
to increase and the level widths found to decrease from to Ca^. 
Direct photonucleon emission is found to predominate, and the smaller 
coulomb barrier allows the yields of neutrons and protons to be 
comparable,, The total cross section is essentially the sum of the 
(Y,n) and (y ,p ) reactions and its value integrated to 25 M.e.V. is 
only ~60$ of the T.R.K. sum rule, the missing El strength being 
assumed present in the higher energy quasideuteron cross section.
These features are incompatible with hydrodynamic model 
predictions and the observed individual level structure suggests an 
independent particle shell model description of the photoeffect, in 
which the giant dipole resonance is due to electric dipole absorbtion 
of photons by excitation of nucleons from the uppermost shell to the 
next shell of opposite parity, under the selection rule Al=+l0 In 
the simple Harmonic oscillator shell model, the transitions are all at 
the energy of the oscillator spacing (neglecting the spin orbit 
splitting) and this is the energy of the giant dipole resonance, so 
that, in this model
E 0 = 4-0 A  _l/5 M.e.V. (1,4,2)
which is wrong for both the light and heavy nucleii. Although the 
splitting of the giant resonance in deformed nucleii can be predicted 
successfully by this model, it has no mechanism to produce .the
16Transitions in 0
Transition tflf rs(£) E(y2V) E,(MeV) d'2(*) F
1 pi " 2 %  ■
kb 11 18.55 19.6 2 .951
1 p3 -» 1 ds
i *
6 50 17.65 22.2 75
CO&•
1 pj - 1 % 10/5 28 16.58 18.1 1 .905
lpi " 2si 2/5 5*5 12.58 15.5 k .996
1 - 1 df 2/5 5*5 22.75 25 .2 20 .965
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1o 3 The Independent Particle Shell Model and the detailed struetore oi
the dipole resonance in hight Nucleii (016)
The simple shell model was improved to give better agreement with
observed transition energies in 0^° by Elliot and Flowers. The
basic shell model transition energies were defined as the sum of the
energies of the excited particle and residual hole, assumed to be the
1 *7 lr 15
known bound states of 0 and 0 (or N ) respectively. Perturbation
by the residual interaction between the particle and the hole mixed
these states and changed the energies, so that most of the strength
(ll)was taken by one or two high energy transitions. Brown et. al. '
used the schematic model to explain that the success of this
calculation lay in the effect of the residual interaction, Later one
particle one hole (lplh) calculations produced results entirely
(3)similar to those of Elliot and Flowers. 7
16
The nucleus 0 has become a testing ground for theoretical study
because of its convenient closed — shell structure and the relative
simplicity of its excited configurations. The five main lplh 
16
excitations in 0 are noted in table 1 with the energies and strengths
for unperturbed and perturbed transitions in the calculation of 
(32)Gillet.v ' The fraction F of the initial transition in the final
state is high and the two most intense are the nodeless transitions 
-1
(ipp/P; ldp/2,3/2,). The Elliot and Flowers result is compared with
( 33 )the total cross section of Burgov et. al. in figure 2, vwue re
(3)arbitrary widths have been assigned to the peaks. ' The gross 
structure is reproduced reasonably well, but the calculated cross
12
I j ^
section ^ D^) is necessarily too large due to the use of
. . . .  /2.
artificially increased E ’^  values and unchanged values of D ^  with
respect to the basic simple Harmonic oscillator case.^ Emission of
predominantly d - wave photoparticles in the 22-25 M0e0Y„ region is,
however, correctly predicted,,
Explanation of the fine structure was sought by consideration of
the effect of higher multipole absorbtion in the El giant resonance.
Dodge and Barber " found a fairly constant finite value of the A1
coefficient in the angular distribution of protons, implying a broad
region of quadrupole absorbtion, which was correctly predicted by the
lplh calculation of Spicer and Eisenberg' ' and the later lplh and
2p2h calculation of Eisenberg, Spicer and Rose(36) for 1+ and 2+
levels in this region. More accurate angular distribution
coefficients from the (p ,y) experiment of Earle and T a n n e r s h o w e d
a broad E2 resonance centred at 30 M.e.V., some 10 M.e.V, wide, with a
peak cross section of about luB and due mainly to f - wave proton
capture. The observed constancy of the odd (interference)
coefficients with energy implied that the structure in the cross
section was not due mainly to E2-E1 interference but was equally
probably due to interference between the strong broad El resonance and
(92)
weaker El resonances of different phase.' 1
In attempting to predict the experimental structure, the shell 
model did not estimate the widths of the resonances, in fact the use 01 
the energies of bound states in the neighbouring nucleii neglected the 
finite widths of the real states, for protons in the ld3/2 state or 
neutrons in the ldi/2 or 2s states of 0 ^  lie in the continuum and
13
car. decay bv penetration of a potential barrier* Considerations of
the width of the dipole state as proportional to the product of state
intensity and barrier penetrability for particle emission lead to
qr.aiitatj.ve explanation of the observed narrowing of the dipole states
(1)through the 2s - Id - If shells*
In 1966, Buck and IIillv performed a continuiuum calculation of 
the giant resonance in 0"^, using the optical model potential to 
describe the interaction between a nucleon and the corresponding mass 
15 nucleus* Reaction channels with quantum numbers J~'= 1 were studied 
and the giant resonance capture states were taken as lplh only, 
neglecting matrix elements mixing in higher configurations. The 
scattering wave functions produced by the model were used to calculate 
reaction amplitudes and cross sections directly as a function of 
energy. Inclusion of quadrupole capture from the incident elastic 
channels allowed evaluation of the small E2 cross section and its 
effect on the angular distributions. The results were compared 
directly with the measurements of (p,v) cross sections and angular
(92)
distributions of Earle and Tanner and the polarization data of Bertozzi 
et. a l / 59)
The magnitude of the calculated cross section was adjusted to fit 
experiment by inclusion of a finite absorbtion term in the optical 
model potential, which the authors describe as a device approximating 
the effect of the competing reactions not explicitly treated in the 
calculation ((p,oc) (p,p!)) ant* as a substitute for the two — body 
correlations in the nuclear wave function which move some of the 
strength out of the giant resonance to higher energies* They '
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therefore expected to predict the envelope of a more detailed 
structure, and this prediction is well borne out by the comparison 
with experiment reproduced in figure 3* rfhe angular distribution and 
polarization results gave more approximate agreement, (figure 4). Buck 
and Hill concluded that the lplh model reproduced the main features of 
the giant resonance but that prediction of the observed structure 
effects required a theory encompassing higher ph configurations or 
more scattering channels.
Some confirmation of this postulate came from the calculations of 
Gillet et, a l . ^ ^  who coupled 2p2h excitations into the lplh basis for
the giant resonance and correctly predicted the dip at 22,7 M,e,V, in 
the (
(41).
0"^ spectrum. A peak in the N^(d,Y) spectrum of Suffert et. al.
at this energy, was related to the 2p2h state calculated to cause 
the dip in the 0*^ absorbtion. The emitted gamma ray was found to be 
dipolar in the N^(d,Y) reaction, but the diuiteron effective 
charge is zero for pure T=1 electric dipole transitions (equation 
1*3.9) so that the reaction must proceed through a T=0 admixture in 
the T=1 giant dipole resonance. This corresponds to the construction 
I0+;T=0;1~,T=1> of the 2p2h state in reference 40.
/
This was the situation at the time of commencement of the 
authorfs researches (1967). The giant dipole resonance in 0 ^  was 
approximately described by the lplh shell model but the observed 
structure was not predicted and nature was somewhat more complicated. 
Further study of this nucleus required detailed knowledge of the cross 
sections of the reactions competing for strength from the giant 
resonance, in particular, a measurement of the neutron angular
15
distributions would be useful to provide multipole information and an
accurate total cross section for comparison with, the proton channel.
If isospin is a good quantum number, the (v»n) and (y»p ) cross
(42)
sections should be identical. Barker and Mann ' ' have shown that
the admixture of isotopic spins is sensitive to the cross section 
ratio. Their expression may be written
'Ci 1 ~~ ZlodSp(e) _ hpte) ,pp VD\ 2
dffnCS') Fn(&) Pn KnZ <h-t€Lc
2 VlC
(1.5.1)
where (Tp^FpjPp and Yp are the proton cross section, angular 
distribution, penetrability and reduced width respectively, and 
similarly for the neutrons, and o.t and <t0are the amplitudes of T=1 
and T=0 components in the wave function. Assuming equal reduced 
widths for neutrons and protons and using calculated values of the 
slowly varying penetrability ratio gives a direct measure of the 
isospin impurity of a state, if the angular distributions are 
identical. This assumption has been made in calculations of the T=0 
admixture in the dominant T=1 giant resonance states of 0 ^  ^90)
but an accurate measurement of the poorly known photoneutron angular
.16
distributions v 1 was required to confirm its validity.
In addition, continuum calculations of the (yu) process in O'
were being made at this time  ^1^ and a further detailed assessment of
the lplh model would be possible by direct comparison of (Y>n) theory
and experimental angular distributions. The author therefore feels
that a measurement of the angular distribution of photoneutrons from
l6the giant resonance of 0 was required for several reasons and that 
the selection of this experiment as his research project was
6justified on theoretical grounds.
JU6 Tlie Development of Experimental T'cchnlques in Photodisintegration,
The following discussion mil concentrate on the techniques
applicable to the study of the modes of excitation of the Giant
Resonance in light nucleii, especially the photoparticle spectroscopy,
but a briefer review of the general development of photonuclear
experiments mil be presented. More comprehensive summaries yi the
early work are to be found in references 1 to 5» and the Bibliography
(20)
of Photonuclear Disintegrations ' provides many references.
The type of experiment performed at a particular time was 
naturally goverened by the source of gamma rays available. Although 
the relatively weak photon sources from natural radioactivity and
(pi
nuclear reactions continue to be useful in restricted areas of study, "/ 
systematic trends through the periodic table and with energy could rot
be observed until the development of the Betatron (Kerst, 19^l)^i/  ^
provided reasonably intense, variable energy bremsstrahlung, With the
introduction of high current electron linear accelerators in the 19.37
to i960 period, more precise experiments, using electron scattering
(48-54) (yg_64) . ,
and neutron time of flight spectroscopy became possible,
and monochromatic photon b e a m s ( p roduced by position annihilation in
flight) were provided, although with initially low fluxes. The present 
(83)
trend' 7 is towards high current, high duty factor, linear accelerators 
in order to provide good fluxes of monochromatic photons or to enable 
coincidence experiments and the study of correlations between nuclear 
particles.
Early a ttcmpts^0  ^ to measure the nuclear absorbtion cross section 
for photons directly (by target in and out measurements with a long
17
absorber) were hampered by the uncertain values of the dominant atomic
absorbtion coefficients, but later developmentsgave  agreement
(68^
with photon scattering d a t a 7 and the more usual yield measurements. 
(2)
The classic Betatron experiment involved measurement of the yield 
Y(E) of a photonuclear reaction as a function of E, the end point 
energy of the continuous bremsstrahlung spectrum (/"’(e )), so that:
YCE) - / E F i W ) <S- ( w ) cUw) . (1.6.1)
o
Since the (y >}_!) process frequently results in residual activity of
reasonable half life, this activity has been often used as the
measured yield in determining the (y,n) cross section as a function of
energy. By coulomb barrier considerations, this is
essentially the total cross section for the elements heavier than about
tin. The data on the trends in cross section and width of the Giant
Resonance in the heavier nucleii has in fact been gained mainly from
(0 3 )
the neutron yield measurements. • However, the analysis of the
yield curve data has faced many problems, including uncertainties in
the neutron detection efficiency, the monitor response function, the
neutron multiplicity corrections and the shape of the bremsstrahlung
(l)spectrum near the end point,' ' The method used of inversion of the
bremsstrahlung matrix^ ^  is sensiti/e to these uncertainties and
especially to the statistical uncertainties on the yield curve, so that
activation curve statistics of 0.1% were required to produce 5?’ to
(3)10jS ac curacy in cross sections. Comparison of results obtained by
this method and by the later monoenergetic source measurements showed 
10f? to 50 h' discrepancies^  ^until errors in the efficiency of the type
18
of neutron detector used in the older experiments were d:’scovei ed. 
(l»p57) The two methods now give agreement.
Measurements of elastic 'photon scattering are sensitive to the 
agnitude and shape of the photon absorbtion spectrum, (°8,2,34) )?,ariym
(6 )^
results from these experiments were useful mainly as a check on
the yield measurements, but later, the existence of the tensor
polarizability of the deformed nucleii was first confirmed in this way,
(/l) Discrepancies cf up to JOfj still existed between cross sections
(l nbS)from different laboratories however, v w  and quantitative estimates
of the magnitude of the tensor term in the scattering amplitude were
not possible. An estimate of the effect of this term, integrated over
the who1e energy spectrum, was made in 1965 from bremsstrahlung yield
(72)
subtraction measurements on aligned nucleii' ' and then as a function
(73)of energy using monochromatic photons in 1969, This may serve to
illustrate the advancement of experimental methods in the field.
For the light elements, the (Y?n) contribution could be measured 
as above, but the important (y >p ) part of the total cross section 
usually produces stable or long lived isotopes, so that it could not be 
determined by activity measurements, and emulsions or cloud chambers 
were initially used to measure the proton tracks, Although
limited in statistical accuracy, the visual techniques made important 
contributions, for Corbunov et. al.^^) showed the significant 
contribution of high energy spallation reactions to the integrated 
absorbtion cross section using a cloud chamber, and Milone et. al.
' * found evidence for structure in the photon absorbtion
spectrum by the close similarity between their emulsion spectra for
19
(Y»p) and (y>h) events in 0^. The existence of this structure had 
been a point of controversy for some time because of the inconsistent 
energies of "breaks” found in yield curves from different 
laboratories and the fragmentary nature of data on the photoparticle
(2,p35)energy spectra. x '
High resolution experiments were required to resolve the possible 
structure and confirm the validity of either the collective model or 
shell model approaches to the giant resonance in light nucleii. In 
fact, techniques for high resolution spectroscopy on the neutron and 
proton spectra were evolving at about the same time, as the 
application of inelastic electron scattering to the giant resonance.
(<i8-5l)
In electron scattering, the excitation of both longitudinal and
transverse modes may occur, and form factors for each are measured as
a function oC momentum transfer for each level, allowing assignments
(218-54)
of spin and parity by comparison with theoretical predictions.
Although early experiments showed that detailed studies of level
schemes and continuum transitions in light nucleii were possible by
this method^^0>5l) oniy since about 1963 that results with high
(53)resolution in the giant resonance region have been attained ' so 
that this technique mil not be discussed further at present.
Measurements of proton yields using counters (‘-0»8;j,o6,o7) showed 
the same gross features of the giant resonance found in the neutron
results, but gave little detailed information on proton spectra, a 
notable
(3'0 „
 exception being the 0^  (e,e!p) experiment of Dodge and Barber
who used a magnetic spectrometer with about 2;~ resolution to
2 0
determine 0"^ proton energy spectra and preliminary angular
distributions. The significant advance was made later by the Yale 
(59 p219'93)
group ' * who used solid state counters to determine the
energies of protons extracted from the (y »p ) target via a magnetic
lens. This avoided the severe background problems associated with
the intense Y - flash in the target area, and permitted resolutions of
Vjo over the giant resonance region in the preliminary results of
M o r r i s o n ^ ^ . TIowever, other (y »Po ) spectra obtained by this method
were published after the start of the author’s research and will be
discussed in a later chapter. High resolution proton data was
obtained mainly from precision (p,y) measurements in the pre-1967
period, for the tandem accelerators provided proton beams of less than 
(PB—Q21
10 k.e.V. spread. The principle of detailed balance allowed
A
the giant resonance of nucleus a to be studied by bombarding nucleus 
A - l
_X with these protons and the limit of experimental resolution was 
set by the target thickness, so that later measurements gave 
excitation spectra for several light nucleii with 50 k.e.V, 
resolution in the giaut resonance A similar performance in
neutron energy measurement was developed in about the same time by 
applying new technology to the old technique of neutron time of flight
+ (62) spectioscopy. '
The time of flight *tf of a neutron of energy E (M.e.V.) over a
distance *d’ metres is given in nanoseconds (n.s.) by
t = 72.3 * d / J T  (1.6.2)
so that the energy resolution is given in terms of At the time 
dispersion ol the system by:
21
A E  = (1/36.15) * E /Z* (At/d). (1.6.3)
In order to stud}' giant resonance photoneutrons from the light 
elements (typically 6 M.e.V.) with a resolution of 200 k.e.V. or 60 
k.e.V. requires a time of flight resolution of 0.5 n.s./m„ or 0.15 n.s. 
/m. respectively, so that time resolutions of less than 10 n.s. are 
required to use the 10-20 m flight paths imposed "by typical 
accelerator shielding conditions. Therefore a fast timing detector of 
neutrons is needed, as is an accelerator with a pulsed electron beam of 
suitably short duration and high instantaneous current.
(55)The H.I.T. group developed these techniques' ' and produced the
first measurements of fast photoueutron spectra in 1958.^°^
Unfortunately they were restricted, by their accelerator, to photon
energies below the giant resonances of the interesting f4nf light
nucleii and such information was obtained from a similar system
(57 58)installed on the Harwell Linac by Firk and collaborators. ’
Tb.ese nucleii are convenient experimentally in that the 
corresponding residual nucleii formed in photo disintegration have 
first excited states which are well separated from the ground state, by 
some 'G1 M.e.V. 5ince the topG*M.e.V. of the photonucleon energy 
range can only be produced by ground state transitions, only a few runs 
at widely spaced bremsstrahlung energies are required to give ground 
state photonucleon spectra, which can be related to the spectra^ of
15the absorbed photons by kinematics. The first excited state of 0 is 
at 5.2 M.e.V. so that a run at just one bremsstralung end-point energy 
provides a good energy range of ground state transitions in the 0^
1 p
(y>n) 0 reaction.
2 2
Firk et. nl. obtained '» neutron energy resolution of about 200 -
300 k.e.V. in the giant resonance of 0  ^which they subsequently
improved to give spectra for this and other light nucleii with less
(59)than 100 k.e.V. resolution throughout the giant resonance, ' This 
allowed detailed comparison with the (p,Y ) data^'^’^ ^  and 
preliminary estimates of isotopic spin purity in the giant resonance 
states. To make accurate measurements of this required knowledge
of the photoneutron angular distributions (as previously discussed) 
but these did not exist in any quantitative form.
( 78 )The emulsion measurements of Milone and Hubbino  ^had indicated 
assymmetry in the angular distributions of photoneutrons from the 
giant resonance region but with little energy resolution and few 
statistics, while the only modern measurement^'^(by time of flight) 
had covered but three angles and did little more than confirm the 
earlier results.
A measurement with good energy resolution was required to resolve 
the individual level structure and allow determination of the mixture 
of partial waves from resonance to resonance, so that only the time 
of flight method was useful. To obtain information on up to 5 
Legendre coefficients (A0 to A4) required data from at least six 
angles which should span as much of the range 0 to 7C as possible, in 
order to be sensitive to the higher coefficients. The angular 
variation could be obtained simultaneously by six flight paths or by 
using one flight path and successively altering the angle between the 
incident photon beam and this direction. The former method has the 
advantage of simultaneous collection of data from all angles which
2 3
increases the total count rate and decreases the problem*, of angle to 
angle normalisation by essentially removing its dependence upon time. 
This requires six expensive detector systems instead of one however, 
and few laboratories have shielding geometry flexible enough to allow 
six 20 m. flight paths.
The geometrical conditions were satisfied at the liuear 
accelerator of the Kelvin Laboratory, University of Glasgow, and the 
author’s research project at this establishment has been the 
commissioning of a multi-angle nanosecond time of flight spectrometer 
and the measurement of the angular distribution of photoneutrons from 
the photodisintegration of 0^.
2 4
Chapter 2
2.1 Introduction.
This chapter describes the development of a multi ~ angle time of 
flight (T.O.F.) spectrometer for measurement of photoneutron angular 
distributions with good energy resolution. The linear accelerator of 
the Kelvin Laboratory, University of Glasgow is considered as a 
source for such experiments and its characteristics are shown to have 
determined the choice of basic experimental perameters.
Advantage was taken of the open geometry of shielding in this 
laboratory to provide six 20m, flight paths for simultaneous 
acquisition of angular distribution data and one 53m* evacuated flight 
path for higher resolution work. Flight path collimation was 
designed to allow the solid angle subtended by each detector, to be 
determined by the detector size, so that by using identical detectors, 
angular normalisation depended simply on the bias level set on each 
detector. The choice of detector is made with respect to the required 
efficiency, count rate and resolution and the possible accuracy in 
normalisation between detectors is demonstrated.
2.2 Nanosecond T.O.F. spectroscopy at the Kelvin Laboratory.
It whs shown in chapter 1 that the energy resolution in neutron 
T.O.F. experiments was
3/2
E = (1/36.15) » E . At/d (1.6.3.)
so that a system with good resolution must have a small time 
dispersion (^t) and long flight paths (d). Both these requirements 
decrease the count rate, which can only be rectified by increasing 
the peak current available in the photon pulse produced by the
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electron accelerator. The neutron T.O.F. is measured by a form of 
clock which is started by some time zero signal and stopped by the 
pulse from the neutron detector. Such systems normally count only 
one stop pulse per start pulse so that the absolute count rate is 
proportional to the pulse repetition frequency of the accelerator. A 
more obvious constraint on accelerator performance is that the 
electron energy range available must span the region of interest and 
the beams produced should be stable.
The electron linear accelerator at the Kelvin Laboratory of the 
University of Glasgow satisfies most of these requirements. Electrons 
at 30 k.e.V. are injected from a Pierce geometry cylindrical diode 
gun capable of 2A current. The beam is deflected in to the 
accelerator by a fast 10k.V. pulse from a thyratron driven spark gap 
applied to a pair of deflection plates giving 3.5ns. F.W.H.M. pulses 
of up to 200ra,A. peak current in the first section of the accelerator. 
Peak currents of 50 to 150ra.A. are available after acceleration 
depending upon the final energy ( 25 to 100 M.e.V.) used and 
repetition rates of up to 480 Hz. are possible. The energy is 
measured round the 90° magnetic analysis system in the beam 
deflection room (B.D.R.) (figure 5).
Nanosecond experiments are performed in the straight through 
position in the well shielded neutron cell where the electron beam 
strikes n thick tungsten bremsstrahlung converter placed some 4U 
before whe photoneutron target which sits at the intersection of all 
the flight paths with the electron beam line (figure 5). Ferrite 
toroids placed at intervals down the accelerator and beam transport
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Count Rate Estimate Table 2
(1) N° electrons/pulse =* i*T/ = 5*10~^A*5.5*10a ■ 1.1*10*^
q 1.6*10""^ coulomb
(2) Bremsstrahlung Conversion = Y*s per electron * geometrical factor 
Efficiency * energy bite
« 0,15*0*66*0.035 = 5.5*10~3 
(using bremsstrahlung spectrum, fraction between 22 and 27 M.e.V,
- W 100>)
(5) Photoneutrons/photon = No.p.t.^ =6*10^*1.0 * ( 1.5) * 26*10”^
A T l S
= 6.7*10”4
(since Jd dE = 26 M.e.V. m.b. (Ref. 10l))
**   '   ~   —  - - « ’
(4) Therefore, Photoneutrons/pulse = 2.6*10
(5) Solid Angle ■ 2.25*10
(6) Detector Efficiency * 0.3
(7) Counts/second (4,5>6) = 0.84/sec.
(8) Channels for 5-10 M.e.V. « 360ns/l.4ns/channel = 250 channels.
neutrons
(9) Count Rate « 12/channel/hour « 290/channel/day.
(10) 3% statistical accuracy in 3 - 4 days.
NOTE THAT DEAD TIME EF F EC T S  
ARE SMALL AT THESE RATES
2 6
system allow monitoring of the electron current, and the time zero 
pulse (START pulse) for the system is conveniently taken from one of 
these. 'STOP1 pulses are obtained from suitable neutron detectors 
placed in the fright paths and the time interval is converted by the 
subsequent electx*onics to an analogue pulse to be stored by a multi­
channel analyser. The timing system is shown in figure 6 .
The resolution of the present spectrometer is determined mainly 
by the 3.5 n.s. width of the electron pulse. Plight path and detector 
perameters have been determined by the compromise between resolution 
and count rate.
2.3 Count Rate Estimate.
A calculation of the counting rate is performed in table 2 using 
typical values of electron current and some necessary limitations on 
target thickness which mil be explained more fully later. Although 
the total experimental time required (l week) is not unusual, the count 
rate is severely limited by these factors and the low solid angles 
involved to the point where general background radiation contributes 
10^ in the interesting time region (from 5 to 10 M.e.V, neutron 
energy). Experimental techniques involving loss of counting rate 
(such as fine aualysis of the beam energy or the use of 'thin - target' 
bremsstrahlung) are then impossible without increase in accelerator 
peak current.
The following system has been designed to maximise counting 
efficiency inside useful limits of resolution and to reduce the total 
accelerator time required by simultaneous acquisition of data from all 
angles.
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2.h Geometrical Considerate o p s ,
The flight path system installed by the author is shown in figure 
:j and details of the neutron cell and the engineering and colliraation 
of the flight paths are shown in figure 7* The neutron cell was 
originally designed with five flight path apertures, all at forward 
angles. These terminated at the building wall after various path 
lengths from 8m to 17m. The earth banking round the experimental area 
was designed to allow erection of one long flight path, possibly to 
100m. The author was not responsible for this preliminary work.
Energy resolutions of 100 k.e.V. for 6 M.e.V. neutrons could be 
obtained from the expected 4—5ns. time resolution only by using flight 
paths of about 20m. The 23~h° forward angle was discarded on these 
grounds and because of the enormous flux of Compton — scattered gamma 
rays expected at the forward angles. This 1gamma flash* causes 
background effects in the detector and can paralyse it in severe cases. 
Six angles covering a good angular range were required. The author 
installed j backward flight paths through the sectional shielding 
wall of the B.D.Tt. at well spaced angles which avoided the main 
structural supports of the building and gave useful values for
Legendre polynomials, (figure 8) Measurements at these six angles
\
should give good definition of the contribution of polynomials of 
different order. To obtain 20m,, the forward flight paths were 
extended outside the building and each -was equipped with a detector 
station in the foim.i of a hut with a power supply, a cable link to the 
counting room and a temperature regulated heating system. This 
involved some excavation of the shielding bank at the two most forward
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angleso The original 703-° detector stations were retained and on 
evacuated flight path assembled for high resolution measurements at 
2pm and 50m. The vacuum pipe is 12 dia. to 2pm. and l6u thereafter, 
and this large volume is evacuated by a rotary pump to pressures less 
than 1 fo atmospheric in ten minutes and to final pressures less than 
100(1. The neutron cell flange is thick steel except for a 2" dia, 
central thin window of .01’* HJylar1, while the 16“ window required at
it
the detector end is of ,05 aluminium for safety reasons.
The backward flight tubes are of 6" i.d. thick - walled plastic 
supported rigidly by steel formers and surrounded by a matrix of 
Barytes chips, (figure 7) This material is suitably dense and 
provides a convenient method of sealing the rqdiation weaknesses 
introduced in the sectional shielding wall.
The alignment of the flight path tubes was surveyed by 
theodolite against a small target, dead centre of the neutron cell 
and the known electron beam line. Small non ~ linearities in the 
pipe were unimportant since the target — detector cone was to be 
defined by collimators which could be adjusted for optimum alignment,
2.5 Collimation of the Neutron Beams.
The demands of radiation shielding impose a basic geometry on 
neutron time of flight experiments. The neutron source is always in 
a small enclosure surrounded by many feet of concrete and the 
particles emerge from flight tubes in this shield as shown in figure 
9 where the dimensions are those found in the Kelvin Laboratory but 
are not unusual. The disadvantage of such a system is that the flight 
path pipe and its image on the back wall subtend a solid angle at the
2 9
source which is very much gx-ea ter than that subtended directly by the 
detector, and rescattering into the detector from these areas is not 
negligible. From the solid angles in figure 9 the relative 
probability of scattered radiation being detected is about but the 
neutron scattering cross sections of fast neutrons are highly back and 
forward peaked so that the effect leads to highly contaminated spectra 
in some cases. This was observed in early experiments and cured by 
collimniion at the inner aperture of the flight tube, for the 
contamination is proportional to the solid angle of this aperture.
Neutrons were then accepted only from a small volume round the 
photoneutron target, which allowed the bremsstrahlung converter to be 
placed close b}?-, in order to maximise the useful photon flux. The 
collimator must discriminate sharply against neutrons from the 
bremsstrahlung converter and since the neutron yield from this was less 
than from the photoneutron target (target thicknesses are discussed 
later) an attenuation factor of 10 for the collimators was considered 
adequate. This factor had to be achieved as compactly as possible 
because of access problems in the neutron cell.
The neutron capture cross section is only appreciable at thermal 
energies, so that fast neutrons are best removed by scattering out of 
the beam. For neutrons below 5 M.e.V, kinetic energy, elastic • 
collisions with light nucleii (preferably hydrogen) provide the 
fastest reduction in neutron energy, but neutrons of higher kinetic 
energy are better slowed by inelastic processes for which the 
materials with high mass number offer lower thresholds and high cross 
sections. This is confirmed by the effective neutron absorbtion
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coefficients measured as a "unction of energy by Hopkins et. al.^102  ^
(figure 10 ).
A composite collimator is therefore most effective and those 
designed hy the author utilised 2* of borated paraffin and 10" of lead.
The attenuation factors so gained for fast neutrons and gamma rays (of
x 3 9
1 M, e.V.; were 10 and 10 respectively using the data of Hopkins
et. al.(^^ confirmed by the shielding data from references 103 and
104. The construction was sectional (figure ll) with about 6U of the
lead at the detector end to absorb any capture gamma radiation
produced. The collimators fitted in to the flight tubes in the
concrete shielding wall or in to specially built concrete blockhouses,
depending upon angle, so that the concrete completed the absorbtion
of the scattered neutrons (figure 7).
Exactly the same type of construction and the same attenuation 
factors were used for outer collimators placed nearer the detector end 
of all flight paths, in order to define accurately the extent of the
neutron beam at the detector and prevent scattering from the
background shield. The diameter of this collimator and its distance
from the source were chosen to define a beam of neutrons at the 
detector which would have a radius 2" larger than that of the detector 
(2-j") and the lead background shield was built at least To1' outside 
this beam at all points.
The philosophy behind the collimation procedure is shown in 
figure 12. Target and detector are reciprocally entirely in view, 
well inside the conical limit set by the collimators on the escaping 
radiation. Mote that the position of target or detector is non -
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critical. This system allows the solid angles to be made the same for 
all flight paths by the simple process of using identical detectors at 
identical distances. Some trouble was taken to arrange all the 
corresponding (inner or outer) collimators to be identical and at the 
same distance from the source and geometrical constraints led to the 
present positions (figure 7) where concrete blockhouses enclose the 
collimators which lie outside the shielding wall.
Typical flight path dimensions are show'in figure 13 where the 
penumbra effects are shown to be acceptable. The measurement of - 
neutron flux over a typical detector position is also show in figure 
13* A flat topped beam is found with cut-offs where expected.
2.6 T.O.F. detectors.
Organic scintillators have been found to be the most useful 
detector of fast neutrons in T.O.F. s p e c t r o m e t e r s f o r  large 
volume detectors are available with high efficiency and good timing 
resolution. Very large scintillators coupled to several photo­
multipliers have been used in some T.O.F, systems but the gain
obtained in solid angle is at the expense of a worsened time 
resolution and a non - uniform light collection and the cost of 
reproducing such a device six times prohibits its use in the present 
arrangement.
The detector used was a 5" dia. 5“ thick plastic scintillator 
directly coupled to an XP1040 photomultiplier which has the desirable 
properties of a large diameter photocathode and good timing resolution. 
High voltage from a stabilised supply was applied to a resistor 'base1 
chain to set the dynode voltages and fast signals from a 50si anode
32
load were taken to trigger a discriminator, The timing signal from 
the discriminator vras transferred to the counting room and subsequent 
(N.I.M.) electronics. This arrangement gave a reasonably sized 
detector -with good timing resolution and a relatively simple 
electronic arrangement,
2,7 Total Timing Resolution and Scintillator Thickness
Time uncertainties arise from the duration (b ) of the electron
pulse, the transit time variation of neutrons in target and detector
(D) and the time resolution and *jitter* of the detection process and
subsequent electronics (o), in this system, 0 will later be shown to
be smaller than B or D, so that the resolution (it) is related to B,D
and the flight path length L for neutrons of velocity Y, by the 
(105)expression.
R = At/t = AV/V = V*l/*(BZ+ DZ) (2.7.1)
The counting rate (c) is proportional to B and to 1 and also, for a
L2-
given velocity, approximately proportional to B, so that
C RZ* B*D* (B2+ DZ)"j (2.7.2)
and
(dC/dR) °C (BZ-DZ)/(B +D2-) (2.7.3)
&
For a given B the count rate is maximised for a given resolution R, 
when D=B. Better resolution can be obtained by decreasing the 
scintillator thickness and hence D, but only by reducing the count 
rate. D has a useful upper limit, equal to the mean free path in 
scintillator material and since the (n,p) cross section is 
approximately proportional to l / v up to 4 M.e,V,, this upper 
limit is nearly constant (and equal to 3©:3n.s.) over this range. It 
increases to about 4gn.s, at 10 M0eeVo Therefore the optimum
3 3
scintillator thickness (in this case, with a 3*5n.s0 electron beam) is 
given by the mean free path for 4 M.e.V, neutrons — about 5U in 
typical scintillators. This size was finally used in the author's 
experiment although many of his preliminary.measurements were made in 
higher count rate conditions (at a higher bremsstrahlung end point 
energy) with thinner (2") scintillators and somewhat better resolution. 
The thick and thin detectors finally gave resolutions of about pn.s. 
and 4n,s, for 6 M.e.V, neutrons so that the factor of 2 gained in 
count rate is more than justified by the small decrease in resolution,
2.8 Detector Timing Resolution:
Time measurements with scintillator — photomultiplier combinations 
have been reviewed by several a u t h o r s cailses 0f 
finite time resolution are well known. These are
(1) The variation of the time of interaction of the incident 
radiation with the scintillator.
(2) The variation in the energy deposited by radiation in the 
scintillator.
(3) The finite decay time of the light emitting states in the phosphor 
and the different times of arrival at the photocathode for photons.
(4) The statistical variation in the number of photoelectrons 
released per photon.
(p) Transit time variations in the ’tube because of (a) different path
lengths for electrons starting from different areas of the 
photocathode and (b) the statistical variation in the energy and 
emission direction of secondary electrons.
(6) (a) Triggering uncertainty in the associated electronics ('jitter')
(b) variation in triggering time with pulse amplitude ('walk').
The effect of (l) has already heen considered for neutrons but will be 
much smaller for gamma rays which can therefore be used to measure the 
other effects. Because of the non—linear light response to recoil 
protons, the maximum pulse heights produced by neutrons of 1 to 10 
M.e.V. vary by a factor of 50 (appendix l), and since a white spectrum 
of recoil protons is produced up to the maximum possible energy, 
extremely large pulse height ranges must be covered. The effect (2) 
requires triggering circuits wiih small 'walk* 6(b) and such circuits 
will be discussed shortly. Statistical effect (4) is normally 
minimised by accepting pulses only if they are greater than a given 
•bias' value which is set at a fairly large number of photoelectrons 
(“20).
hydrocarbon scintillators are now available in both solid and 
liquid form with high light output and pulse decay times of 2-3n.s. so 
that effect (3) does not seriously contribute to the time spread. Fast 
liquid scintillators NE211 and NE213 were used successfully by the 
author in several preliminary measurements and the plastic NE1G2A* 
was used in the experiment to be described. This has a fast decay time 
of 2.6n.s.^^^
The timing resolution of an XP1040 photomultiplier with a large
scintillator is limited by effect (5) to about In.s. — the transit time
variation over the whole photocathode, Effects (2) and (6) can be
(112 113)
almost eliminated by modern timing circuits, * if these can be 
used, and measured resolutions approach the transit time variation.
* Supplied by Nuclear Enterprises Ltd.. Edinburgh, Scotland,
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2.9 Tilling Circuits for Photomultipliers»
This subject has been reviewed theoretically and experimentally by
,, (108-113) , , „
several authors ana the reader is reierrea to these lor a more
general discussion. The traditional methods of triggering on the
leading edge of the fast anode pulse (LeE 0) and triggering on the cross
over (Xo0.) of the doubly - differentiated full energy dynode pulse
were compared by the author for large photomultiplier - scintillator
systems using the delayed coincidence technique, (figure 14) The delay
22between coincident events, produced in the two detectors by Na 
annihilation v rays or C o ^  cascade gamma rays, is measured by the 
tirae-io-amplitude-converter (T.A.C.) as an analogue pulse stored by 
the multichannel analyser. The width of the coincidence peak is the 
total time resolution of the system calibrated by means of a known 
adjustable delay in one channel. To duplicate experimental conditions, 
only a lower pulse height limit was used, the pulse height ratio being 
determined by the maximum size of pulse from the source. Typical 
results for a 20:1 pulse height range are shown in figure 15. The 
conventional fslow! cross-over method did not give adequate resolution 
and the necessary integration of the dynode pulse gave a dead time 
( lfis.) which would have prevented neutron counts being accepted until 
long after the Y - flash pulse so that this technique was discarded.
The L.E. method provides adequate (~2n.s.) time resolution for the 
present purposes, despite its inherent 'walk1 with pulse height.
This 'walk1 is essentially eliminated by recently introduced 
timing m e t h o d s ^ w h i c h  use fast cross-over (F.X.O.) or constant 
fraction of pulse height (C.F.P.TT.) triggering techniques on the fast
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or,ode pulse. The discriminator - trigger s3rstens ore included in the. 
pliotomultiplier base chain assembly in these compact commercial units'* 
so that duplication is easy and these have been used where possible in 
the author's system. The corresponding delayed coincidence electronics 
and typical results are shown in figure 1.6, The ln,s, photor-iiiltiplier 
transit time limitation is now the only significant timing contribution 
even for pulse height ranges greater than 30:1, However, the 
improvement in total neutron timing resolution was only from 5n-„s, to
4.9u,s, because of the other factors previously considered.
Photomultiplier switching at forward angles was found to be 
essential to avoid satellite pulses caused by the large Y~fl^sl\ pulse. 
This could not readily be implemented on the commercial base chain ~ 
discriminator units, so that L.E; timing was used here following 
specially adapted base chain structures ^' , Both techniques used 'ast
discriminators with similar cut — off functions, so that the effective 
bias point and therefore the detector efficiency was still the same 
for all angles,
2,10 The final timing system and oilier contributions to the total time 
resolution.
The electronics used for the acquisition of neutron T.O.F. events 
was shown in figure 6, The electron beam generates a fast, time - zero 
pulse in toroid *T' which is coupled to trigger 'D* by a four - turn 
transformer winding and high quality double - screened 50acable.
Typical pulses - 0,5V by 4ti,s, F.17.IT.M. trigger the discriminator at 
* Supplied by Qrtee Ltd., Tenn,, U.S.A.
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Total T.O.F. Resolution for Neutrons. Table 3
( 1 ) Basic Limiting factors.
( a ) Electron Beam width = 3.5 n.s*
(b) Detector timing resolution * 2.5 n.s.
worst estimate (L.E.)
( c ) Walk on start pulse = small
(a) Bin width in A.D.C.-T.A.C. = 1.4 n.s.
(•) Basic Total « 4.46 n.s.
(2) Walk due to neutron transit times in target and detector.
( a ) ^-thickness of target ts radius =0.76 cm.
(b) ■^-thickness of scintillator = 6.35 cm.
Note that this is an over-estimate because of the exponential 
decrease in the number of interactions throughout the scintillator.
(2) Result Table.
Energy
(iteV)
Speed
(na/cm)
T (ns.) 
Target
T (ns.) 
Detector
Total T 
+(e) (ns.)
a e /e
GO
AE
(k.e.V.)
12 .21 .16 1.33 4.66 2.22 266
9 .24 .18 1.52 4.72 1.95 176
6 .30
CM• 1.90 4.85 1.62 97
4 .36 .27 2.29 5.04 1.51 60
2 .50 . 00 3.18 5.50 1.10 22
1 .72 .55 4.57 6.40 0.89 9
Neglect
3 7
’D ! (set at - lOOmV. ) which produces -,7V. by 30n.s. *start* pulses 
T'itli negligible walk, to be fanned out in the counting room and used to 
start the individual T.A.C. units used for each angle. The T.A.C, 
conversion is stopped by the neutron pulse from the detector at that 
angle* Delays are arranged so that the prompt gamma flash comes before 
the start pulse at the T.A.C. and is not counted. The analogue pulse 
proportional to the measured delay leaves the T.A.C. to be digitised 
by the Analogue to Digital Converter (A.D.C.) and strobed into the 
FDP7 computer for storage, through the interface (l).
Non - linearities in this process will be discussed ij the next 
chapter but the resolution of the T.A.C. was easily demonstrated to be 
less than 0,4n.s. by starting and stopping on the same (delayed) pulse. 
Typical results are shown in figure 17.*The time range required to 
cover neutrons from less than 1 M.e.V. to above 16 M.e.V, (plus some 
allowance for non - linearities at the ends of the scale) gave a 
suitable maximum conversion range as 1.4us. The storage capacity of 
the PDP7 computer was 16K, so that 6*1024 channels for the detectors 
(plus a few hundred more for monitors) were easily accomodated giving 
1024 channels per spectrum or about 1.4n.s. per channel. This 
represented the optimum value in the compromise between count rate per 
channel (proportional to channel width) and resolution,for it provided 
channels per resolution width (5n.s.) or an increase in the time 
dispersion of less than 10 .^
Table 3 is a summary of the values of the different contributions 
to the total time resolution and the resulting energy resolution for 
neutrons of various energies.
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2.11 Angular Norma 11 sation.
The ideal neutron angular distribution experiment would present 
equal probability of neutron detection for all energies and angles in ' 
the centre of mass (C,M,) frame. Practically this is never the case 
and the problem is treated by ensuring good angular normalisation in 
the laboratory (l«AB.) frame then considering the effect of changes to 
the C.M. These transformation effects will be considered in a later 
chapter,
2.12 Normalisation in the LAB. system.
Angular normalisation has been much simplified in the present A 
system by the use of identical systems at all angles, so that only 
non - regularities in the equipment following the identical solid 
angle, identical scintillator arrangement can introduce possible 
systematic errors from angle to angle.
Variations in photomultiplier characteristics vrere minimised by 
using only XP1040 phototubes with sensitivities between 57 and 71 pA. 
per Lumen and possible differences in the distributions of photo­
cathode sensitivity were minimised by a careful setting - up 
procedure, using similar dynode resistor chains for each tube. Base 
chain - photomultiplier tube pairs were chosen so that all the 
phototubes were operated at similar II,T. voltages. Phototube gains 
were optimised by focussing for maximum pulse height from a Co^ 
gamma ray source (l,33 M.e.V.), whose largest pulses are of the same 
height as those of a few M.e.V, neutron (appendix l). This procedure 
also minimises the variation in gain over the photocathode^*^ 
minimises the transit tine variations^and discriminates against
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the amplification of the small satellite pulses which follow large
depositions of light on the photocathode^^^ so that it is to be much
preferred to the common practice of maximising gain for the small
241pulses obtained from bO k.e.V. Am X rays.
The detector efficiency is determined mainly by the value of the
threshold set on the anode pulse by the fast timing discriminator.
This ’bias1 is necessary to discriminate against photomultiplier noise
and low energy background events in the scintillator. Fast
discriminators, do not gather a large fraction of the total pul'se
energy and cannot produce a sharp discrimination between different
pulse heights so that a finite cut - off function is produced as in
figure 18(a). The bias was set by the procedure of figure 18(b), where
the discriminator simply gates the charge (linear) pulses into the
analyser. A C o ^  source was normally used and the required cut - off
was expressed as a fraction of the known energy of the mid-point of
the slope on the observed Compton ’edge* (see chapter 6). The
22
linearity of the system was checked by observing the Na annihilation
241
gamma ray Compton edge and the photopeak from Am 60 k.e.V. X rays. 
The separation of this peak from tube noise was a useful indication of 
the satisfactory coupling of the scintillator - photomultiplier 
assembly. The effective bias was taken as the mid*point of the slow 
cut-off curve measured conveniently on Co^ which is a fairly ’white’ 
spectrum in the normal range of bias levels (from Am^^ (''•1/20 Co^) 
to Co^). This procedure was found to be unambiguous and 
reproducible and allowed satisfactory normalisation of detector 
efficiencies.
The detector responses can never he absolutely identical, for the 
steps taken do not entirely eliminate the possible variations in 
response already mentioned and small differences existing in the light 
collection efficiency or the discriminator cut - off shapes are 
difficult to find and to improve, so that a measurement was required of 
the degree of normalisation possible in this system. This was done for 
four identical detector electronics assemblies for which the above 
setting up procedures had been carefully followed. The detectors were 
placed 24.0" distant from a central point which held a cylindrically 
symmetrical AmBe neutron source enclosed in a -f-1 thick lead pot to 
absorb the 60 k.e.V. X rays from Adu^ (The source emitted 1 curie of 
gamma rays and about 2.5*10^ neutrons per second in to 4tt).
Measurements were made of count rates with and without an extra 1" 
of lead around the source to give different neutron/gamma flux 
conditions and the common bias level was varied. The detector 
responses were found to have a II.M.S. deviation from the mean of 3«1 
+ 1.0$ which did not depend strongly upon the actual bias level. Later 
measurements obtained a II.M.S. deviation of 1*7+ 1.0$ and a total
spread of 3$ under optimum conditions but it was felt that separating
the counters to 20m. stations would only allow results of the previous 
quality, so that the practical limit of normalisation was taken as 3$ 
Tl.M.S, This gave a guide to the statistical accuracy which would be
usefully obtained in the experiment.
3. 1 Introduction.
This chapter describes further preparations and calibration 
procedures leading to the taking of experimental data.
The thicknesses of bremsstrahlung and photoneutron targets have 
been chosen to maximise the counting rate within certain limitations of 
background and multiple scattering effects. Sorting and storage of 
data was by a computer controlled system and calibrations of this and 
the other units prior to data acquisition are discussed, A description 
is given of the procedure adopted in taking data, preceded by the 
necessary optimisation of current at the measured energy and of signal • 
to — background ratio in this condition.
Bremsstrahlung of 26.9 M.e.V. end point energy was used to induce 
the 0 ^  (Yjn) 015 reaction in a water sample and good resolution 
photoneutron spectra have been taken by time of flight, simultaneously 
at six angles using identical flight path — detector systems.
3.2 0~^ Photoneutron Target.
The photoneutron target must be large enough to give a reasonable 
probability of (y»n) events while not so large as to cause severe 
attenuation of photon flux by atomic collisions or to cause much 
scattering of the outgoing nucleons.
In this case water is the most convenient target. Liquid or 
solid 0^  could be provided by cryogenic methods but the target holder 
is necessarily complicated in this case especially for the 
cylindrically symmetrical configuration to be preferred in angular 
distribution measurements, and therefore it becomes a significant
U2
source of background. Gas targets v/ould have been too largo and would 
have caused large variations in the transit time of neutrons which 
would have degraded the T.O.F. resolution.
Water targets suffer from the disadvantages of requiring a 
container and of having a large proportion of Hydrogen in their 
chemical composition. Although the Hydrogen cannot cause (Y>n) back­
ground it may distort the 0^  photoneutron spectrum because of the 
large cross section for (n,p) scattering. This sets the upper limit on
target size, for 6 M.e.V. neutrons have a (l/e)' attenuation length of 
i* . (103)
about 3f iQ water 7 while the absorbtion of photons of about 25 M.e.V,
in water has been measured to have an attenuation length of about 24"
(120)srt{^ therefore less significant. In order to keep the 
probabilitj7- of neutron scattering below 9% the cylindrical targets were
made 0.61' dia., giving 0.3" average thickness. Since the container had
to be much thinner, target rigidity became a problem.
The target holders used were 0.6" dia, cylinders of .001" 'Mylar* 
with a bottom of the same material, the seals being made with *Araldite* 
adhesive. The height was determined by the amount of water used, for 
the cylinders were 5" long and fitted tightly over a cylindrical 
'Tufnol1 former along 2-g" of their length, so that the remaining holder 
length derived its rigidity from this fit. In fact the cylinders had 
been rolled on formers of this diameter and the good fit was enhanced 
by a thin layer of petroleum jelly to form a seal which prevented 
evaporation of the water. The Tufnol former was constructed to fit a 
slider on an optical bench which the author had fitted along the 
electron beam line some 6" above the bremsstrahlun." and photoneutron

Elastic Scattering Formulae for neutrons Table 4.
Notations m,M = masses of neuxron and other nucleus, resp. 
C.Mo quantities have a bar, eg*, 6, T 
0,0 « LAB, C*M* angle of scatter (for the neutron) 
Ti, Ts » LAB* kinetic energy of incident, scattered
neutron*
2* Equations:
Ts ® (M2/(m+M)?)*(l+(m/M) + 2.(m/M).cos0). Ti 
tan(0) - sin(6)/( co s§ + (m/M))
af/«m = at" (i+(Vm)2*2-(VM)co8(e)f* 
(l+(m/M)cos(0))
3. (n,p) case: (M » m.)
cos0 = -J Ts/Ti ; 0 « 0/2
dfl/M* 4*cos0 " k*Jlte/Ti
4* (n.p) production of 5 ->10 M*e.Y, scattered neutrons*
a .  Incident 10 M.e.V* eos0 y =  J 5/l0 =  l / j 2 ~  : cos0 mi«n = 1
0 45° • 0 . a* 0°max min
b. Incident 6 M.e.V; cos0 as J 5/6 a* .911 : cos0 = 1■■■■— ■    ■ ■ ■■■ max nun
0 a* 24° : 0 . « 0°max m m
c. Conclusions: Neutrons must make a (LAB) angle of ^45° with the
detector to be inscattered. (Solid angle 64x/l8str*)
This is 90° in the C.M. and since do/d/L is isotropic,
(20-23)^ cross-section is available to these
neutrons._________________________ ______________________
5* (n.Q1 ) case: (M » l6*m)
All angles are possible; little change in 0 — 0 or 
/ d f L -  dtf/dH:loss in neutron energy « (.887*(l/8)* 
(Acos0))*Ti : maximum energy loss as 22$.
4 3
targets# This arrangement, shewn in figure 19, allowed adjustment and 
exact replacement of the position of the targets# ¥ith a.0,6" high
water sample, the mass of the target holder in the beam was less than
3$ of the water.
Ill Multiple Scattering.
The interaction of about 9$ ot the neutrons leaving the photo-
neutron target leads to some distortion of the neutron spectra by
outscattering (or attenuation) and inscattering# The first can be
treated simply, for the total cross sections are well known, but the
second requires a complete Monte Carlo simulation of the process and
—6
this was prohibited by the extremely small solid angles involved (~10~ )
and the total amount of computer time required*
The contamination due to inscattering is reduced because of the
restricted energy range of interest in the present experiment# Ground
state transitions are observed only for the top 5*2 M#e#V# of the
neutron spectrum or from 5 to 10 M.e#V# for 27 M#e#V* bremsstrahlung on 
l6
0# Kinematic relationships are presented in table 4 for neutron
elastic scattering (the dominant reaction at these energies)* The
kinematics and the restricted energy range limit the photoneutrons
inscattered by (n,p) collisions to those originally travelling at less
than 45° with respect to the detector direction and only half the total
cross section is available to this restricted solid angle (ss4ts/18), so
that the final inscattering from Hydrogen is negligible (-0#2^)#
l6
This arguement does not hold for the inscattering from 0 collisions 
and the total possible spectrum distortion due to inscattering from
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both micleii is always below 3$ in the 5 - 1 0  'I.e.V, energy- range.
To summarise, the spectra are corrected for neutron attenuation 
in the sample and the inscattering which, is not corrected for, has 
been shown to he smaller than the normalisation and statistical errors 
expectedo
3*4 Bremsstrahluun; Converter.
   ^
In order to obtain the maximum yield of photons a high 7j 'thick — 
target1 converter was used close to the photoneutron target. The 
choice of target position and thickness was a compromise between many 
factors. A thicker target would produce more bremsstrahling in the
f 1 21)
forward direction (but not very much more after O.lr  ^ ) and would
stop more of the electrons. Therefore the converter would be useful 
as a charge monitor and fewer electrons would hit the water target. 
Those electrons which did reach the water could cause bromsstrahlung 
and photoneutron production and could also cause direct electro- 
production of neutrons which would distort the observed angular 
distribution. But a thicker target would spread the photon beam and 
increase the background from neutrons produced in itself and the walls 
of the neutron cell, while the angular resolution of the system (and 
therefore the C.M. energy resolution) would be decreased if the thicker 
target was moved nearer the water.
The target used was 0.5 m.m. (0.15r) of Tungsten in the form of a 
square of 1" side placed perpendicular to the electron beam 4.0" from 
the ■water target. The position is chosen to avoid the forward and 
background detectors seeing the converter while being os near to the 
target as possible (fi'-ure 20). The target thickness is ,yo.st that
THEORETICAL B R E M S S T R AH L UN G  A N G U L A R F I G U R E  2 1 .
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•which produces a photon beam -with gaussian distribution falling to half 
maximum at the solid angle subtended by the water target (assuming a 
point source). This was obtained by interpolation from figure 21 
reproduced from National Bureau of Standards Eandbook 55. ^ ^ )
3.5 Angular Spread of Bremsstrah. ung and Energy Resolution.
The half angle subtended by the water target was about 5° and
since the electron beam had a finite extent on the bremsstrahlung
converter (a gaussian distribution with F.lf.H.M. about 0.7”) the
combination of angular spreads became 6°. The variation in cos0
corresponding to this + 6° causes an energy spread of upto + 18 k.e.V. 
l6in 0 spectra (equation (4.6.1)) but this is unobservable with the 
present resolution for neutrons above 2 M.e.V. kinetic energy.
3.6 The effect of electrons in the photoneutron target.
An estimate of the number of electrons which traverse the water 
target in the present system can be used to calculate the effect on the 
neutron yield of bremsstrahlung produced in the photoneutron target and 
of electroproduction.
Since the electrons form a wider cone than the photons, the ratio 
of photon flux to electron flux on the water target is increased to 
about 0.2 (from the 0.15 expected purely on converter interaction 
probability). The direct electroproduction correction is performed 
more accurately later but electron events will be inhibited by about 
a ss l/l37 with respect to photon ones and the nett effect of the 
electrons will be of order 5i f i*
The 0.6” dia. water target presents on average thickness of about 
0.45” to the electron beam, or 0.03 of radiation length.
4 6
But the critical energy in -rater is 93 M.e.V, so that for 2?
M.e.V. electrons ionisation predominates and the bremsstrahlung flux 
generated is about 3?o of that from the tungsten. Since only half of 
the target thickness is available for photoneutron production from 
self — bremsstrahlung, the final contribution is 2-§^ , -which is small 
enough to cause little distortion in comparisons with target empty 
background runs.
3*2 Bremsstrnh 1 ung Spectrum.
Thick target brehmsstrahlung spectra are difficult to calculate 
especially for configurations which use a large range of emission
angles* ^ 2^  Measurements of such spectra were made by 0*Dell et.al.
/\oo\ 2
by using the brehmsstrahlung to induce the D (Y»n)p reaction
(124)
(l23)
and observing the neutron spectra by T.O.F. Experiment' 1 and theory
are in good agreement for the cross section and angular 
distribution of this reaction and the incident y — spectrum was 
obtained from these spectra and the reaction kinematics.
This technique is convenient in the present experiment, for the 
water target may be replaced by an exactly similar heavy water target 
and the oxygen component subtracted to give D (y,n)p spectra. The 0 ^  
cross section may then be obtained at any photon energy by comparison 
with that of deuterium, and the angular distribution of the deuterium 
photoneutrons may be compared with theory and other experiments to 
check the angular normalisation.
3.8 Current Monitoring.
The bremsstrahlung converter was intentionally made just larger 
than the pliotonoutron target so that it would intercept all the
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electrons which could hit t^e water while remaining a sensitive monitor 
ox heara position and current. The charge was collected over a ^OTl 
resistor to the earth of a high quality cable which transferred the 
fast pulse to the counting room and the electronic arrangement of 
figure 22. The pulse from an early toroid pick - off was used to gate 
the charge pulse into the amplifier to eliminate the slower pick - up 
on the cable. The amplifier pulse was to be digitised by a 256 channel 
A.B.C. controlled by the PDF? computer (which collected all of the data) 
but the A.D.C. unit unfortunately caused trouble and this system was 
replaced by the one shown just before the start of the experiment. The 
monitor response was checked against that of a toroid in the neutron 
cell and both were checked against the neutron counters for linearity. 
The results are shown in figure 23*
Because ionisation in the Tungsten target occurred for only 5fo of the 
electron beam this monitor was slightly less sensitive to small changes
than one with a larger signal. A system was investigated which used a
beam dump block after the bremsstrahlung target.
3*9 Beam Dump Block.
This required a low Z material with high critical energy, for the 
electron beam had to be stopped with as little bremsstrahlung production 
as possible. The device also interested the author as a fbeam
hardener1 because the attenuation of the low energy bremsstrahlung
photons (up to 1 il.e.V,) is much greater than that of high energy 
photons ( 25 M.e.V.) in the same material.
The energy dependences of the bi.’emsstrahlung spectx-um and the 
Compton effect ensure a predominance of low energy photons in the
* T — flash* scattered from the photoneutron target. These low energy 
photons cause only background effects and any method of reducing their 
intensity while retaining that of the useful high energy photons would 
help the signal - to — background ratio*
Insertion of a dump block requires the bremsstrahlung converter to 
be further from the photoneutron target so that the photon !spotf .will 
be too large and many quanta mil miss the water target unless the 
converter thickness is reduced. Therefore the count rate must be 
smaller. Tests with a 4" Aluminium block showed a reduction in 
Y-flash, but also in real - to - background rate and the device was 
discarded. Charge normalisation was performed using the converter 
system already discussed.
3*10 Monitoring of Relative Detector Response.
Angle to angle normalisation has been planned on the basis of 
identical detectors and the stability of these is all-important. The 
relative count rates should be constant for fixed experimental 
conditions, and these were monitored by observation of the integrated 
X.O.F. counts every 5 minutes from each detector, conveniently typed 
out by the PDP? computer which controlled the data collection.
3.11 Data Collection and Storage.
The information generated in the angular distribution experiment 
must be sorted and stored during data acquisition. Each of the six 
angles requires 1024 channels for T.0oE. storage and extra monitors 
need similar facilities. To satisfy the requirements the author has 
extended the data acquisition system on the PDP? computer* which
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originally serviced four 1024 channel A.D.C.’s. A typical data 
collection line has already heen shown (chapter 2 figure
By extending the computer memory to l6X (of 18 - Bit words)
12,288 channels of storage were made available (plus that of the 1 kick- 
sorting programme) and the S3rstera now has 9 A.D.C.’s. The original four
provide up to 1024 channels each, four more all^w up to 8000 channels
each and one provides up to 2p6 channels. The programme normally 
spends its time displaying the data but responds to interrupt signals 
from the A.B.C. units to read in T.O.F. pulses in digital form and up­
date the storage locations. Data output is to magnetic tape or ’hard 
copy* (paper tape or typeout).
The programme was written by Dr. J.D. Kellie of this laboratory
who kindly extended it to service the extra A.D.C.’s installed by the
author, and to include, at the author’s suggestion, the periodic 
typeout routine for relative detector monitoring. The system has 
worked reliably in taking the author’s data and in other (neutron 
scattering) experiments.
3.12 Interfacing of A.D.C.’s.
The PDP7 computer features an interrupt system which allows many 
external devices to be controlled. In this case, each new A.D.C. was 
serviced through an interface designed by the author (figure 24). The 
purpose of the interface is to convert the digital information from 
the A.D.C, to standard voltage levels and to gate these into the 
computer accumulator buffer (A.C.B.) iu synchronism with the input 
output timing (l.0oTo) cycle of the PDP7.
Mien the A.D.C, has finished converting a data uniso it signals
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the xact by sending a fSTOTLTHf pulse to tlie interface, wh ‘re a rFIAG! 
pulse is generated to trigger the assigned channel of the automatic 
priority interrupt (A,P.I0) on the computer. The programme is 
therefore interrupted in its background .job (displaying the data in 
this case) and jumps to a subroutine to service the device identified 
by the A,P,I, This it does by emitting memory buffer voltage levels, 
in the correct code to gate synchronising input-output transfer 
(l.0,T.) pulses through a 1 device selector1 into only the correct 
interface. The resultant (i.O.P.) pulses gate into the accumulator 
buffer the digital information from the A.D.C. (which is already 
present as voltage levels on the connecting lines) then reset the 
A.D.C, and the interface triggering mechanism. By this means, data 
from only the correct device is transferred to the computer in 
synchronism with the I.O.T, timing cycle.
The voltage levels and mode of use of the 256 channel A.D.C, were 
somewhat different and therefore so was the interface (figure 2p), but 
since this device was not finally used in the author's experiment its 
features will not be discussed further,
3.13 Calibration of Electronics.
The electronic arrangement used for running was shown in figure G 
and the time resolution of detector and electronics was considered in 
section 2*10. The T.A.C. - A.D.C, combinations were checked for 
differential and integral linearity before experimental runs.
Figure 26 shows the circuit used to test for differential 
linearity and typical results. By using a detector and radioactive 
source to provide pulses with a random distribution in time, the pulse
(a) CIRCUIT TO TEST IN T E G R A L  LINEARITY  Fiq.27
VJ RANDOM
PULSES
r \
GATE
DELAY
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GENERATOR
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START
STOP
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(b) TYPICAL RESULTS
COUNTS PER 
. CHANNEL
0 5 0 0  CHANNEL No. 1000
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height spectrum from the T.A.C. should he truly 1 ■white1 and each 
A.D.C. channel should acquire an equal number of counts* Significant 
variations would lead to distorted spectra in normal measurements. The 
T.A.C. — A.D.C. combinations showed total differential linearities of 
^ 2fot within specification for the fraction of the range (lOft to 100$) 
normally used (figure 2G),
Integral linearity was measured by the gated oscillator method 
shown in figure 27(a). A pulse from an oscillator of known (high) 
frequency is used to start the T.A.C. which is stopped by some later 
pulse from the same oscillator selected b,y coincidence with n random 
source so that the time interval is a multiple of the oscillator 
frequency and the spectrum obtained is a series of peaks equidistant 
in time. The A.D.C. — T.A.C. combination is then calibrated (in n.s./ 
channel) in terms of the known time interval and the integral 
linearity is found by comparing the number of channels between peaks 
(which should be constant). Results are shown in figure 27(b) where 
the linearity is seen to be very good (^ -.1^ ) over the usual 10^ to 
100JS range. A commercial (M.I.M.) unit* using a crystal oscillator 
wns later used to perform the same calibrations.
The stability of the system was measured by applying the same 
pulse to start and stop all the T.A.C.'s and noting the time channel 
of the peak over a period of several days. No significant drifts 
were observed.
* Supplied by Tcnnelec, Inc., Oak Ridge, Tenn., U.S.A.
3*14 Gamma Flash, After—Pul ^ ing a n d  Photomultiplier switching
Satellite pulses are produced in photomultipliers following 
intense illumination of the photocathode because of ionisation in 
the residual gas of the tube. These pulses ?rrive 500 600 n.s.
after the initial pulse in the XP1040 photomultiplier, and can 
cause contamination of neutron T.O.F. spectra from electron linear 
accelerators because of the large flux of Compton-scattered gamma 
rays which precedes the photoneutrons.
The Compton scattering cross section is highly forward-peaked 
so that this problem is most severe for forward angles and it was 
found by experiment that the 40^° angle exhibited characteristic 
after-pulsing contamination in initial tests but the effect was 
not discernible at 86^ -° and the more backward angles.
After-pulsing effects can be minimised in several ways. Most 
previous neutron T.O.F. measurements have been made at 90° to avoid 
the worst forward angles but obviously all angles had to be covered 
here. Beam hardening had already been discarded for other reasons 
although it would have helped. Inclusion of a thin filter of high Z 
material in the flight paths can stop most of the low energy photons 
but this cannot be carried very far for the neutrons are also 
attenuated, although more slowly, and the count rate will fall (l“ of 
lead would stop about 90$ of the gamma rays and about 50$ of the 
neutrons). Up to - n^ may be useful to stop the large number of very 
low energy photons with little neutron attenuation and simple 
corrections to the neutron spectra. In this system, 1/8“ of lead va 
placed in all flight paths at the neutron cell and next to the first
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collimator.
In some systems the delay in the timing chain can he arranged to 
put the Y - flash on — scale of the T.A.C. - A.D.C. so that analysis 
of events following a gamma flash is prevented by the dead time of the 
T.A.C. ( one count per start pulse). But for multiangle systems the 
gamma flash comes with very different frequencies for different angles 
so that the dead time corrections would vary and for forward angles, 
the Y - flash comes essentially every time, so that no neutrons would 
be recorded.
The best method of reducing the after - pulsing effect is by
switching voltages in the photomultiplier dynode structure to prevent
acceleration of the large electron pulse produced in the photocathode 
(115) cby the Y ~  flash.' Mr. J. M Keown of this laboratory has studied
the satellite pulses from XP1040/pS A.V.P. photomultipliers for
reasons similar to those of the author and has developed a method of
inhibiting the formation of large pulses by reverse biasing the
(115)
photocathode to dynode one voltage, and he kindly provided 
suitably modified dynode chain assemblies for use in the author's 
experiment. These provide a reduction in gain of ^ 300 for the Y - 
flash and therefore the same reduction in after - pulsing.
The electronic circuit used by the author to initialise the 
switching is shown in figure 28. The photomultiplier is normally 'off 
and is pulsed 'on' 150n.s, after the Y -  flash by a signal derived 
from the pulse from a fast toroid pick off in the neutron cell, which 
arrives promptly enough to allow the photomultiplier to switch and 
reach a stable D.C. voltage level before the arrival of the fastest
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neutrons.
Switching vras found necessary for the three forward flight paths,
because of the angular distribution of the photons from Compton
scattering. This assessment had been made during preliminary
accelerator runs by measurement of the pulse height of the Y - flash.
After - pulsing characteristics of the XP1040 are reproduced in
figures (29,-arc) where the percentage after — pulsing is seen to
increase exponentially with the ratio of the initialising pulse to the
(11 j ^
discriminator threshold with a value of about 1 $ for 20:1 ratios.
These results were confirmed by the author using the circuit of figure
3 0  to measure possible variations in the after - pulsing characteristic
of his photomultipliers.
The light source was a gallium arsenide photodiode (Ferranti
PD5002) opti cally coupled to the photocathode by a well of optical
cement in a small perspex block and electrically triggered by a fast
pulse generator. For various values of total charge in the anode pulse
an investigation was made of percentage after - pulsing versus
fractional triggering level. This entirely confirmed McKeown’s results
and the author’s photomultipliers were found to have a fairly small
spread in after - pulsing characteristics as expected from their
similar sensitivity and noise values.
These results showed that if the Y - flash pulse height in the
experiment were less than 5* bhe detector threshold, the total after -
pulsing would be 0.01$, which in the usual conditions (of 480 Y -
flash pulses per.second) would produce 1.8 counts per hour. These
satellite counts have a definite time distribution with respect to the
5 5
• (ll~)
Y — ilash os siiot/n in figure 30. J About 300 channels are so 
covered in this system and the peak channel can be shown to take ~V?o 
of the total so that the count rate per channel due to this effect is 
insignificant compared to that due to real counts (about 18 per 
channel per hour).
X 6In setting up the experiment with an 0 (water) target, linear 
pulse height spectra were taken for the Y - flash at all the backward 
angles. The Y - flash was 5 to 10 times the detector bias used and 
was reduced in intensity and average height by the l/8n lead inserted 
on all flight paths, so that after - pulsing effects were negligible. 
Typical Y - flash ratios of up to 100* the discriminator threshold 
were found for the very forward angle but this was more than dealt with 
by the switching procedure.
3.13 Detector Bias Levels.
To avoid after - pulsing, the detector bias level should be high, 
but it must be low euough so that small variations in the level do not
significantly effect the efficiency of detection of the high energy
tli £)0
neutrons. The value used was l/8 of the Compton edge of a Co
spectrum which corresponds to the maximum pulse height from a 0,9
M.e.V, neutron (Appendix l). Since 5 H.e.V, neutrons produce an
essentially white energy spectrum up to 15 times this height (Appendix
l) a 10$ change in this bias level will only affect the detection
efficiency of 5 M.e.V. neutrons by 0.7$. This makes normalisation
errors due to differences in bias level very small.
5.16 Energy Calibration of Electron Beam.
The present 0° system relies on the stability of the accelerator
5 6
focussing and steering to maintain the energy of the electrons which
is initially measured by deflection round the 90° magnetic-system.
Since all the electrons were required for count rate purposes, a good
resolution {~lfo) beam -was not possible using the typically jkfi
F.W.TI.M. nanosecond beam at 27 M.e.V.
The author investigated the resolution and stability of the 27
M.e.V. nanosecond beam and found that the basic resolution (determined
by the accelerating structure and the input focussing conditions) was
yfo to 32/^ with small (**2^ ) variations in peak energy due to the
residual jitter of the accelerator pulsing networks. Investigation
before and after accelerator trips showed the initial energy to be
re-established each time after a few minutes warm — up. The input
focussing and steering conditions essentially fix the value of the
<
energy, apart from the control achieved by variation of the relative
\
phase in successive sections of the accelerator. These settings were 
always stable and were untouched during runs. Periodic tests over 
several days showed the long term drifts to be less than half the 
resolution width.
The beam energy was measured before, after and during the 3 day 
0 ^  run, also before and after the background and D^O normalisation 
measurements (of about 24 hours each) and the above statements were 
confirmed. The electron energy used was 26.9 M.e.V.
3.17 Accelerator Running Procedure.
The detectors and electronic arrangements were positioned and 
calibrated two days before the expei-iment began and left on to 
stabilise. Switching bases with L.M. timing were used on the 3
57
forward angles and C.F.P.H. timing — base assemblies on the 3 back­
ward ones. Targets were positioned shortly before running, using the 
methods and criteria already described.
The accelerator was set up by the experimenter who adjusted (by 
experience) the input conditions (gun steering and focus and the sweep 
voltage on the deflection plates) to provide stable input conditions 
with a good current pulse 3.5n.s. wide and minimum *dark current1.
This is caused by stray electrons from the gun which are accelerated 
not in the 3*5n.s. fast pulse, but at other times during the lus. 
when both gun and P.F. accelerating field are on. The gun current is 
normally steered to miss the entrance iris to the accelerator and hit 
a metal beam stop and electrons are deflected in to the accelerator by 
the fast 15k*V. pulse applied to the deflection plates. If steering 
and focussing are not good, the perumbra of the spot may reach the 
iris and be accelerated to the neutron cell, causing y - flash and 
photoneutrons with timing characteristics entirely unrelated to those 
from the 3.5n.s. start pulse. This is a source of background which is 
beam and target dependent and cannot be simply subtracted.
The dark current is simply measured by delaying an accelerator 
pre-pulse so that it coincides with the usual toroid derived start 
pulse (which requires a 3*5n*s. electron pulse). The new pulse was 
then used to start the T.A.C.*s and the count rate with beam on is 
confirmed to be the same as before. Then the lpk.V. deflection pulse 
was switched off and the count rate found with no 3.5n.s. pulse 
injected. Finally, the gun was switched off and allowed to cool and 
the new count rote found. If the last two rates are not identical
58
(nnrl due to the background rate in the detector) then dark current is 
present.
By observing that the shape of the dark current spectrum followed 
the R,F, pulse envelope, the author realised that the effect must be 
mainly due to detection of the scattered gamma rays (not photoneutrons) 
and found that by injecting the electrons at the end of the R.F. pulse 
these gamma rays could be delayed out of the system along with the. 3*5 
n.s. gamma flash, so that the total effect was reduced by the
-3
probability of neutron emission or about 10, Dark current effects are 
now easily avoided but the tests were made periodically throughout the 
experiment.
The energy required is obtained by adjusting the attenuation and 
the relative phase of the R.F, power in alternate sections of the 
accelerator and the energy value and resolution are obtained from 
measurements round the well — calibrated 90° magnetic analysis system, 
before steering and focussing the beam to a spot on the bremsstrahlung 
target in the neutron cell. The converter was covered with a thin 
layer of zinc sulphide and viewed by a television camera — mirror 
system to give visual indication of the beam position and intensity.
The value of the current was optimised by examination of the pulse 
from the toroid pick—off in the neutron cell and the charge from the 
bremsstrahlung converter. The delay in the start channel was 
adjusted to put the Y - flash just on scale, when the dark current was 
measured and confirmed to be indistinguishable from the random back­
ground rate. A ‘further adjustment of the delay then put the Y - flash 
some 200n.s. off - scale and count rates were measured for signal and
5 9
background conditions.
з.18 Sources of B^ck^ronnd.
In the 5,,*5" din. scintillators used, the random background (from 
,40
cosmic rays and K and other gamma rays from the surroundings) gives 
rise to a d.c. count rate of ~lk.Hz,, even in the shields constructed 
by the author. Those can only cover half the total solid angle and 
therefore cut the rate by about two. When multiplied by the duty 
factor of the part of the T.A.C. range of direct interest (480/s* 200
и.s.) the random background gives contributions of up to 10/S of the 
real rate, but this can be subtracted easily.
The Y - flash causes several background effects, and the steps 
taken to avoid after - pulsing have already been considered. The 
bremsstrahlung pulse also injects a cloud cf positrons in to the 
environment of the target sample and these form ortho-positronium in 
air which converts to para-positronium and decays by annihilation with 
a mean life of about 150n.s.^^ These gamma rays can cause 
contamination for about 300r.s. after the Y - flash, but because of 
the long flight paths used this is well before the arrival of the 
fastest neutrons of interest and is no problem. The effect is also 
reduced by the present use of small samples and good collimation which 
limits the volume of air visible.
The most serious background effects arise from the large angular 
spread of the bremsstrahlung - electron cone because this can directly 
intersect the 4CHj° collimator, causing photoneutron production, and 
it also hits the* shi elding wall viewed by the backward flight paths, 
small flux of neutrons, multiply scattered from the shielding walls
tigJJ
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FIG. 5. Calculated brems-stcahlung intensity, per in­
cident eleelron, as a function ol' the angle of emergence, 
for monoenorgctic electron beams incident perpendicu­
larly on thick tungsten targets, (a) T 0 = 3O MeV, and (b) 
T0 = GO MeV.
-FROM BERGER & SELTZER(,2S)
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of the neutron cell is present for all angles ‘but is much less than the 
random rate and is simply subiracted to pood accuracy bv target - out 
measurements.
The hrems stralilur.fr intensity as a function of angle of emission, 
mas calculated for thick (O.pr) tungsten targets by Berger and Seltzer,
(I 2 p ' '
' ~ 7 and their results for an end point energy of 30 M.e.V. are shown 
in figure 3 1 "'.diere it is seen that the flux at 14° and 40° is 
respectively about 10$ and 2-|$ of that at 0°. Although these targets 
are thicker than those used by the author the end point energy was 
slightly higher so that the fall off vd.ll be similar or slightly 
oricker in this case. The collimator or mail has a smaller solid angle 
than the -water target by about 100 but the target thickness is 
increased by about this amount and the final contributions are 
determined roughly by the bremsstrahlung; intensity and are therefore of 
some significance.
The number of photons reaching the 40y° collimator -was reduced by 
putting the lover Z paraffin material inside and by the insertion of 4” 
lead baffles between the bromsstrahlting target and the collimator 
entrance. The machine dependent background at this angle was then less 
than the general radioactive background.
Signal to background was worst at the 156° angle. Neutron 
production in the opposite shielding wall was limited and outscnttering 
of these neutrons -tvs encouraged by inserting one foot of low Z lithium 
hydride before the concrete but the improvement was slight. A re­
entrant cavity in the shielding wall was considered but this would have 
had i o be sevci>o1 foot. dcct> to he "scful and would have cons uituteu «
S1M100 iO m m N  3 A i i m
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radiation hazard. The detector at this angle was closes - to the 
accelerator vault end was therefore in a slightly higher (I.e. back­
ground field due to the residual activity in the energy defining slits.
in the vault. Since the angular distribution of El d-wave photo —
o
nucleons is (l+3/2*Sir/"0), this angle had the lowest yield and
therefore its signal to background in the 5 to 10 M,e.V. time range
wes worst at 20^. Other angles had much better ratios (5/» to 10/S).
Backgrounds were subtracted by target in - target out
measurements, the relative times allocated to each being optimised for
(126)
the back angle by the recipe of Browing. *
Once count rates with 0 ^  were determined and signal to background 
ratios optimised, a small (-J" x x" ) lead target was substituted and 
normalisation from angle to angle confirmed to first order by 
comparing (count — background) rates since the lead photoneutron cross 
section is know to be isotropic in the energy region 1.5 to 5.5 M.e.V. 
where the yield is maximum.
5.19 Absolute Calibration of Neutron Energies.
Although the energies of the 0 ^  peaks are well know, from
, „ , ,, (59,60,63) / , \
measurements ny several authors \at one angle;, an
independent calibration of neutron energy for each angle was essential
to make a detailed study of the change in angular distribution across
the peaks. This calibration was obtained by observation of the well
, , , . . , ... . r p12 (Al,21-23)known levels m  the neutron absorbtion spectrum oi C.
A lead target provided a source of neutrons and spectra were taken at
all angles simultaneously with 1.5“ of graphite in each flight path.
12
A typical spectrum.is shown in figure 32. C has become a standard
6 2
for cross section measurement and the energies of the lines are -well 
known, In particular, narrow lines are present at 6.29 M, e.V, and 
5*37 M.e.V0 just where they are required in this experiment and also 
at 2.076 M.e.V. The positions of the h broader peaks are still 
helpful however in fitting the absolute energy scale. The method used 
will be described later.
3* 20 Normalisation.
12
A second set of lead spectra were taken with no C in the way and
the number of counts was integrated between the positions of the 2.0?6
12
M.e.V. and 2.947 M.e.V. C peaks to confirm the normalisation of the
six detectors. The beam energy was then re—measured before beginning
the run with the water sample.
The counting time for the water target was 63*7 hours and the
background was 23.3 hours. These were followed by energy calibrations
and a run with a heavy water (b^O) target closely matched to the
16original water target in volume (and number of 0 atoms). This 1 day
run was performed as an extra normalisation for the angular
distribution of deuterium photonucleons is well kn o w n ^ ^ ’^ 1^  and also
16
as a means of obtaining an absolute cross section value for the 0 
(y,n) 0 ^  reaction since that of D9(Y>n)p is again known, ^  4/
This is equivalent to measuring the absolute bremsstrahlung intensity 
as a function of energy.
These measurements were followed by another similar one at higher 
bremsstrahlung end point energy (30.9 M.e.V.) and n 50m. run at 27 
H.e.V, but the results of these latter runs will be reported elsewhere.
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Chapter 4.
4.1 Introduction.
This chapter describes the energy calibration of the raw T.O.F. 
spectra and their conversion to C.M. energy spectra and spectra of 
angular distribution coefficients.
Photons of one energy produce neutrons with different kinetic 
energies at different LAB. angles and this effect is shown to be 
observable with the present resolution so that corrections for 
distortions of the neutron spectrum which depend on the LAB. neutron 
kinetic energy must be made before conversion to the C.M. in order to 
avoid systematic errors in the angular distribution data. This requires 
good resolution information on the detector efficiency and the effect 
of absorbing materials in the flight paths and the acquisition of this 
data is described.
Kinematics are presented for conversion of the LAB. energy spectra 
to the C.M. frame and the interpolation procedure used to find the 
yield for each C.M. angle at given photon energies is described in some 
detail. The C.M. spectra are corrected for electroproduction effects 
before being fitted to a sum of Legendre Polynomials at each energy.
4.2 Background Subtraction.
During data acquisition, the spectra were periodically transferred 
to magnetic tape by the PDP7 computer and the final spectra were also 
punched out on paper tape in a format suitable for reading by the PDP- 
10 computer of this laboratory. Data analysis was performed on this 
computer by a series of •FORTRAN* programmes written by the author.
The first such programme simply allowed each paper tape to be read
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in to memory, and the spectrum coaid then be displayed on a C.R.T. 
monitor, printed out and transferred to PDP-10 magnetic tape for 
compact storage and easy access by other programmes. The data stored 
consisted of 3*1024 channel spectra for each of the six angles (a water 
run, a heavy vater run and an empty target (background) run for each).
Normalisation factors between different runs were obtained from 
the monitor readings and the PDP7 typeout and this allowed the back­
grounds to be removed in a second programme by direct subtraction of 
the T.O.F. spectra, since the time calibration was constant from run to 
run.
4.3 Energy Calibration of T.O.F. Spectra and Spectrum Alignment.
The time of flight (T) of a neutron group is obtained from its
channel number ( x )  in the spectrum by the linear relationship
T = T + A*X 4.3.1z
where T is the time corresponding to channel zero and A  is the z
calibration of the T.A.C. - A.D.C. combination in n.s. per channel.
Tz and A were unaltered throughout the series of 26.9 M.e.V.
irradiations so that background subtraction was simplified.
The value of A was obtained firstly from the measurement of
integral linearity by the gated oscillator method as discussed in
section 3.13 and secondly by fitting the calculated T.O.F. values of 
12the C absorbtion lines to the corresponding channel numbers observed 
12
in the lead-C spectra taken for each run. This also provided an
absolute energy calibration (=T value) for each spectrum section.z
T could have been obtained by switching in a known delay in to the 
z
start channel and so putting the Y-flash on-scale but this required a
6 5
calibrated delay of 500ns to bring the Y-flash well on to the linear
region of the T.A.C. range and it was not used.
12
Energies of C absorption lines have been obtained from references
(Al.20-23) and these are reproduced in Table 5. The error assigned to
each line is an estimate by the author of the maximum possible error in
the assignment of the energy of the peak of the line, obtained by
comparison of the two sets of data and by consideration of the sharpness
of the line. Since the present energy resolution is between 30 and 100
12
k.e.V. in the 5-10 M.e.V. range of neutron energies the C absorption 
spectrum provides an excellent calibration, especially if several lines 
are used.
The calibration was performed by a computer programme written by
the author which reads in the flight path length (measured to ^2cm in
12
20m.) and then the energy of each C line and its possible error
followed by its observed channel number (estimated to channel) and
the estimated error in assignment of this channel number. A
preliminary value of A (ns./channel) is calculated from two of the
sharper lines and this is used to calculate all the errors associated
with each point in terms of the time variable, before a least — squares
fit is made to the straight line of equation (4.3*1) passing through
the channel numbers and calculated T.O.F, values. Values of A and T are
produced with errors and typical results are (40°)
A  » 1.4180 + 0.0070 ns/channel.
T « 264,85+2.852 ns 
z — 1
The value of A obtained from the gated oscillator method was inside 
the error assigned to A from the C12 calibration eg., for this (40^°)
12
Energies of neutron absorption resonances in C Table 5
E peak (M.e.V.) 2.076 2.950 4.260 4.945 5.370 6.290 7.745
+ error k.e.V.) 2. 10. 30. 10. 7. 7. 35.
Deviations of resonance peaks from fitted line Table 6
E peak (M.e.V.) 2.076 5.370 6,290 7.745
Estimated error (n.s.) 0.7 1.1 1.0 2.0
R.M.S. deviation of 
measured points (n.s.)
0.57 1.26 0.55 2.0
equivalent R.M.S. 
energy deviation (keV)
2.48 21.5 11.7 60.4
Estimated R.M.S. 
energy deviation (keV)
2.80 18.7 21.5 60.4
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line
A (oscillator) ** 1.422 ns/channel.
The error in T appears large bat this is merely because the z
calibration points are all distant from T^* The error in the absolute
calibration in the interesting region is provided by programme output
of the deviations o f each calibration point from the fitted line.
12
Table G shows the R.M.S. deviations of several C lines from the 
six spectra in n.s, and in energy. The results show R.M.S. deviations 
inside the errors estimated from the accuracy of knowledge of the 
energies and the accuracy of assignment of the measured channel 
numbers. Consideration of the deviations of the sharper lines 
demonstrates that the energy calibration technique is acceptable and 
the spectra from different angles are aligned to better than 1 channel.
4.4 Conversion from T.O.F. to LAB. Energy.
Since a computer was used to analyse the data it was possible to 
use relativistic kinematics throughout the calculations. The spectra 
were converted to energy spectra in the LAB. using the calibrations of 
the last section and the known flight path lengths(D) which ranged from 
19.93m. to 20.11m. The calculation proceeded in the following way: 
channel numberT.O.F. -> p « D/(T.0,F.*C) — > Y * 1 / J
kinetic energy = Tn « mQ*(Y-l)
The data was collected in equal time bins which do not convert to equal 
energy bins (equation 1.6.3) and the measured yield per channel (dN/dt) 
was converted to an energy spectrum (dN/dE) by the relation
dN dN dt
dE “ dt dE (4.4.1)
where dt/dE was obtained from equation (1,6.3). The statistical error 
per channel was taken as that in the T.O.F. spectrum for that channel 
and stored as a percentage.
The above procedure was followed in early programmes for each of 
the 1024 data points and output data was produced in the form of 1024 
channels each of energy, dN/dE and error. This data was then consulted 
by a following programme which converted to the C.M, frame. The 
intermediate output allowed checking of the programme by hand 
calculation.
It will be shown in the next section that a proper treatment of
the (LAB-CM) conversion requires knowledge of several LAB quantities
which need not be permanently stored if the process is performed in
one continuous operation. Although the author’s programme now converts
directly to the C.M. frame the corrections and kinematics involved will
be described more clearly as separate stages.
4.5 Laboratory to Centre of Mass Transformation
Consider a nucleus of mass number A, mass Ma which after absorbing
a photon of energy k emits a neutron of kinetic energy Tn, rest mass
Mn, in a direction making a laboratory angle 0 with the photon beam.
If Q is the binding energy of the neutron in nucleus A and the rest
mass of the nuclear recoil is Mir then conservation of energy and
momentum allow k to be calculated from the other known quantities:
te «. Tp*(l+(Hn-Q)/Mr) *  0*(l-(Q/(2»Mr)) 4.5.1
1 - (In + y)/!ir + (Tn(Tn+(2*Mn))'/z* (cos6/Mr)
Following the relativistic kinematics of references 130 and 131 for the
particular case of the zero mass photon as incident particle, the total
energy of the system in the C.M. may be expressed as
Et « J Ma((2*k) + Ma) (4.5.2)
and the C.M. photon energy (excitation energy) becomes
k « Ma * k/Bt (4.5.5)
The total energy of the neutron in the C.M. is
En * Et + Mn — Mr
2 * Et (4.5.4)
If the motion of the C.M. is described with respect to the LAB. by
and where l/ J 1-B^, and if KL = B /p where c(3 is the
neutron velocity in the LAB. then the C.M, angle of neutron emission
(e) is given in terms of the LAB. angle 0 by:
• tan 0 = _1 sin0
r  cose - KL (4.5.5)
0 will vary with neutron energy (unlike 6) and must be stored as a
separate variable for each energy point. The solid angle subtended by
a detector also varies with angle and energy in the C.M. reference
frame and the data must be corrected for this effect. In an obvious
notation:
dcT Ides' _ dO. sin^O
d a / d a  d a  sin^0. .(l+K*cos0) (4.5.6)
where K is B/{3 and cp is the velocity of the neutron in the C.M.
The order of the angular correction is greatest at 86J° where the
change is 5° lor Deuterium spectra and 1° for 0,^ The D effect is a
significant fraction of the angular resolution (+7°).
Solid angle changes are greatest at the more extreme angles and
16 Z
are of order 2$ and 17$ for 0 and D spectra respectively.
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A monoenergetic beam of photons of energy k will produce “n”
neutrons into the detector cone -with a fixed kinetic energy T
determined by the kinematics of the reaction. If N is the number
o
of scattering centres per cm^ and nv(k) is the number of incident 
photons normalised to unit flux, then
"(*„) - N0DT<k) (^)k>0 d A  (4.5.7)
In the present case, the number of counts is classified by T.O.F. or 
kinetic energy and the detector efficiency ^(^n) an<* ^ e  effect of 
absorbing materials in the flight path X(T ) must be included, so that, 
t  - &  * £  - N. • •(&) • da X(TJ £(TJ (4.5.8)
and,
dt dTn
1 ■ TiJ - f <S S ) / < g f  (4.5.9)
1 o n n
Since all the other quantities are known or calculable from the previous
equations, values of differential cross section at each angle may be
accumulated as a function of the LAB photon energy (or the excitation
energy of the nucleus or the C.M. energy of photon or neutron since a
one—to—one correspondence exists between these). This information
plus the value of the C.M. angle at each energy point is that needed
for angular distribution assignments. If the same photon energy is used
duY
for all angles the bremsstrahlung spectrum value is common and need
not be known for determination of the relative angular distributions.
It may be inserted to give the correct scale and energy dependence for 
the absolute cross section (i.e. the A0 coefficient in the expansion 
of equation (4.14.1)).
Table 7 Nuclear Masses.
(a) Mass excesses (from Ref. 19)
particle M - A (M.e.V.) error (M.e.V.)
n 8.07144 1.0*10~4
P 7.28899 8*10"^
*
d 13.135,91 1.3*10~4
160 -4.736,55 2.6*10“4
I 5 o 2.859,9 1.2*10~3
15n 0.1004 8* 10*" 4
(b) Q values for photodisintegration (from (a))
c.. — _____________________________________________
Reaction Q value (M.e.V.) error (M.e.V,)
O16 (Y.n) 01* -15.668 .0012
016 (y,p ) N15 -12.1259 .00085
D2 (Y,n)p
L.................... ■ ■■ -  .............— —
-2.2245 .0001
(c) 1 a.m.a, » 931.4812 M.e.V. from References 20,21*
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The quantity day may be found by a measurement under the same 
dk
conditions of the T.O.F. spectrum from D g ^ n j p  as already described, 
using equation 4.5*9 with the known value of the differential cross 
section for Deuterium* In fact the angular distribution assignments 
were made for both nuclei in terms of *Y! and the absolute values of 
differential cross section for Oxygen were obtained more accurately by 
comparison of the total cross-sections so derived.
Note that the correction factor A(Tn)£(Tn) and its associated 
errors appear twice in this process (at different *T* values for the 
same ’k*). This is the main motivation for extracting the angular 
distribution data before inserting the bremsstrahlung spectrum.
The values of nuclear mass constants used in the author’s 
calculations are shown in Table (7).
4.6 Kinematic effects in the LAB. frame.
It can be seen from equation (4.5.1) that one excitation (y) 
energy in the LAB. (or C.M.) is not represented by equal LAB. neutron 
energies at different angles. The order of the effect may be written 
as:
A k(6) (.046*(-/Tn) / (A-l))*(Acos0) (4.6.1)
k l6
so that in the middle of the giant resonance in 0 (idiere 6 M.e.V,
neutrons correspond to 22 M.e.V, photons) the change in photon energy
Ak is about 300 k.e.V. for the present angular range (Acos0 = 1.73).
This is about 3 times the resolution of the present experiment and
therefore the effect of phenomena with a strong dependence on the LAB.
neutron kinetic energy (A(t ),£(t )) must be removed before conversion to
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the C.M. if systematic errors are not to result* In D (y »h )p spectra
22 M.e.V. photons produce ~10M.e<V, neutrons hut the change in neutron
energy from forward to back is 6 M.e.V. so that a good knowledge of all
distortions of the LAB. spectra is essential for evaluation of the
D^(v»n)p angular distribution and for the derivation of the
bremsstrahlung spectrum. We note again that the assignment of an
absolute cross section to the 0^^(Y»n)0^^ reaction using this spectrum
involves two separate applications of the correction spectrum.
(X(T1)£(T1)X(T2)e(T2))
The author decided to obtain this information at 100 k.e.V.
intervals over all the range of neutron energies measured ( 1,0 to 16
M.e.V.) since this matched the resolution of the experiment in the
useful 5-10 M.e.V. region and each T.O.F. channel would be well
corrected by extrapolation between these stored values. This procedure
was also adopted for neutrons of lower energy, for these did not
16 15
represent ground state transitions in the 0 (Y»n)0 reaction and the
main use of this data was for (D^O-H^O) subtraction and the calculation 
of Dg (Y»n) spectra for which this resolution was adequate.
The two effects which depend strongly upon the kinetic energy of 
the neutron in the LAB. frame are the attenuation of neutrons by 
materials in the flight paths (\(Tn)) and the detection efficiency of 
the neutron counter. (t(Tn))
4.7 Efficiency of Neutron Detectors
High efficiencies are available for fast neutron detection by 
organic scintillators because of the high n—p cross section in this 
energy region and the good density of hydrogen atoms m  these devices.
DETECTOR E F F IC IE N C Y  CURVE Fig. 3 3
FROM O 'D E L L  et al (. ' 221
0.4
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fz 0.2
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0.1
NEUTRON ENERGY(MeV)
Comparison o f  measured and calculated efficiency for a 2* dia. by 2.5* thick NE213 neutron detector biased at 425 keV.
e= {Oh^h/C^ h^h + ^c^c)}’
• {1 — exp[—(nH<7H+ nc°c)*]} {1—(#/•£)}>
where
« H  =  h y d r o g e n  a t o m s  p e r  c m 3 ;
« c  =  c a r b o n  a t o m s  p e r  c m 3 ;
< t h  =  t o t a l  n - p  c r o s s  s e c t i o n s ;  
a c =  t o t a l  i n e l a s t i c  c a r b o n  c r o s s  s e c t i o n ;  
t  — a v e r a g e  s c i n t i l l a t o r  t h i c k n e s s ;
B =  n e u t r o n  e n e r g y  b i a s ;
£  =  n e u t r o n  e n e r g y .
The n-p cross section varies smoothly -with energy but the presence of
Carbon in the material introduces a rapidly fluctuating cross section
which prevents the efficiency curve being smooth. Detector efficiencies
are often required just to enable the shape of the spectrum to be
adjusted by the general trend in energy (dominated by the Hydrogen
cross section) and approximate efficiency formulas suffice. In one of
CLZ2)
the more successful of these, the efficiency is taken as the product of 
the stopping power, the probability of a Hydrogen collision and the 
probability of obtaining a proton recoil greater in energy than the 
detector bias. The formula and the resulting efficiency curve are 
shown in figure 33. By using fine energy increments this formula can 
take the Carbon fluctuations in to account but it does not consider 
multiple scattering in the scintillator nor any of the smearing 
processes involved in the detection of proton recoils so that the 
estimate is not quantitative.
More precise efficiency calculations require Monte Carlo 
simulation of the physical processes and usually do not provide good 
energy resolution or statistical accuracy because of their heavy demand 
on computer time. (Al,15—17) However, the author has used the Monte 
Carlo technique to obtain efficiency values at closely spaced energies 
from threshold ( M.e.V.) to 16 M.e.V. with good statistical accuracy
and with small estimated errors. (2$ - 4$) This required a considerable 
amount of new work by the author, including an accurate measurement of 
the scintillation response to recoil protons in the scintillators 
Ne211, Ne213 and Ne 102A, and consideration of several features of the 
detector assembly which are normally neglected. This whole project is
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presented as Appendix 1. (Al).
The results of the efficiency calculations for the 5" dia. by 5” 
thick Nel02A scintillators used in the author*s photoneutron experiment, 
are presented in figure 34 where it is seen that significant changes in 
efficiency do occur inside 300 k.e.V. intervals and the correction is 
indeed required. This is made simply by dividing the spectrum at any 
LAB. angle by the efficiency curve £(T) before conversion to the C.M. 
frame.
4.8 Neutron Attenuation in Air.
All the flight paths contained 20m of air and the air attenuation
(12Q
factor was calculated directly from the total cross sections m *
energy resolution above this energy, tne author has measured the
neutron attenuation in air by the T.O.F. method*
An intense source of fast neutrons was obtained from a 3 radiation
length lead target irradiated by 3«5ns. pulses of 100 M.e.V. electrons
from the linear accelerator of the Kelvin Laboratory, The multiangle
T.O.F. spectrometer has allowed several high resolution neutron physics
experiments to be carried out simultaneously on different flight paths
using such a pulsed source. ^ ^*116) j,,Qr exampie, author measured the
effect of having 22.8m of air in the (otherwise evacuated) 53m, flight
31path while the total cross section of P was measured on one of the
028)
backward flight paths. Experimental monitors were common to both 
experiments, (These were neutron detectors on other lines).
The main detector at 53m was a 2" dia, x 1" thick Nel02A plastic
neutrons in the energy range where both were 
known (up to 4 M.e.V.). Since no N14 data existed with the required
7 4
scintillator coupled to a 56 A.V.P. photomultiplier with C.F.P.H. 
electronics as already described, and a second similar detector was 
placed some 61 away (and just in the neutron beam) to confirm the 
stability of the first. Small detectors were used on 2^u dia, 56 A.V.P, 
tubes to give good time resolution and decrease the effects of the 
intense ^flash generated by the increased electron energy and the 
increased Z of the target. The author found that 56 A.V.P. photo­
multipliers were much superior to the larger (XP1040) ones in such
conditions (for the same photon input to the photocathode) since they 
could withstand pulses some 20 times greater for the same production of 
after-pulsing. The after-pulses arrived well before the fastest 
neutrons of interest at this distance so that they did not contaminate 
the neutron spectra and the number of such pulses was made small by 
absorbing most of the low energy photons in \M of lead placed in the
beam line 4* from the lead neutron target.
2048 channels were used to cover the 4jis. conversion time needed 
for neutrons down to 0,5 M.e.V. and this combined with the 3.5ns beam 
width to give a resolution of 0.075 ns./m at 53.4m and energy 
resolutions of 6,16,30 and 54 k.e.V. for 2,4,6 or 9 M.e.V. neutrons 
respectively. The count rate was limited by the need for pile—up
corrections to one every ten beam bursts, or 48 per second, and more
than 4000 counts per channel were obtained in two-day runs. The target— 
in and target—out runs had a difference of 22.8m of air which was
calculated to give about 20$ absorbtion and to duplicate the 20m. used
in the angular distribution experiment as closely as was possible, in 
the evacuated line. About 10$ statistical accuracy per channel was
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obtained and the results are shown in figure 35 where the correction 
factor has been normalised to the values obtained from references Al, 
21-23 in the energy regions of overlap.
The attenuation factors for 20m, air at 100 k,e,V, Intervals from 
loO to 16,0 M,e,V, were extracted from this data by a programme written 
by the author to find the average attenuation in a bin extending 50 
k,e,V, below and above each chosen energy. The integral number of 
channels was found between the upper and lower limits and the final 
attenuation was taken as the average of the contributions from each 
channel and the fractions of a channel at each end. In this way 
several channels were added for each output point and the statistical 
accuracy was improved to less than 5$ (3*5/0 f°r neutron energies below 
10 M,e.V. (5 M.e,V.), Since the air effect is between 15$ and 20$ for 
5-10 M.e.V, neutrons the residual errors should be less than 1$,
4.9 Neutron Attenuation in Lead and Water
The effect on the neutron spectra of the l/8" lead filter in each 
flight path was removed by using the good resolution total cross section 
data of reference 152, Since the attenuation was less than 5$ for the 
neutrons above 4 M.e.V. and the errors in the cross section are below 
10$, the residual errors should be small.
1‘he attenuation of neutrons in the water sample was calculated 
(assuming that all neutrons are produced in the centre of the target) 
using the total cross section data of references (Al,21-23). This data 
is accurate to *1$ for Hydrogen and to -0$ for Oxygen because the bins 
used here are wide compared to those in the original data and the 
average cross section in each bin was used. The original attenuation
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■was «s 10^ so that the residual errors in treating this effect should be 
negligible (~3/» of 10$),
4*10 Corrections to the LAB* spectra
The final value of correction factor \(T)£(t) for each energy bin 
■liras computed by a small programme from the input of the combination of 
effects just given then stored in the main kinematics programme. The 
correction spectrum is shown in figure 36 where it is seen to be 
fairly smooth in the 5-10 M,e„V. region. Variations in neutron 
attenuation are stronger at lower energies, and the correction is more 
important for the Deuterium spectra.
The number of counts in each T.O.F. bin is corrected for the bin 
■width and for the above effects as its LAB. energy is found. Linear 
interpolation is used to obtain the correction factor from the stored 
values and since the variations between adjacent values are fairly 
small the interpolation procedure does not introduce a significant 
error. Errors in A(t )c (t ) are dominated by those in £(T) and therefore 
have values between 2J& and 4$ (Appendix l).
4.11 Conversion from LAB. to C.M.
The number of counts per unit energy in the LAB. (dN/dE) is 
corrected as above and stored temporarily while the kinematic parameters 
of section 4.5 are calculated. The LAB. neutron energy and angle of 
detection determine the LAB. Y energy which leads to the C.M. values of 
Y and neutron energy if required. The C.M. angle of detection and the 
solid angle correction require calculation of the quantities P f KL and 
K which follow from the energies already found. This allows the final 
value of *Yf to be calculated (assuming dnY/dk = 1 at this stage) and
Energy Interpolation Procedure, Table 8
(a) 0^^ Case: Final Spacing a 50 k.e.V. Field = 18 to 52 M.e.V.
Energy Bin 
(M.e.Vj
18.0
18.5
18.5
19.0
19.0
20.0
20.0
22.0
22.0
27.0
27.0
37.0
Fine Energy 
Interval (k.e.V.)
2.5 2.5 5.0 10.0 25.0 50.0
Number of points 
per energy bin
200 200 200 200 200 200
Number of points 
per 50 k.e.V.
20 20 10 5 2 1
o>) si Case: Final Spacing = 100 k.e.V. Field = 4 to 27 M.e.V.
Energy Bin 
(M.e.V.)
4.
5.
5.
6.
6.
8.
i
to 
00
o 
e 12.
22.
22.
27.
Fine Energy 
Interval (k.e.V.)
5.0 5.0 10.0 20.0 50.0 100.0
Number of points 
per energy, bin
200 200 200 200 200 200
Number of points 
per 100 k.e.V.
20 20 10 5 2 1
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this is stored as a function of excitation energy along with the values 
of the statistical error, and the emission angle in the C.M., before 
repeating the whole process (from channel number to C.M. parameters) 
for the next channel. Including the input spectrum, 6*1024 storage 
locations are required for this stage of the processing.
4.12 Conversion to Common Energy values in the C.M.
The angular distribution at any photon energy is determined by 
knowledge of the C.M. differential cross section at the different C.M. 
angles. The data is not taken at a common set of photon energies at 
each angle and this information is obtained at 50 k.e.V. intervals by 
the following interpolation procedure.
Straightforward interpolation at the required energies would not 
use all the information in the spectrum at low energies where there are 
many channels between 50 k.e.V. points, so that the interpolation was 
done at smaller energy intervals in these regions with a spacing 
approximately equal to that in the original and these results were 
averaged to produce the final •Y1 value for each 50 k.e.V. point. The 
scheme used is shown in Table 8*
The value of Y for each energy was obtained by quadratic 
interpolation between the 3 nearest original channels and the error in 
this was taken to be that of the nearest original data point. The 
scattering angle is averaged in a similar way. The final error in Y 
at each 50 k.e.V. point is naturally smaller than that at each component 
energy.
The output of the computer programme written by the author to 
perform this procedure is in the form of values of Y, error and C.M.
Virtual Photon Spectra for a Point Nucleus. Table 9
(i) Definition: N = C? {*/) (®)
(2) Sum of Transverse and 
Longitudinal terms.
N ( p , v )  «  N ^ p ^ v )  +  N ^ p j w )
(3) Notation: energy, momentum of incident e“ = e,p
energy, momentum of scattered e~ = ef,P' 
m  *= electron mass, a ** fine structure constant.
B = In ((ee1 + pp,+m)/m(e-e*)) 
D = In ((p+pf)/(p-P!))
* / 2 ,2\ / 2 A  « (e + e* )/p
C = (e + e')2/2P2
(4) Results.
Transverse El: N(p,w) « {a/%) (AB — CD - (p*/p))
Transverse Ml or E2: N(p,w) » (a/%) AB
Longitudinal El: N(p,w) = {a/%) (CD - p'/p)
Longitudinal E2: N(p,w) » (g/ k ) (8/3) P 1^ / (e-e1/
Longitudinal Ml: N(p,w) *= 0
78
angle at 50 k.e.V. intervals of LAB* photon energy up to the 
bremsstrahlung end point. Including the input spectrum, 6*1024 storage 
locations are required for this stage of the processing and the results 
are stored on magnetic tape, so that the data from all six angles may 
be read in by another programme -which makes the angular distribution 
assignments.
4.13 Electroproduction Corrections.
The number of electrons incident on the photoneutron target was
shown in section 3*6 to be about five times the number of incident
photons. The relative number of electrons and photons emerging from
the target is 1 %1 and the geometry has been chosen to select most of
the photons and less of the electrons which form a wider cone. (The
average scattering angle is greater for electrons by The factor
used in the following calculation of electroproduction effects for the
present target geometry was:
Relative flux on (electrons!_ 5«7(+«6) (4.13<>l)
Photoneutron Target[photons J 1
The ratio of the total cross-section for the electron process to
that for the corresponding photon process can be calculated from the
interaction between the scattering system and the field produced by the
(51)scattered electron.' 1 This ratio is expressed as a function of energy 
by the longitudinal and transverse virtual photon spectra which depend 
on the matrix elements of the corresponding nuclear current operators.
The virtual photon spectra for various multipoles up to E2 have been
f51) , presented by Bishop for the case of a point nucleus (or a real nucleus
in the long wavelength limit kR«$ and these expressions (reproduced in 
Table 9) were used to calculate the electroproduction effects in this
F IG U R E  3 7  VIRTUAL PHOTON S P E C I R A  FOR 2 7 - O M e V  E L EC TR O N S  
He (*10*)
°  • = E 1 ( T )
°  o =  E 2 ( T )
° a= E l  ( L )
a v = E 2 ( L )
* • . Q
■ • O
• » o
• a
•  a
□
□
a
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case.
For real nueleii, the currents must be multiplied by the form factor
(51)
F(k) = 1- 1/6 k2<r2> (4.13.2)
2 V?
■where (r y is the B.M.S. radius of the system and
< r 2>* = R » 1.2*A/3fm. (4.13.3)
16 -2
For 0, B is 3*0 fm. and for 27 M.e.V. photons, k is 0*018 fmu so
that
F(27) - 1-1/6 (*018)2*32
o 1-0.0006 (4.13.4)
and the change is negligible.
Theoretical distributions of photonucleons produced by El photon 
or electron events were calculated in the long wavelength limit by 
Bosco and Fubini^"^ who found that if the angular distribution from 
photoproduction were:
=CC+P sin20 (4.13.5)
then that from electroproduction would be
where A ® In ( 2 e e f/ (me2 (e.-eO)) (4.13.6)
d6 
dXl
and C is independent of 0*
The author has written a computer programme to calculate these 
expressions and results of virtual photon spectra are given for 27.0 
M.e.V. incident electrons in figure 37 The longitudinal components 
are seen to be negligible in the energy region above 21 M.e.V* In this 
energy range, the El virtual photon spectrum is » 0.7$ and the
s o
corrections applied to the cross-section data are = 4.0 (+0.4)^>. E2/
Ml transitions are expected to be weaker than El transitions by an 
order of magnitude (Chapter l) so that electroproduction effects from 
these higher multipoles are negligible and consideration of electric 
dipole processes provide adequate corrections to the data.
In order to calculate the correction to the yield at each angle 
the constant fC ’ must be evaluated for equation 4.13.6. This is done 
for each energy by using the measured data (without the 4$S electro-
p
production correction) to find the coefficient (fi/cX) of the siu-0 part 
of the angular dependence of the photoprocess. The two equations are 
then evaluated in terms of ((3/cX) an<* the unknown constant (C*oc) for 20 
bins of equal solid angle covering the entire angular range. By 
requiring the ratio of the integrated cross-sections so found to equal 
the corresponding value of the virtual photon spectrum, the electro­
production correction at each angle was expressed as a percentage of 
the photon yield at that angle*
If the dominant process is the El emission of d-wave photoneutrons 
16from 0, the angular distribution takes the forms
W (6) (y) = 1 - i*p„ (cose) (4.13.7)
El'd , 2 
= i  ( l +  sin e )
With this definition of p/<*= (3/2) the electroproduction spectrum was 
typically
w . 10) (•") « CONSTANT * (l+0.9*sin2e).
Corrections to the yield at any angle were ^ 4.5/S and the 
variation in this factor over the present angular range was ^ 0*7$, so 
that the correction has a very small effect on the angular distribution
data for 0*
For Deuterium, a = 0 and 4*13*6 is simplified to 
W(0) = sin^ 0
corrections to the yield in this case were topically 5J& with a
variation from to 8^ over the range of angles used.
4.14 Derivation of Angular Distribution Data.
The six sets of 380-channel spectra are read in one at a time by a
programme written by the author to fit the data to the Legendre series
W (0) = An.Pn (cos0) (4.14.1)
This programme solves the normal equations for the least squares fit of
each set of six data points by inverting the matrix involved. It
takes into account the errors associated with each data point and
outputs the coefficients An (n= 0,4 usually) and the ratios An/Ao j
(n « 1,4) with errors and gives residuals to the fit for each data
/ 2 X
point and results of a goodness of fit (x ) test on the data. The 
basis for the programme may be found in references 134 and 135. Tests 
were mace of the programme accuracy by inputs of pre-calculated 
angular distributions and it was found to function satisfactorily*
The author has altered the programme mainly in its input - 
output stages but the storage has been extended to allow conversion of 
the whole energy spectrum in one process. The results are provided as 
line printer output and are also stored on magnetic tape for access by 
plotting programmes.
As an independent check of the above techniques the data was 
fitted to the Legendre series by another programme using a minimisation 
routine^^) to optimise the least squares criterion. The coefficients 
obtained by the two methods agreed to within a small fraction of the
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estimated error in all cases,
4.15 Propagation of Errors,
The statistical errors on the original data are propagated in the 
standard way when the various T,0,F, spectra are subtracted and the 
effect of the estimated errors in the normalisation constants are 
included. The resultant percentage error is carried through the 
energy conversion processes and the final error on each datum point is 
obtained as previously described upon interpolation to equally spaced 
bins.
The errors on the yield values for each angle are combined with 
the goodness of fit results to obtain the error in the desired 
coefficients at a given energy,
4.16 Summary and Presentation of Spectra,
1 2
Typical T.O.F, spectra obtained by (y>n) reactions on H g O ^ O  
and their difference are shown in figure 38 By the methods 
described in this chapter, this data was converted to spectra of C.M.
yield versus LAB, photon energy at each C,M. angle,
16 15
Figure 39 shows the yield measured for the reaction 0 0
at the average C,M, angles shown. Note that the bremsstrahlung
spectrum shape has not been divided out of this data and it may be
seen that the end point is 26,9 M,e.V. in all the spectra, confirming
the energy calibration. The familiar structure of the giant resonance 
16of 0 is apparent, and the energies associated with this structure 
agree with previous determinations, confirming the present techniques 
of energy calibration and data processing. Typical Deuterium energy 
spectra are shown in figure 40,
The cross sections and angular distribution coefficients derived
from these spectra are presented in the following chapter where 
comparison is made with previous measurements and the detailed 
predictions of the nuclear models of the giant resonance.
8 4
C h a p t e r
Sti Introduction.
The total cross section, the differential cross section at 87°
and the angular distributions of ground state photoneutrons from 0^^
ar.i presented in the energy range 21.5 M.e.V. to 26 M.e.V. Analysis
of this data allows an estimate to be made of the relative intensity
of the dominant partial -waves of photoneutron emission and the
variation of the phase difference with energy. The E2 cross section
for ground state transitions is extracted from the data and is found to
rest mainly in two broad states centred at about 23 M.e.V. and 24.7
M.e.V. Using similar data for photoproton emission, the isospin 
16
impurity in the 0 dipole resonance is found to be small and appears 
to be associated with the regions of E2 strength.
The failure of the basic lplh dipole approximation in describing 
these features leads to the investigation of the effects of more 
complicated excitations and these are shown to be consistent with the 
observed structure in the giant resonance, and with the observed 
distribution of isospin impurity and E2 absorption.
5.2 The Angular Distribution of Photoneutrons from Deuterium.
The Legendre coefficients describing the angular distribution of 
Deuterium photoneutrons from 9 to 26 M.e.V. are presented in figure 41 
where the data have been averaged over 1 M.e.V. intervals to reduce the 
statistical fluctuations inherent in the subtraction of large numbers 
in the T.O.F. spectra. Also shown are the (v>p) results of Weissman 
and the theoretical predictions of Partovi!  ^ The D (y»°)p 
reaction has been fairly well understood for some time and the quoted
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results represent some of the most precise confirmation of this
general accord of experiment and theory.
The good agreement found between these and the present results is
taken as illustration of good angular normal ..sation, for no correction
fartors were necessary to obtain the coefficients ^ / \  to A^/Aq show.
The original value of A^/A^ s o  obtained was, however, found to be ~0,1
and the data has been renormalised to remove the small systematic
angular dependence responsible. This involved renormalisation factors
of less than the expected accuracy of normalisation (3$) at any angle
and it had a negligible effect on the other coefficients.
The same small factors were used to renormalise the 0^ ( y »q )0^
angular distribution spectra,
2
5,3 The D (y«n)p A^ Coefficient and Derivation of the Bremsstrahlung
Spectrum.
2
The constant coefficient in the Legendre expansion of the D (Y>n)p 
reaction is presented as a function of photon energy (k) in the 
laboratory frame (LAB) in figure 42. This spectrum is the yield *Y* 
defined (4,5*9) as the product 4ft(dnY/dk)*Ao(k), where A^(k) »
and <^(k) is taken as the Partovi cross section of figure 41, 
In figure 43» the Partovi cross section has been divided out of figure 
42 to show the shape of the bremsstrahlung spectrum for the present 
experiment, and comparison is made with the 'thick-target* calculation 
of L o k a n ^ ^  (for a 0.03r Tantalum target). The spectrum shapes are 
quite similar although that of the present experiment is slightly 
softer as expected from the use of a thicker (0.13r) target. This 
agreement is taken as confirmation of the reliability of the technique 
used to obtain the 0 ^  cross sections.
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la figure 42 the solid line is the result of a least squares fit to 
D / \
the data by a cubic, (k), in the LAB photon energy over the range
shown (18 to 26 M.e.V.). The Partovi cross section was fitted to a
cubic (P(k)) in a similar way and the total cros3 section for 0^(Y»n)
0 was obtained from the 0 ^  data (A^^(k)) at each point *k* by
4  <k> " (P(k)/A®(k))*((ND/No)*N0!»l)*A°l6(k)I
where N^,No are the relative number of atoms of Deuterium and Oxygen
used and NORM is the normalisation constant between oxygen and
deuterium runs, obtained from the charge monitor. The 87° differential 
l6 15
cross section of 0 (y ,u )0 was obtained in a similar way.
5*4 Photoneutron Cross Sections for 0^(Y«n)0^
The differential cross section at 87° in the C.M. for the reaction
016(y ,d .)015 is presented in figure 44, where ground state transitions
have been assumed. By the choice of the bremsstrahlung end point, this
condition is ensured above about 21.7 M.e.V. photon energy and some
15contamination from transitions to excited states of N is expected at 
lower energies. In this result, the small variation of C.M. angle with 
excitation energy has been neglected, as has the difference between 
excitation energy and photon energy. The shape of the differential 
cross section is in agreement with that found by other photoparticle 
measurements, for example the (p,Y) data^*^ of Earle and Tanner 
(figure 4)* Comparison with the good resolution 90°(Yid) data of Firk 
(figure 45) show’s good agreement with an improved signal-to- 
background ratio in the present result.
A survey of the excitation energies found by several different 
experiments for the prominent resonances is presented in table 10, where
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it may be seen that agreement holds to within about 100 k.e.V. over 
most of the range and for both proton and neutron reactions, Tills 
holds too for the present work (table 10) and the energy calibration is 
confirmed.
The total cross section obtaiued from the present data is 
presented in figure 46 under the same ground state assumption (ensured 
above 21,7 M,e,V,), The shape of the total cross section is similar to 
the 87° spectrum and comparison may be made with figure 47 which shows 
the ground state (y >h .) cross section measured by a monochromatic 
photon technique by Caldwell^*^ and the results of the lplh 
calculation of Buck and H i l l , ^ ^  Caldwell*s results agree well with 
the present data and the calculation reproduces the gross distribution 
of the cross section strength quite well, without predicting the 
observed finer structure.
Table 11 is a summary of the (Yin) cross sections found in the 
22,25 M,e,V, peak by various experiments whose characteristics are 
noted. To allow a full discussion of the cross section scale, the 
equivalent total cross section has been extracted from the previous 
*90°1 differential cross section values using the multiplicative factor 
obtained from the present angular distribution («10.2),
The 90° differential cross section values found by Wu et, a l , ^ ^ ^  
and Khan et, a l . ^ ^ ^  agree but are quite different from that of 
Verbinski and Courtneyl^^ The present result
(zf)87:22-3M.ev(°l6(Y'n)ol5>> = °-768 ± °-040 ^
lies between these two values. The quoted error does not include a 
possible 10$ systematic error in the assumed Partovi cross section for
8 8
2 /  \
B \Y»n/P nod this would allow agreement with only the lower of the two 
previous values, ^
In discussing the total cross section at 22,25 M.e.V. the results 
(ikk)
of Cook et, al, will b>? disregarded since they are so different
from all the other measurements that some systematic error is implied. 
The absolute cross section scale of Geller and Muirhead^^2  ^was 
derived from the earlier measurement of Bolen and V/hitehead^^^ but 
their result is some 50$ higher in the 22,25 peak and some doubt must 
be cast on the validity of their normalisation technique which was 
sensitive to the large differences in resolution between the two data 
sets.
With these omissions, the two total (y>b ) cross section values of 
Bolen and Whitehead^^'^ and Caldwell^^^ are in good agreement despite 
the differences in technique, but the total (Y>nQ) cross section to the 
ground state is in dispute. The higher value (around 10 mb.) proposed 
by Khan et. al,^^^ and Wu et. al.^^^ is in fact above the agreed 
(Y,n) cross-section value while the present result for the ground s^ate 
cross-section:
C^ ,22.3M.e.V.(0l6(Y'no)°15) = 7*87 ± °‘38 ”*• 
agrees within the 10$ error on the Partovi cross section with the lower
value (rt'7.mb.) of C a l d w e l l V e r b i u s k i  and Courtney.
There is additional evidence that the lower cross section scale is 
to be preferred, for Caldwell^*^ used the available (y>P0) ground 
state data with his own measurements of the neutron total cross-section 
and the cross-section of proton decays via excited states to systhesise 
a * total n+p absorption* cross-section which agreed extremely well with
8 9
the total photonuclear cross—section measurements of Wycoff et, al,
(101,14 ) Ben-David et. al,^1^1’11^  *The absolute value of the 
(33)
similar Burgov data shov/n earlier (figure 2) is in dispute with the 
majority of such measurements!1^ )  Physically the !n+pf cross-section 
must be less than the total absorption cross section, and in fact 
Caldwell found equality at 22,3 M0e,V, Substitution of the author*s 
(Y,n ) cross-section instead of that of Caldwell does not affect the 
agreement within the statistical errors but use of the higher (y?u^) 
cross-section values gives a synthesised cross-section which exceeds 
the physical limit (25 mb,) by 3 mb, or 12$ — outside the statistical 
uncertainty.
The neutron detection efficiency of the apparatus used by Caldwell 
was essentially independent of neutron energy,^1^1  ^so that the C1^ 
(r,no) cross-section so measured should be consistent with that for 
(^^(Yjb), Wu et, al, find agreement with Caldwell for C1^(y?u ) ^ ^ / 
despite the difference seen for O1^* The only real difference in these 
experiments on C1^ and O1^ at a given photon energy is the kinetic 
energy of the emitted photoneutron so that some error in the treatment 
of the correction factors described in chapter 4 seems likely in the 
results of Wu et, al, and Khan et, al, (They used an experimental 
technique similar to that of the author).
The cross-section scale found by the author is seen to be 
consistent with several other experiments including the total photo- 
nuclear absorption cross-section,
i
1 R(Table 12) Integrated cro ss  sections for O photoreactions.
Reaction
Final state 
(MeV)
p28.7  -
\ odE (MeV-mb) 
Jrh
• p 28.7 
Fractional  J <7<^ ‘E
(t >p ) Ground state 34.42 0.287
5.3 (1 /  2*, 5 /2+) 4.94a 0.041
6.33 (3/2") 22.30 0.185
7.30 (3 /2+) 5.47 0.047
9.1 2.03 0.017
9.22 1.50 0.013
9,9 2.36 0.020
10.8 2.34b 0.020
Ground state 26.67 0.223
5.2 ( l / 2 +, 5 /2 +) 3.49 0.029
6.18 (3/2") 9.43 0.079
. 6.79 (3 /2 +) v 4.50 . 0.03S
(y »») 15.11 (1+, T = 1) 0.23 0.002
aThe 9.22 MeV cascade transition c r o s s  section has been subtracted 
from the 5.3 ( l / 2 +, 5 /2 +) values.
r
^Observed 10.8 MeV yields multiplied by = 3.0 ± 0.5 from Ref. 25.
*o-
Note: Reproduced from Caldwell
o (v,p) N15 cross-sections at 22.25 M.e.V. Table 13
Authors Date Method Resolution 
or spacing
vrt D2? 
(+10*)
i d *  1
(mb.)
<5^  
g.s.
[mb.)
+ rest
Morrison et 
al<93>
1965 ( y, p ) 200 keV. YES 1*0
+.05
(10.0)
(+.5)
11.5
±•5
Baglin and 
Thompson^^
1969 ( y,P 0) 100 keV. NO 1.28
+.06
12.8
+.62
-
Tanner et 
a l (9 0 ,9 2 )
(detailed
balance)
1966
1963
(p,Y 0) 100 keV, NO 1 .2
+.25
12.0
+2.5
Note that the total cross-sections shown in brackets have been obtained 
from the 90° differential cross-sections using the numerical factor
(92 I50)
found from the relevant angular distribution data, 9
9 0
9*5 Integrated Cross Sections.
The integrated cross-section for ground state photoneutron
emission in 0 is found to be: 
Z6.0
cT^(Y,no) dE 8 16.74 + .97 M.e.V. - mb.,
where the ground state transitions have been assumed to hold down to
21.5 M.e.V. This compares favourably with Caldwell’s value of 15.2 +
Caldwell’s results for the wider range from Threshold to 28.6 M.e.V. .
some of these integrated cross-sections are shown in table 12, where it
may be seen that the “total photonuclear cross-section” in this range,
obtained from the neutron and proton results, is only 118 M.e.V.—mb,
or just about half the 240 M.e.V.—mb. dipole sum rule for 0 ^
confirming the well-known existence of substantial dipole strength
above the giant resonance of the light nucleii.
l65.6 Isospin Impurity in the 0 Dipole Resonance.
Few of the photoproton (or(p,Y)) spectrum measurements have been
absolute and the (y»Pq) cross section scale is in dispute. The (y»P0) ■
cross sections at 22.3 M.e.V. of Baglin and Thompson^*^ and Morrison
(93) et. al. are compared with that derived from the (p,Y) data of 
(92)Earle and Tanner' ' in table 13* Unfortunately the errors on the 
(p, y) data are too large to allow discrimination between the 
conflicting (y»p ) results but the lower value is favoured by the same 
argument presented in the neutron case, since the (y»P0) data used by 
Caldwell to construct his 'total p+n absorption* cross-section used the 
lower (Morrison) s c a l e . I t  is convenient that both Morrison's 
data and that of the author were taken with respect to the deuterium 
cross-section so that the 10/£ possible error in assuming the Partovi
1.5 M.e,V. mb., for the same range.' ' We may therefore adopt
ISOS PIN IM P U R ITY  IN THE Q16 G.D.R. Fig.  48
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cross—section does not arise in tiie comparison of these cress—section
curves. Morx'ison's data is not necessarily ground state beyond 24
M.e.V. hot/ever, and the resolution is somewhat inferior to that of the
present data and that of the other proton worh^2,1^°^ so that the
comparison has been made with the spectrum shane from this other data,
normalised to the absolute scale of Morrison. This avoids the
generation of spurious structure by comparison of two spectra of quite
different energy resolution.
The (Y,n)/(Y,p) cross-section ratio so obtained is compared with
measurements by Caldwell and the predictions of Buck and H i l l ^ ^  in
figure 48(a) where the general trend and magnitude of the experimental
result is seen to follow that of the theory. The calculated ratio may
(42)
be taken as the ratio of penetrability factors in the Barker-Mann 7 
expression
1+a
1-a
for it arises entirely from the effect of the Coulomb force for protons
in the optical model potential used by Buck and Hill and all other
(38 )
perameters for neutrons and protons were identical. 7 This ratio was
confirmed by a calculation of the transmission factors for protons and
neutrons incident on mass 15 nuclei using a general form of the optical
model potential whose perameters are given in figure 49(a)* The
programme (kindly supplied by Dr. J.D. Kellie of this laboratory) had
already been successfully applied to calculation of average total cross—
(ion)
sections for nuclei with mass 30 and was further modified to 
calculate the phase shift of the reflected wave which is required later. 
Results of transmission factors for protons and neutrons with up to 3
OPTICAL MODEL CALCULATION PERAMETERS Fig. 49 (a )
= Vc nulo ml  ~ ~ f,0r) + Y . K 1k 6'J.1- M~ ~ r dr
fro-- ( H  e*p[Cr-R,)/ cl R, = r0 K'3 + p, ,
j z(T) = p [>- R z)7  al ] , R z = r0 K Vi+ r; ,
1  = Ut.fn. , Vc *[4-l.ZS-0.l51Lnif) M.e.V ,
We = 6-5 M.e.V. _ Vj = ~7. M.e.V 3 rj = O.&jfm- ;
0.(?2 jm. j di* O.Sjvn. , rz = i. | Jm. .
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units of angular momentum are presented in figures 49 ^b), 49 (c) at
3 6
equivalent photon energies in (0 ' +y) and the phase difference oetween 
s and d waves is shown in figure 49 (d). The ratio of d^v, 
penetrability factors is slown in figure 48(a) and good agreement is 
obtained with the Buck and Hill result*
In an earlier comparison, Wu et* assumed the
penetrability factor ratio to be unity but the Buck and Hill values 
should be more reliable than this simple assumption for the similar 
ratios predicted for photonuclear decay to the excited mirx*or states of 
the residual nuclei were in excellent agreement with the measurements 
of C a l d w e l l . T h e s e  should be reliable since the (y»P*) and (y»b*) 
reactions were detected simultaneously by observation of the de­
excitation Y-rays with the same detector so that systematic errors 
were avoided.
The amplitude fa* of T=0 isospin impurity is given in figure 49(b) 
where it may be seen to be small with a maximum value a~ .07 between 
the two main resonances. The intensity of ieospin impurity is below 
0.1$ in the main peaks at 22*3 and 24*3 M.e.V. and has a maximum value 
of 0.5$ at 23 M, 3.V. so that the giant resonance of 0 ^  seems to be 
fairly pure T=1 on this basis.
The (y » h )/(y » p ) cross-section ratio found by Caldwell is found to 
confirm the trend of the present results although the structure in this 
case may be somewhat exaggerated due to the comparison of spectra with 
quite different r e s o l u t i o n . T h e  T=0 admixture is found to be of 
the same order as in the present result.
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5.7 The Measured Angular Distribution of 0 Photoneutrons.
The Legendre coefficient ratios Aj/A0 to A^/Aq for the angular
Angular Distribution Coefficients
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Fig. 2(a). *‘0 (y , pa). Differential cross section a t 20*.
’♦Ml ♦»
Fig* 2(b). *‘0 (y , ps). Differential cross section a t 45*.
t««nr im*i
Fig. 2(c). ,aO(y. p«}. Differential cross section a t 60*. .
Fig. 2(d). **0{•/, pe). Differential cross sec'ion a t 90*.
Fic. 2(e). ,40 (y . p«). Differential cross section a t 120*.
Fig. 2(f). “ 0 (y , P j). Differential cross section at 155*.
Fig. 2(g). u O (y,p»). Differential cross section at 160*.
Summary of agreement between different measurements
of angular distributions in (O' + y) Energy range : 21.0 MeV-2.59 MeV... ..— :.............................. : - 'x .  * v r. *
No.times difference is inside error Al/A0 A2^‘l0 kk/\
I (Y,p) : (p»Y) i Earle-Baglin 9/19 13/19 13/19
II (Y>n) : (Y»p) : Syme -Baglin 8/40 25/48 21/48 24/48
III
-X-
(y»e ) : (Yjd) : Syme— Hewitt 5/7 6/7 6/7 5/7
NOTES: I Earle-Baglin show substantial agreement ( ^  50$ of time)
II (a) Syrae-Earle = Syine-Baglin; within the errors
00 Syme-Baglin are inside errors ^ 50$ of the time except 
for A^. Some of the different values are very 
different (opposite sign) and this is not a comparison 
which necessarily should be exact,,
III (a) Uses re-normalised Hewitt results for (y »h )
the surprising agreement is due to two things -
(i) The errors on the renormalised Hewitt coefficients 
are larger, due to the approximations in the 
method. Hence agreement is easier.
(ii) There is some better agreement, especially in A^/Aq 
and A^/Aq where the large oscillations in the 
coefficients are substantially reduced at some of 
the few points tested.
9 3
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distribution of 0 photone^trons are presented in figure [:0. These 
may be compared with the corresponding (p,y)^2  ^and (y»p)^°' results 
(figures (4,5l)) and with the similar (Y»n) measurements made by 
Hewitt et, al.^**^ (figure 52).
The latter experiment used a T.O.F* technique with one flight path
and successive deflection of the electron beam to produce several
angles. Little agreement is found between the two (y »d ) measurements.
o
The author believes this to be due to a systematic error in tue energy 
calibration used by Hewitt et, al., for their published C.M, spectra 
(reproduced in figure 53) show an increase in energy of the peaks from 
forward to backward angles which does not appear in either the present 
work (figure 39) or the (y »Pq) data (reproduced in figure 54), The 
misalignment is of order 300 k.e.V, between extreme spectra and can 
easily account for the oscillatory nature of all the coefficient ratios 
found by this gro’ip. It is equally unfortunate that although the 
experiment of Hewitt et. al. was performed relative to Deuterium, 
the absolute cross-section scale was later renormalised to the earlier 
measurement of Elian et. a l . ^ ^ ^  and no confirmation of this earlier 
result was obtained. These measurements are now being repeated 
and the forthcoming data may provide a useful comparison with the 
present result.
The results of the present angular distribution experiment are 
seen to be similar in form to those from the (p»Y) and (y »p ) reactions, 
with the exception of the coefficient which has the opposite sign.
Interpretation of this data requires a knowledge of the relationship 
between the observed coefficients and the matrix elements of the 
competing reaction channels.
Coupling of Angular Momenta. Figure 55
+
0
k
R epresen tation General Formula -16  , v n150 (Y>n) 0 case
0 _  X.8 - 2
1 = even (p a r ity )
channel sp in s + I„ = S 
f
S + 1 = I,k
S = 1 only  
1 = 0 ,2
j-r e p r e se n ta tio n 1 + s = j 
j  + I f  a  Ifc
1 =  0 s j  * i
1 — 0 . 4  — S 31 -  Z • J  -  £ * £
.  7 4
Angular Distribution Expansion. P^cos©) ) Table
AQ = 3Bp(0,Ml) + 3Bp(ltL) + 3B^(E1) + 3B^(E1) + 5Bp(E2) + 5Bj(E2)
Aj = 2 [-3.7 Ite(B£(El)Bp (m)) + 4.7 Re(B*(El)B (E2))
-2.6 Re(B*(El)B (Ml)) - 0.7 Re(B*(El)Bp(E2))
+4.9 Ite(B|(El)Bf(E2))]
Ag = -3 Bp (0,Ml) - 1.5 B^(E1) + 1.5 Bp(!Q) + 2.5 B^(E2)
+2 [2.1 Be (B^(El)Bd(El)) - 5.8 Be (B£(Ml)Bp(E2))
-4.7 Be (B?(Ml)Bf(E2)) - 0.9 Be (B£(E2)Bf(E2))]
Aj = 2 [3.9 Re (B^(El)Bf(E2)) + 4.0 Be (B*(El)B (E2))
-2.2 Be (B*(El)Bf(E2))]
Aft > 14. Be (B*(E2)Bf(E2)) - 2.9 B^(E2)
Simplified Express ion. (No Ml) and with B ^ a ^ e ^ 1 and <5“* <$i»e
. _/ 2 2\ _/ 2 2\
^  + + 5(aP + v
Aj » 9.48 asap cosAps - 1.34 adap cosApd + 9.86 adaf eosAfd
Ag = 2.5 ap - 1.5 ad + 2.86 a^ + 3J2 agad cosAda - 1.74 apaf cosAfp
A3 = 7.74 asap cosAps + 8.04 adap cosApd - 4.38 adaf coSAfd
2
« 14# apaf cos^fp “ ^*86 af
A  2  4
Polarization Expansion. (No Ml) ( — 0.44 JjCT PT(cos0) )   Lsl i, u
5*8 The relationship between the Legendre coefficients and the reaction
matrix.
The Legendre coefficients of the angular distribution may be
expressed in terms of particular elements of the reaction matrix in
(154-] (130
either the j-representation ' or the channel spin representation
-153)
for coupling the final angular momenta to obtain that of the 
intermediate state and hence the multipolarity of the transition 
(figure 55)* The reaction amplitude associated with channel spin S is 
just a linear combination of the two corresponding amplitudes in the 
j—representation and similar formulae result. That from the channel 
spin representationis quoted here in table 14(a), in the notation 
used by Baglin and T h o m p s o n , f o r  the Legendre coefficients Aq to 
A^ in the angular distribution of the reaction
Y + A (A—1) 4- nucleon,
with El, Ml and E2 excitations considered.
In this expression B^(S,gL) represents the matrix element of the 
process with channel spin 5 in which a nucleon of arbital angular 
momentum 1 is emitted following electric (g=E) or magnetic (g=M) 
multipole excitation of order L, and \ is the reduced wavelength of the 
incoming photon. Table 14(b) shows the same expression with the matrix 
elements expressed as the product of an amplitude and a phase factor:
(153)
B£(S,gL) = a£elS«
where the phase difference is defined as A. ,= S - 5
*1*2. *1 H
The similar expansion of the angular distributions of differential 
polarization^1^ ’1^  is presented in table 14(c), and the combination 
of the nine equations may be sufficient to obtain the relative
amplitudes and phase relati ens once complete polarization distributions 
are published, but this is not possible at present.
5>9 Analysis of Angular Distribution Data in the Pure El Approximation.
Electric Dipole processes are known to dominate the giant
resonance region so that a preliminary analyses may be made neglecting
the higher multipoles. In this case the expression given for the
angular distribution expansion simplifies to
A2/Ao= oc = (-0.5 +/2.X.cosA)/(l+32) (5.9.1)
where X «* is the ratio of the El, s-wave amplitude to that of the
El, d—wave andA=Asd. The range of excursions of A0/A in the present ^ o
data from the pure d-wave value of -0.5 indicates a minimum value of
2/2X-0.2 so that the intensity of s-wave admixture is as/a^~0.04, in
agreement with similar rough analyses of their proton data by Baglin
(150) (92)and Thompson' ' and Earle and Tanner.' 7
(l55)The relative polarisation is defined by Baldin et. al.' 7 with 
respect to the eigenvalue (j ) of the intrinsic spin of the particle, 
by
, . x dP / dcf ■ x
f - b / o n) s  /  d i  (5*9 -2)
For pure El absorption, the expansion already given for the differential 
polarisation simplifies so that the relative polarisation is given by 
p a j f = k*1.06* (-xsinA/(l.75+2x^+(l/~/2)xc,osA))sin20
A
where k is a unit vector normal to the scattering plane. The relative 
polarisation is a maximum at 45° and has been measured at this angle 
by Cole^''^* whose preliminary results are 3hown in figure 57. The 
resolution of this data is much improved from the early results of 
Bertozzi et. al.^^ (figure 4) but is not as good as that of the 
angular distribution measurements and the energy scales do not
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correspond exactly so that the comparison of data sets is more safely 
made in the peaks and valleys than in the regions of rapidly varying 
cross-section.
Equations (5.9.1) and (5.9*3) have been solved at several energies
2 2/2through the giant resonance, giving x = a /a, as a function of a ands d
P and therefore determining A  with an ambiguity in sign. The 
polarisation data of Cole and the A~/A ratio from the present result
M  0
were used and the analysis was also carried out with the (y»Pq) data of
Baglin and Thompson, to examine possible differences in the phase
relations of neutron and proton emission. This analysis is sensitive to
the errors on both sets of data and is subject to some uncertainty due
to the undoubted presence of some higher multipole radiation (and the
assumption that the neutron polarisations may be used for protons) but
it should provide a reasonable first assessment of the distribution of
s-wave intensity.
From the results (figure 56) the intermediate structure of the 0^°
giant dipole resonance would appear to be reasonably well correlated
with a varying interference between the partial s and d wave emission
following El excitation, with a fairly regular oscillation of the phase
difference with energy. This oscillation is similar in energy
dependence for both protons and neutrons although the magnitude of the
phase difference variation associated with proton emission seems
greater and the average phase difference is nearer —7t/2 in this case,
in accordance with the optical model predictions of the gross
(potential + coulomb) phase shifts shown in figures 49*56.
2 2
The intensity of s—■wave admixture ag/a^ is and is seen to
follow the resonant structure with differences in the distribution of 
strength in the neutron and protoi* channels. This arises from the 
slight difference in the Ag/A^ coefficient for neutrons and protons and 
its significance must be clouded by the equally probable slight 
difference in neutron and proton polarisations which is unknown at 
present.
From the calculation of Gillet^^ (table l) the maximum non—d— 
wave impurities in the two dominant transitions (lp^ ld5/2; “22 M.e.V."), 
(Ip1ld3/2, "25 M.e.V.") are 20^ and 8$ respectively. The present 
results do not contradict these estimates, and the 0*^ dipole resonance 
is confirmed to be dominated by d—wave emission following El excitation.
5.10 Comparison of A /^A  ^coefficient with lplh calculations
The ( p , v )  angular distribution and (Y»nQ) polarisation predictions 
of Buck and Hill^^ (figure 4) may be compared with the results of a 
similar (Y»nQ) continuum calculation by Fujji^^ (figure 58) and with 
the present data. Both calculations correctly predict a dominance of 
d-wave emission and therefore an isotropy A2^o in the giant
resonance, with s-wave interference generating a slightly positive 
value at 20 M.e.V., contrary to experiment. (This region is not 
entirely ground-state in the present result). The main feature of the
the Fujji calculation where it appears to be exaggerated and a positive 
value is predicted. The calculations produce fairly similar 
polarisation spectra whose average value and lack of resonant structure
small negative value at ~23.3 M.e.V.,
seen also in the (p,Y) work (figure 4). This trend is in accord with
are in dispute with the modern measurements of Cole ' (figure 57).
It seems reasonable tc summarise that the mixture of oartial s
and d waves is not predicted very well at present and some further
consideration of this problem is justified by the previous analysis of
the polarisation data and the present angular distributions. The lplh
approximation does not seem to account for the observed variation in
the Aq/A ratio and higher (npnh) configurations may have to be 
«  o
included.
5.11 Examination of Information from the A./A Coefficient
1 f ^ i ^ w n - W T n r w i i L T  . “ J . Q
i
It may be seen from table 14 that the A^ coefficient arises 
entirely from E2 term3 so that non-zero values of this perameter
provide definite location of E2 absorption. The present results
therefore confirm significant E2 absorption in several specific energy 
regions through the giant resonance (figure 50) in contrast with the
t . (92)
VP»YJ data' ' and the general conclusions reached by Baglin et. al,
from their (y»Pq) experiment. However the A^/A^ coefficient from
the (Y,P0) data is reproduced in figure 51 and there is a close
similarity between the structure observed therein and that seen in the
present experiment, although the average value seen by Baglin is about
zero. Since the present data was normalised to A^/A^ «= 0 for D (y,n)p
the overage A^/Aq ratio should be fairly well defined.
Within the errors. A./A ^0 in the ground state region of the
4 0
present data except in a few specific energy regions. As no 
significantly negative values are found in this region, both f and p 
wove emission are present in the E2 absorption seen here, and the 
following limited observations can be made.
9 9
If a = 0 ulien t, = 0 and A, = 0 
p i 4
Further analysis requires consideration of the combination of all 
coefficient values with polarisation data*
In the non ground-state region at about 20 M.e.V., ;arge negative 
values of A^/A^ are found, probably due to E2 f- wave transitions to the 
6.18 M.e.V. 3/2 excited state of 0 ^  The shape of the A^/A^ depression 
is consistent with the increase in the ^ransmissi°n coefficient at
these energies and the cut-off imposed by the bremsstrahlung spectrum 
end-point at about (26 .9 - 6.2) M.e.V. = 21.7 M.e.V. for transitions to 
this state. Caldwell found that this transition took almost 30$
of the strength in the ground state transition up to 28.6 M.e.V.
(table 11).
5.12 The Odd Legendre Coefficients
A^ and A^ consist of cross terms representing interference between
radiation of opposite parity. A^ involves only E1/E2 interference
while Aj, also includes El/Ml terms. The ratios of the odd coefficients
with respect to A^ for the (y>Pq) reaction have been calculated from
(150^the raw coefficients published by Baglin and Thompson' 1 and are 
presented in figure 59 for comparison with the (p,Y) work^^ (figure 
4) and the present (y>hq) result of figure 50.
The (y,Pq) results show a gradually increasing positive A^/Aq 
ratio with regular variations around the average value. The (p»Y) data 
confirm the general trend but unfortunately do not cover the region of 
interest in sufficient detail to check all the variations although the 
significant change between 22.2 and 22.8 M.e.V. is confirmed. Thus the 
conclusion derived from the (p>Y) work of a relatively constant A^jA^
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(92) .
xs seen to have been drawn fx-om the uncertainties in that data*
The general increase seen by both these experiments in the average 
Ax/A value from 21 to 26 M.e.V, may indicate the presence of a broad
E2 state expected just above the giant dipole resonance or a
distribution of veak states in the region or both, -while Ml effects are 
not excluded*
The present (YjQ0) results show a similar trend, -with a positive
Aj/A^ value increasing from about 0*05 to 1.5 in the 21 to 26 M.e.V.
energy range and -with superimposed fluctuations about the average value, 
which is about half that found for protons at all energies. This finite 
positive value immediately contradicts the prediction of a small 
negative assymetry made by the quadrupole effective charge hypothesis. 
Other mechanisms to explain this forward peaking will be discussed 
later. The neutron assymmetry ratio appears to be slightly more 
structured and the only obvious correlation with the proton data is the 
maximum at 22.7 M.e.V.
A similar comparison of the A^/Aq coefficient ratios shows the
distribution of strength in A^/Aq to be similar in the (p»Y)/(Y>P0) and
(Y,n0) cases but the neutron ratio has a different sign (Note the
negative plot of the (y»Pq) results). The positive A^/A^ ratio
observed in (y»«) requires the presence of both partial waves in
emission following E2 excitation (Table 13(b)). Because the average
magnitudes of A../A and A„/A were similar in their (p»y) data, Earle l o y o
and Tanner suggested El/Ml interference (giving A^ = 0) as less likely 
than El/E2 and, neglecting the El s-wave component, showed that A^/A^ 
should be -6.0 or - 0.44 for interference entirely from Elx(E2,p) or
101
entirely from Elx(E2,f), respectively/92 ^ They obtained = -
0*8 and concluded that E2 transitions were dominated by the f-wave
emission component, despite their zero k„/k value.
4' o
The analys.s of section 5«9 has shown that neglect of the El, 
s-vave amplitude is not a very good approximation (ag = 0 .2 5 a^ ) but 
the same analysis has been performed (with this reservation in mind) 
for the (y»Pq) data^"^ and the present (y»ho) results and the 
corresponding ratios are compared in figures 60 and 6l. The
(y»Pq) ratio (negative plot) confirms the earlier (p,Y) value but
only in three well—defined energy regions, the result being about zero 
between these. This corresponds to essentially zero values of Ay whose 
existence in the earlier work was not conclusive. A similar 
distribution of (A«/A^ ) with zeroes at about the same energies is found 
in the neutron case, but the sign is opposite and the magnitude is 
larger, especially in the area around 23 M.e.V. This confirms the
earlier conclusion that both p and f waves are significant for E2
emission of neutrons.
Some orders of magnitude may be obtained in the energy regions 
where A_ » 0, for if the s-wave amplitude of El emission is neglected, 
then
Aj = 0 = ap cos£pd »0.55 af cosAfd (5-12.1)
and neglecting the intensity terms of higher multipoles in A^ and Ml
terms in A^ it can be shown that:
AjA0 <= 3(af/ad) cosAfd = 5.4(ap/ad) cosApd (5.12.2)
For protons this implies no E2 absorption at ~22.5 M.e.V., while at
23.6 M.e.V. a „/a - 0.1, a /a. -0.055. A similar conclusion of no E2 
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absorption at 25*6 M*e»V« in the neutron data is verified by A./A = 0
¥ o
at that point, while other zero values of give af/ad^.03, ap/ad ^  
.018 for the E2 photoneutron transitions.
Ml transitions in the 'present energy range are expected to be weak, 
for Spicer and Ei senberg^"^ predict no significant magnetic dipole 
strength except possibly at 19 M.e.V. and 28 M.e.V. in 0. It is not 
possible to obtain information on the relative strength of magnetic 
transitions from the present data without extensive new polarization 
data.
5.13 The E2 ground-state cross-section.
Interference terms appear to be of the same magnitude for neutron
or proton emission so that it would seem reasonable to obtain an order
of magnitude of the E2 cross section for neutron emission using the
(155)formula of Fredrick, ' which was calculated for lplh E2 transitions
involving protons under the simple *off“resonance* assumption of zero
phase differences:
<5'(E2)/<5'(E1)~(5.69A^  + 6.65A? + 7.70AXA_)/(22.9A^) (5.13.1)
Figure 62 shows the E2(y,no) cross section obtained from this equation,
(assuming cS^ El)- (^ .(measured)) and also the similar result obtained
(26)
from the (y»p) results of Fredrick et. al. * Note that this (y»p)
data was taken with 33 M.e.V. bremsstrahlung and is likely to be 
contaminated by non-ground state events which may explain the less 
definite structure obtained, but the general distribution of strength is 
in good agreement.
The E2 (Y»n) cross section appears to exhibit two broad (J'^ lM.e.V*) 
resonances at about 23 M.e.V. and 24.7 M.e.V., with a possible finer
s t r u c t u r e .  T h i s  i s  more  c o n s i s t e n t  w i t h  t h e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  many weak
and 23.9 M.e.V. -with 7.1^ and 5.0cjo of the T=0 transition strength 
respectively and the T-l, lplh, E2 levels took 0.*$ and 18.6^ of the 
T«1 strength at 24.15 and 25.6 M.e.V. The positions of these levels 
are shown in figure 47 where the comparison -with the measured energies 
is not exact but not outvith the uncertainties involved in the 
determination of the energy eigenvalues. The sudden increase in E2 
strength in the higher part of the 24.1-24.4 M.e.V. resonance to about 
2$ of the total cross-section and the corresponding increase in the 
interference effects at this energy may explain an earlier disagreement
on the multipolarity of the 24.3 M.e.V. 1level1^ (25>^9>34)
The value obtained for the integrated E2 (y^ n^ ) cross section in
the ground-state region is:
or 1.356 of the total cross section. The corresponding value obtained
exhausted. The corresponding proton figures are 0.378|ib/M.e.V. and 7$
lplh and 2p2h E2 states predicted by Eisenoerg et. al.^'**''^ than tlii
single broad resonance considered by Scherchenko and Yudkin^^^ and 
(92)
Earle and Tanner. 7 For example, the T=0, lplh, E2 states in this 
energy range were predicted by Eise^berg and Spicerv 7 to be at 22,6
he
from the (Y>p) results of Fredrick et. al.^^ is 215 M.e.V. - pb.
From the present data,
f 26.0 M. <>-V./
so that about 5/6 of the Gell-Mann Telegdi
of the sum rule.
Although only 12^ of the sum rule is accounted for by ground state 
transitions oo proton and neutron channels,, the large assynnnetries seen 
in the non-ground—state region of the present experiment show that the 
E2 contribution to transitions through excited states may be innortant.
5.14 Discussion
Calculations in the El, lplh approximation predict the gross 
distribution of dipole strength in 0 fairly well and therefore might 
be expected to provide a reasonable estimate of the trend of the 
polarization and the A^/A^ coefficient in the angular distribution of 
photoneutrons since these are dominated by the El terms. It has been 
shown that the lplh model fails in this respect and that the inter­
ference between the s and d wave emission is correlated with the well- 
known structure of intermediate width (''-700 k.e.V.) in the 0 ^  giant 
resonance, and it is known that this structure cannot arise from a El- 
lplh basis. Also this structure does not arise mainly from inter­
ference between the dominant El mode and higher multipoles since it 
appears at all angles with the same distribution (in first order) and 
also in the total cross-section. This situation leads naturally to the 
consideration of the effect of more complicated particle-hole 
configurations (or their equivalent) in the mainly lplh giant dipole 
resonance.
It would seem reasonable to ask if such configurations are
16significant in present treatments of the 0 wave functions. Purser
(15q \ 16
et. al. 1 measured the intensity of 2p2h impurity in 0 by the 
pick-up reactions 0 (d,t-)0  ^and 0 (d,He ) and confirmed the existence
of pair excitations in the 0^ ground-state wave function with.
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intensity comparable to the prediction of Brown and Greer,,
vi7- (5.14.1)
'V'jg “ °.874|0p,0h> + 0.469! 2p,2h> + 0.120|4p,4h>
(159^This calculation 1 explained the existence of the low—lying positive 
16
parity states in 0 and the large E2 enhancements between them so
that use of this wave function is equivalent to mixing the rotational
band based on the 6 M.e.V. ,0+ state into the ground state, giving a
slight positive deformation.Kluge has treated photoabsorption
in 0 in this way,^  ^»^ 60) al3(j .^jle jpjh dipole states were found to
split according to the K=0 or K=1 transitions.
This effect of 2p2h excitations has been considered directly by
Gillet et. al.^^^ who showed there to be four 2p2h quasi-bound states 
l6in the 0 dipole resonance region and that the main lplh resonance
was split by destructive interference with these 2p2h states. The.
results of the calculations of Kluge and Gillet et. al. are shown in
figure 63 and good agreement is found with the total cross section
shape for both methods.
The calculation of Gillet was based largely on the peak in the 
14/ \N (d,Y) reaction found in the valley of the dipole structure at 22.7 
M.e.V. (Suffert et. al.^^), for this reaction must proceed through a 
2p2h excitation. The angular distribution of the emitted photon was 
found to be slightly forward-peaked in a way characteristic of El 
radiation with interference from other radiation of opposite parity 
(E2 or Ml). As this reaction is isospin-inhibited for El radiation, 
some indication of both E2 absorption and isospin impurity are to be 
expected in this energy region. It is significant that both these 
features are evident in the data presented by the author. Both the E2
cross section and the T=0 admixture peak at about this energy (figures 
^2,49)* Above 24.2 M.e.V., both quantities again rise and this may be 
related to the higher 2p2h states or the 3p3h states associated with 
resonances in this energy region for the reaction C^(lie^Y)ol^  ^ ^
Figure 64 shows the ratio of negative parity decays (El,lplh 
allowed) to total decays in the 0 ^  giant resouance as measured by 
Caldwell. The El-lplh mode is dominant, for 80$ of the decays
up to 28 M.e.V, are ’allowed1, but the fraction of positive parity 
decay increases with energy, corresponding to the opening up of more 
decay channels. The large dip at 23.5 M.e.V, confirms the presence of 
up to 40$ non-El—lplh decays in this region and other dips occur above 
24 M.e.V. Also the isospin impurity measured by Caldwell tends to 
peak in these areas (figure 33) and the findings from the present data 
are confirmed. Since the isospin impurity and the E2 cross-sections 
are small, neither would seem to be the cause of the structure and the 
interference mechanism of Gillet appears attractive in explaining the 
structure and these small associated effects.
It seems important that the calculations of the dipole resonance
involving higher particle-hole configurations or their equivalent be
extended to include prediction of the polarization and angular
distribution of photonucleons, even in a basically El approximation,
for the experimental information is available to test for any
improvement over the lplh approximation. Also polarization spectra at
other angles will soon be available and the relative contributions of
the positive parity transitions will then be accessible and the degree
of agreement expected with the theoretical approximations may be some­
what better defined.
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APR 1. Detection Efficiency of Organic Scintillators for Fast Neutrons. 
Introduction: The Scintillation Counter.
Ionising radiations are known to produce fluorescence emission in 
suitable materials (Ref,l). Detection of this emission by any light - 
sensitive device allows the combination to function as a Scintillation 
Counter. Birks (Ref.l) gives a complete history cf the development of 
the device from the visual scintillation counting practised with zinc 
sulphide screens in the 1930 era (Ref„2), to the fast, efficient range 
of instruments now in common use. Significant in the development of 
fast efficient neutron detectors were the combination of photomultiplier 
and zinc sulphide screen (Ref.3) and the detection of fast neutrons by 
scintillations due to recoil protons in crystalline Anthracene (Ref.4). 
The demonstration of similar properties in organic liquids (Ref.5) and 
plastics (Ref.6) allowed the development of large volume scintillation 
detectors with very fast (2-3 n.s.) decay times. Such organic 
scintillators have been found convenient detectors in neutron time of 
flight spectrometers by many authors. (Ref.7).
Fast Neutron Detection by Organic Scintillators and the 
Development of Efficiency Calculations.
The uncharged neutrons interact primarily with the nuclei of an 
absorber material and may be detected by the ionisation caused by 
secondary particles in these nuclear reactions. Fast neutrons (EN^O.5 
Mev.) are best detected by (u,p) elastic scattering because the cross 
section for this process is an order of magnitude greater than the 
alternative process of absorption by light nuclei and the fraction of 
the incident neutron energy transferred to the elastic recoil is greatest
for scattering on hydrogen (Ref,l)c Organic scintillators provide a 
conveniently high hydrogen content. Consideration of the (n,p)
kinematics shows that:
EP = EN*C OS2(.A LIB)
Where the quantities are respectively the proton and neutron energies, 
and the laboratory angle of scatter (= half the C.M. angle). Since 
the scattering is found to be isotropic in the C.M. for energies less 
than 10 Mev. (Ref. 10) the recoil proton energy is uniformly distributed 
from zero to EN.
Early uses of organic scintillators for neutron detection (Ref.8) 
concentrated on their use as proton recoil spectrometers, using the edge 
of this 'white' spectrum to identify the energy of the corresponding 
neutron group, and the number of pulses divided by the 'efficiency' to 
find the incident flux of neutrons. The basis of such techniques was a 
compromise in scintillator size. Small detectors were inefficient in 
stopping neutrons and liable to distortion of the recoil proton spectrum 
by proton losses, while large detectors promoted multiple neutron inter­
actions in the scintillator. Since the scintillation response is non - 
linear in energy for heavily ionising particles (Ref.l), spectrum 
distortion also occurred and further, the detection efficiency was no 
longer simply related to the simple formula used, which assumed only 
single hydrogen collisions to be possible.
Corrections for the non - linear proton response (Refs. 1,9,10) 
were made and useful results were obtained for simple neutron 
spectroscopy, (Ref. ll) but efficiencies were low, (typically 2fi) and 
many workers required larger detectors. Therefore, calculations of
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detector efficiency of a more involved kind were undertaken by Hardy 
(lief.12), who included carbon scattering and double hydrogen scattering 
as reactions contributing to the detection probability. These 
corrections led to improved agreement with the measured efficiency of a 
2M thick sample of Ne 213 liquid scintillator, despite considerable 
discrepancy in the distribution of measured and calculated recoil 
scintillation spectra. In these results, (Fig.l) the effects of 
instrumental resolution and multiple scattering are evident in the 
complicated distribution of pulse heights. Hardy was unable to produce 
these effects by calculation and suggested the cause as further 
multiple scattering. Despite this, measurements on scintillators of 
similar size, (Refs.13,14) showed the Hardy model to predict the magni­
tude and energy dependence of the efficiency curve to within 10^ , Good 
results were therefore expeeted from a complete treatment of all the 
possible combinations of reactions in the scintillator, but this re­
quired extensive computation.
One of the first such calculations was performed by Batchelor et. al 
(Bef.15) in 1961. A ’Monte Carlo* computer programme was used to find 
the complete trajectory of each neutron in a sample of the liquid 
scintillator Me 213, 2" thickx2" diameter. Measurement of the light 
response functions of recoil ions in the scintillator allowed the tocal 
amount of light produced by a neutron to be calculated, even for very 
complicated combinations of reactions. The detection efficiency at any 
neutron energy was then equal to the number of ’total light’ pulses 
greater than the low energy bias point, divided by the number of 
incident neutrons. Comparison against a long counter gave an efficiency
curve and light pulse spectra showing fair agreement with experiment.
More exact calculations for a similar detector were made by Verbinski 
et. al0 in 1968 (Ref.l6)« They measured proton responses to much lower 
and higher energies than Batchelor, using incident neutrons. Primary 
values of LP(E), the light response at each energy, were used to perform 
Monte Carlo calculations, including resolution smearing, and recoil proton 
scintillation spectra were produced to compare with the originals.. 
Corrections were obtained and the process repeated, tc give values of 
LP(E) accurate to 2% from 0.1 Mev«i to 40 Mev. This enabled tables of 
differential efficiency at many bias levels to be produced with accuracy 
sufficient to provide a ’response matrix* for the unfolding of neutron 
energy spectra from pulse height distributions (Ref.17).
Calculations of Efficiency Functions for Large Organic 
Scintillation Detectors.
Introduction:
The ’State of the Art* in efficiency calculations has been outlined 
in the previous section. Since previous publications were for smaller 
detectors the author undertook similar calculations for scintillators 
suitable for the Kelvin Laboratory time of flight system. Typical 
detectors are the liquids Ne 213 and Ne 211 and plastic Ne 102A in the 
form of 5” diameter by 5" or 2" thick cylinders with neutrons incident on 
the flat face.
Basic information on the Monte Carlo method and the convenient 
treatment of the associated reactions has been drawn largely from Refs.16, 
17 and 18. A summary of the programme organisation and techniques peculiar 
to the author's calculation is given in section (A). Large amounts of data 
in. the form of mean free paths and probabilities of competing reactions
must be consulted by the programme. The sources of this data and its 
tabulation are described in section (b). To calculate the light output 
from each interaction, data on the scintillation response to heavily — 
ionising partic?.es was required. Much of the available data was found 
to be inconsistent, so that the responses for the 3 scintillators 
mentioned were measured by the author. These measurements, the results 
and the published data are discussed in section (c) with emphasis on the 
Ne 102 scintillators actually used in the author*s experiment. Results 
of the Monte Carlo calculations are presented in section (D), and 
compared with experimental and calculated results of other authors,
(A) The Monte Carlo Method and Organisation of the Computer
Programme,
The Monte Carlo method of making decisions between competing 
possibilities is to allocate each an interval on (0,l) proportional to 
its known probability of occurrence (normalised to a total probability 
of l). A choice of number RANDOM in (0,l) will then select a particular 
interval and a corresponding possibility. The correct selection ratio 
for the possibilities is obtained by repeating the choice a large 
number of times.
This definition is applied directly in deciding which nuclear 
reaction will occur in any collision of a neutron in scintillator 
material. The cross section data is used to precompute probabilities 
for each of the possible reactions and angles of scatter and then 
particular selections are made as above.
The number of competing possibilities is often infinite, but the 
previous definition of the Monte Carlo method is extended to cover this 
in the obvious way: the intervals become smaller, tending to zero,and the
C o l l i s i o n  P a r a m e t e r s F i g . ( 2 )
If EH and F- are the numerical densities of Hydrogen and Carbon atoms
in the scintillator and SH and SC the corresponding total cross
sections at energy E, we define a stopping parameter (U) as
U = HC*SC+NH*SC (1)
The number of interactions of the n particles in dl is as usual:
dn - n*U*dL (2)
so that: n = n0*exp(-UL) (3)
The relative probability of a Hydrogen collision is, from (l) and (2)
PH = M*NC/NH*NC f  SH*SC) (^ )
The probability of a collision between L and dl is, from (2) and (3)
p(L)dl = exp(-Ul)*(Udl) (5)
so that the probability of collision by distance d is
/d
P(d) = / p(L)dl = l-exp(-Ud) (6)
yo
The mean free path,X, is defined as the average distance to collision 
in an infinite medium,
X =y L*p(L)dl = l/U 
Values of P(d), chosen from uniformly distributed numbers (R) on the 
range (0,1) of P(d), will provide a value of each ‘d* from relation 
(6), ie„, setting
R - P(d) = l-exp(-d/X) 
defines d as: d = -X*ln(l-R) = -X*ln(R) (7)
since R is uniformly distributed on (0,l). Thus distances are chosen 
with a bias of the probability distribution function P(d) for collision 
distance.
probability of occurrence of each interval becomes a continuous 
'probability density function' (Ref.18). This function we define aj 
p(x)dx = the probability of finding x between x and (x+dx), with dx 
tending to zero. 17. the probability of finding any x is normalised to
ft1 in the range of x (a^ x^ b), ie., if/p(e) d (c) = 1, then the funciion
<X
P(x), defined as,
p(x} =/p(e) d (c)
<L
is termed the 'probability distribution function' and may be taken to
mean the probability of the inequality £^ x. If we set
R = P(x) d (£)
a
then x is defined uniquely as a function of R, in such a way that if R 
is uniformly distributed on the interval (O^ R^ l), x falls in the 
interval (x,x+dx) with frequency p(x)dx, so that values of the variable 
x are chosen from R in the normalised ratis of their probability of 
occurrence.
In favourable cases, a simple algorithm exists between the random 
number (R) and the associated parameter (x). An example is presented 
in figure 2 where an explicit expression for the distance travelled to 
a particular collision is found in terras of the mean free path and a 
random number. (The probability of hydrogen collision is also 
calculated in Fig.2 for later reference). If 'x' cannot be expressed 
as an analytic function of 'R*, we are forced to treat x as a non - 
continuous variable, storing values of P(x) for discrete intervals 
through the range of x and strobing these by random number to find a 
particular x as previously described.
The calculation is conveniently organised as a main progi'amme
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w h i c h  provides neutron input conditions and bookkeeping* lacilities and 
a set of subroutines which treat particular kinematic or geometrical 
computations as they are needed in plotting each neutron *histcry*. Fig*
3 is a flow diagram indicating the order of treatment of the different 
physical processes involved, the different possible terminations of a 
neutron history and they way the output information is stored* After 
accepting input conditions the programme works in the loop (Ll), which 
supervises completion of the correct number of neutron histories and up­
dates the spectrum of *total light* pulses. Inside (Ll) each neutron is 
guided through its reaction - geometry lifetime by loop (L2) until it 
reaches one of the terminal categories.
Scattered neutrons can have any energy up to that before interaction 
and the parameters affecting the *future* of the neutron (the mean free 
path and probabilities of different interactions) are functions of the 
strongly energy - dependent hydrogen and carbon cross sections. These 
parameters are therefore stored in 35 bins which cover neutron energies 
from thermal to 20.M.e.V. and follow the fluctuating trend of the carbon 
total cross section. The stopping power of the scintillator as a 
function of energy would then be of the form of Fig.4, and significant 
changes in efficiency would be expected at the edges of bins. In order 
to avoid this effect, the author has compiled lists of hydrogen and 
carbon total cross sections for many neutron energies from 0,3 M.e.V. to 
20.0 M.e.V. from Refs. 19 and 20. These are stored in the programme, 
which calculates the input values of the mean free path and the 
probability of Hydrogen interaction, accurate to the knowledge of the 
cross - sections ( described in Section B). Subsequent assignments of
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Neutron Reactions in Scintillator Material, Table 1,
ATOM and Neutron Q- Lowest Reaction
numerical Reaction Value Energy Treatment
density (Nel02) Possible (Me Vo) Treated and
(cnu* Barn 1 ) (MOV,) Approximat ion s
H (n,p)
elastic
•* isotropic in C.M. 
kinematics
0 ,0 5 2 capture - - neglected.
C elastic - - known angular
OoOi^ scattering distribution 
and kinematics
inelastic 6.2 Isotropic, light
scattering from V  only.
C ,z (n,oc) Be9 -5.70 7.3 known angular 
distribution and 
kinematics. All 
to GoSo
C IZ(n,3^ )n* -7.22 9.0 Isotropic and 
kinematics. Equal 
energies
C12(n,p)BU -120 58 — neglected (small 
for E ^  l6Mevo)
C I2(n,X)Y -13.73 neglected, small
O,N(<10'6) neglected
parameters are subject to this edge effect, but these are ?ess important 
in determining the efficiency. Also, the main light — producing 
collisions are (n,p) scatters so that the light production power is 
mainly determined by the product of the stopping power and the 
probability of Hydrogen interaction defined in Fig.2. This product has 
smaller fluctuations than the actual stopping power (Fig.4) so the final 
spectra are produced with good accuracy.
By standard techniques (Ref,18) neutrons are caused to have their 
first collision in the scintillator. (The number transmitted is 
accounted for by assigning a weight proportional to the stopping power 
of each input group). In order to determine the collision type, the 
probability of Hydrogen collision (PH) is strobed by a random number (r). 
If R is less than PH, (n,p) scattering i3 treated. If R is greater than 
PH a Carbon Collision occurs, and the type is determined by another 
random strobe of the stored probabilities for the 4 possible Carbon 
reactions shown in Table (l). The accumulation of this data is described 
in Section (B). (n,p) scattering is treated as isotropic in the C.M, 
frame. This was inferred to cause about 2% error as an approximation at 
slightly higher energies by Verbinski (Ref.17; using the 14.1 M.e.V. 
data then available (Ref.19). However, more recent data (Ref.20) in the 
13 - 20 M.e.V. range has shown the angular distribution to be 
essentially isotropic.
The treatment of Carbon collisions is standard for elastic, (n,a) 
and (n,3a) reactions, the angle of scatter which determines the recoil 
and scattered neutron (if any) energies, being obtained by random 
number strobing of the compiled angular distribution data. Extrapolation 
is avoided and only 20 scattering angles are possible. This could
distort the light spectra and alter the escape probability of the neutrons 
but the large size of the scintillators and the corresponding 
predominance of multiple scattering smear any 'quantisation* effects.
For elastic scattering, the energies of the scattered neutron and recoil 
carbon ion are obtained from the angle of scatter by simple kinematics as 
presented in Ref.18. The Ci2(n>a)ge9 reaction was treated from the angle 
of (alpha emission) by the relativistic formulation of Ref.34 for the 
kinematics of two - body disintegration. No angular distributions were 
available to determine the neutron angle of scatter in the C^(n,3a)n* 
reaction so that isotropy was assummed. The treatment was then as for 
the (n,a) reaction, with the '(3a)' treated as one particle in the two - 
body break up. (For calculation of light responses, the 3 alpha particles 
were considered to share the kinetic energy equally). Branching to 
excited states in the alpha reactions was neglected because of the lack 
of data on branching ratios.
Inelastic neutron scattering was treated by the following assumptions 
(l) Only the 4. 43 Mev. gamma ray is excited, (2) the angular distributions 
are isotropic for neutrons and gammas, (3) light is produced by detection 
of the gamma ray only (ie., the Carbon recoil is neglected) and (4) the 
gamma ray is detected by the Compton Effect only, giving a uniform recoil 
electron spectrum up to the Compton Edge. Under these conditions, a value 
for the 'mean free path1 for stopping the 4.43 Mev. gamma rays in 
scintillator material allowed the escape or detection decision to be made 
by the usual routine. The probability of inelastic scattering (above 
threshold) is always a significant fraction (=5th.) of the total cross 
section (Ref.21,22) but the detection probability of the gamma ray is
10
s m a l l  ( = " t h )  s o  t h a t  t h e  c o n t r i b u t i o n  made t o  l i g h t  p r o d u c t i o n  ( a n d
particle detection) is about 2 of the total and an approximate
treatment is justified*
The data ou nuclear masses required in the above calculations -was
obtained from Refs. (31*32) and the value used of the relationship
between a.m.u, and M.e.V. units was the most recent available Ref. (33)*
Table (l) gives a summary of the reactions treated or neglected.
Conspicuous is the neglect of neutron capture in hydrogen, made because
of the low probability of the process for the energies considered (Ref.
35)* Neutrons are followed down to an arbitrary bias energy (usually
about 1 k.e.V.) to avoid lengthy tracking of particles which cannot
contribute significantly to the light yield.
The light output in each collision is calculated from the energy
of the recoil particle in the kinematic subroutine. The amplitude of
this pulse reaching the photocathode is adjusted by the known
attenuation of the scintillator for its own radiation, and the distance
to the photocathode (without reflections). A further adjustment is
derived from the light collection efficiency, as a function of the
radius from the scintillator-photomultiplier axis. This function was
measured by the author along with the variation of gain over the
22 241
scintillator face, using collimated gamma rays from Na and Am 
sources. This was necessary because the scintillator diameter was 
larger than that of the photocathode and a fall in light collection 
efficiency was expected near the edges. The results are presented in 
Fig. 5A and 5B.
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Due to the non - linear relationship between proton energy and 
scintillation response, a neutron of energy (EN) twice that energy 
equivalent to the light bias (b ) produces light up to 3 times the bias 
level (Fig„7B)o If such a neutron has 2 interactions, then the
distribution of first pulses, on a uniform basis, is approximately:
en/b Fraction of light 
above Bias (b )
Fraction of Light below Bias (B)
Fraction >-|b Fraction < |B
3 2/3 1/6 = A 1/6 * B
and that for second pulses (whose first pulse was not B) is:
First Pulse EN’/B Fraction of Fraction of Light < B
Type average Light >B Fraction >-|B Fraction ^|rB
A 9/h 5/9 = A' 2/9 = B* 2 /9 - C*
B zx/h 7/11 i A" 2/11 = B" 2/11 = C"
The fast discriminator may make errors if each pulse is < B but the 
total is > B. The probability of this is:
P ? AB’-|(AC'-BB") = Tf,, here, and
the characteristic of the scintillation decay is » 2ns, so that 
reactions occurring inside this interval will be considered to add in 
a fast discriminator, and those outside to be separate, Nature has 
arranged the cross section trend (o'oCe 1/d) so that the time to traverse 
the mean free path is alm.ost constant for all neutron energies at 2ns, 
Therefore about ,37 of the double interactions appear separate and the 
’wrong* decision is made on of the initial neutrons by a fast 
discriminator. This effect decreases almost as the square of the
incident neutron energy and is therefore negligible for higher EN,
The gain variation is small and averages to zero over the 
scintillator surface, and since the details of the variation 'would 
vary between photomultipliers and with the settings of electrode 
voltages for each, the effect was not treated* But the light 
collection efficiency averaged over the scintillator volume produced 
a 5^ decrease in the number of pulses registered, enough to warrant 
a more exact treatment, in which the light collection efficiency 
function value at each interaction point was random number strobed to 
determine the light collection decisions.
The summed light pulse does not take the time variation of the 
component pulses into account, but, if the light produced is collected 
over a time which is long compared to the pulse decay time, this 
difficulty to overcome, as in the case where a slow discriminator, 
which makes a pulse height decision on the total charge, is used.
Where only a fast ’trigger* discriminator is used, the discreteness of 
the pulse components may affect the detection efficiency slightly at 
energies where light pulses of the order of the light bias level are 
common. An order of magnitude calculation of this effect for the worst 
energy range is made in Figure 5C and the effect upon the detection 
decision (*» efficiency) is shown to be small for neutrons of energy 
greater than twice the bias energy.
The detector efficiency above any light bias level is defined as the
fraction of the ’total light’ pulses greater than the bias t^es the
stopping power for each particular neutron group. The programme output
included a list of detection efficiencies for all bias levels, so that
smearing of the bias point could be introduced to duplicate the slow cut -
off characteristic of the fast discriminators used. This cut off function
60
was measured by accumulating Co gamma ray linear pulses gated by the fast 
discriminator set in the flat part of the Compton recoil spectrum.
By duplicating all the physical processes as closely as possible as 
described above, good agreement with the real case can be expected. Results 
are presented in Section (D).
■(B) Cross Section Data for Monte Carlo Calculations.
fJhe data required and the energy bin assignments for data storage have 
been discussed in Section (A). Values of the mean free path (X) and the 
probability of Hydrogen interaction (PH) were precomputed from the total 
cross sections for Hydrogen and Carbon interactions (Refs.21,22,23,) 
averaged over each bin, using the numerical densities of the atoms provided 
by the manufacturer* The Hydrogen total cross section average was accurate 
to yjo and the Carbon one to about 8J&. With this data stored as a function 
of energy the probability of obtaining a collision, then its type, could be 
determined. (The treatment of particular reactions is listed in Table (l)).
Decisions on the reaction type in uarbon collisions required 
probability data to be obtained from the corresponding partial cross sections. 
Those for elastic scattering have been well studied and were obtained from 
Ref.(22) and by summing components in the measured angular distributions 
(Ref.19»20). Since only a small number (between 1 and 7) of discrete 
energies had been measured in each bin the error assigned to the averaged 
* Nuclear Enterprises Ltd., Edinburgh, Scotland.
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vaiae varied but was typically =10$. Below 4.43 Mev., only elastic 
scattering is possible so that the elastic should equal the total cross 
section. This was found to be the case within the 10/» error quoted. At 
some higher energies (9-12 Mev. and 16 + .Mev.) no measurements were available 
and the cross section was found by extrapolation from the 8 Mev. and 14 Mev. 
data. The values so obtained were checked by subtracting the known non - 
elastic cross section (Ref.22) from the total. The accuracy of this cross 
section is about 15$ from 7 Mev. to 15 Mev. The results agreed to within 
this error.
Data on the cross sections for inelastic scattering, Cl2(n,n' y)C^2 was 
obtained from Refs. 21 and 22., where again no measurements had been made in 
the 9 - 1 4  Mev. and 15 - 20 Mev. regions and extrapolation was used. The 
associated errors were small ( 10$) up to about 9 Mev., but increased to 
about 20$ in the unknown regions. Similar extrapolation was required for the 
Cl2(n,a)Be9, cross sections, where the published measurements (Refs.22,26, 
27,28,29,30) were made at 8 Mev. and 14 Mev. only, and similar error
estimates resulted.
Fairly complete data in the energy range required was available for the
Cl2(n,3a)nf reaction (Ref.24/ and was extrapolated to threshold using the 
theory of Sachs (Ref.25) which gave good fit to the measurement of Ref.24. 
Errors were of the order of 20$.
The C12(n,p)B12cross section is less than 10m.b. below 16 Mev. (Ref.22) 
and the reaction was neglected, as were the contributions from the other 
Cl2(n|x)Y reactions, whose thresholds are all greater than 13.7Mev.
To check the above values, the sum of the non - elastic reactions 
considered was found and compared with that of Ref.22 for each energy bin.
uThe mean error was about 15^ , the same as the accuracy of me te*t.
Frori the above compilation, each partial cross section was divided by 
the total cross section to provide a list of reaction probabilities for 
each energy bin. Adding these in turn to the first, (the total sum = l) 
gave integral probability values i‘(n), (n=l,4), to be strobed by random 
number R so that, if R P^(l), then Reaction 1 (= elastic scattering) was 
chosen; if R-P(l) and R^P (2); Reaction 2 (= inelastic scattering) was 
chosen and so on.
Having decided the reaction type, the kinematic treatment required a 
choice of scattering angle to be made from the known angular 
distributions.
Fairly complete data on the elastic scattering angular distributions 
was obtained from Refs.(l9,20). From this, twelve energy bins were 
selected to have fairly constant angular distributions, and the average 
differential cross section found for each of twenty bins of equal solid 
angle over the range zero to % in each energy bin. A probability 
distribution function of angle was then formed and stored for each energy 
bin and angles were chosen by the method already described. The same 
data was used to provide the elastic partial cross sections for the 
•reaction - type' energy bins described earlier.
The angular distribution of alpha particles from the Cl2(n,a)Be9 
reaction was measured by Kital and Peck (Ref.27) with 14 Mev. neutrons, 
but covering only angles forward of about 120°. By comparing their 
cross section with that measured into k% by other workers at the same 
energy, (Refs.26,28,29,30) the average differential cross section in the 
unmeasured region was found to be the same as that measured at 90 and
15
120 , so that this value was assumed constant for all backward angles.
The isotropic treatment of the C^2(nj3o,)n» reaction has already been 
described.
The approximations involved in the non — elastic treatments are 
necessary because of lock of data, but since the probability of obtain­
ing such a reaction is of the order of 5$ compared to Hydrogen and 
Carbon elastic scattering, the errors introduced into the efficiency 
values are relatively small (20^ of 5$). The fact that the 
significantly large light pulses come from proton recoils improves the 
accuracy of the detector efficiencies still further.
(C) The. Light Response Functions of Organic Scintillators.
Introduction
Fluorescence is produced in organic scintillators due to the 
excitation or ionisation of it electron molecular binding systems in the 
material (Ref.l). These two processes lead to the well known fast and 
slow components of the fluorescence radiation. A fast electron 
depositing all of its energy in such a scintillator will convert some 
fraction S (=4%) of this energy to scintillation emission of 
fluorescence photons by the above process, the rest being absorbed non -
radiatively. Particles producing heavier densities of ionisation and
excitation show a decreased absolute scintillation efficiency (S) due 
to simple space - charge effects (ie., ’ionisation quenching' (Ref.l)). 
Hence the scintillation response (L) to electrons, protons and alpha 
particles of 5 Mev. energy, is in the approximate ratio 10:5:1. Since
dE/dr is a function of energy and particle type, in general, L is a non -
linear function of these perameters.
Ionisation quenching affects the fast component (excitation part)
of the scintillation only so that the total scintillation pulse is a
function of this quenching and therefore of the type of incident 
particle. This property allows the use of pulse shape discrimination 
(PoS.D.) to differentiate between types of particle.
For lightly ionising relativistic particles,
dL/dr = S. dE/dr (l)
The terms are the specific fluorescence (dL/dr) the absolute 
scintillation efficiency (S) and the specific energy loss (dE/dr), 
where r is the range in the scintillator in cm. air equivalent or 
mg. cm.~^ This equation has been verified by many authors, as listed 
in Ref.l. The various components of ionisation quenching are 
described in Ref.l, as is the semi-empirical relation due to Birks
dL/dr= (S.dE/dr)/(l+kB.dE/dr) (2)
which allows for the quenching effect of the specific density of 
ionised and excited molecules along the particle track. (B and k are 
constants). Obviously (2) reduces to (l) for small dE/dr, ie., fast 
electrons. For large dE/dr, (2) becomes
dL/dr = S/kB = constant (3)
Equations (2) and (3) have been verified by many authors listed in
—2
Ref.l. In particular, Prescott and Rupal found kB = 9.l(+0 .6)mg.cm. 
for Ne 102A using electrons, protons and alpha particles (lief.36). 
Evans and Bellamy obtained kB = 10.0(+1.0)mg.cm. “ 2 using protons and 
electrons for the same scintillator (Ref.37)*
For Monte Carlo calculations, the response of the different
ionising particles may be obtained by measurement or by equation (3)»
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using one measured response to drive kB. This method was used by 
Batchelor et. al. (Ref.15) as previously described.
Data Available on Scintillation Responses to Protons.
The recoil proton scintillations dominate the light output of 
organic scintillators when bombarded with fast neutrons, so than an 
accurate knowledge of the non — linear scintillation response to 
protons is required to predict the efficiency of such a detector. The 
published responses for Ne 213 liquid scintillator are presented in 
Figs.Q7(Ref s. 15,16,17,38,39 ). There are large disagreements between 
the different results. The response of Ne 211 is identical to Ne 213 
over the energy range of interest. (Ref.l6). For Ne 102A plastic 
scintillator, the two published measurements agree to within the 20/& 
error at high energies but show discrepancies of the order of 50^ 
below 1.5 Mev. (Figs.7A,B.)» The author undertook measurements of 
these responses to resolve the conflict in the available data. 
Measurement of the Scintillation Response to Protons in Organic 
Scintillators.
The scintillation response to protons may be measured by direct 
proton bombardment, as in Ref.37, or by using proton recoils from 
neutron bombardment, as in Ref.38. The second method avoids surface 
effects for low energy protons (Ref.l), but does require the usual 
measurement of the maximum proton energy (= input neutron energy) as 
the edge of the recoil plateau, unless coincidence techniques are 
used (Ref.38). Neutron bombardment was convenient to the author 
because the recoil spectra obtained would be just those which a 
calculation must match to determine the detector efficiency properly.
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For t h is  reason, the measurements were made using the large  
s c i n t i l l a t o r s  which the author wished to c a l ib r a te .  Smaller 
s c i n t i l l a t o r s  could have been used and p oss ib le  m ultip le  in terac tion  
e f f e c t s  dimini»/.ied, but th is  would have required much more 
a cce le r a to r  time to achieve the same s t a t i s t i c s ,  and the larg°  
s c i n t i l l a t o r  measurements would s t i l l  have been required.
Neutrons of known energy were obtained by time of f l i g h t  measurement 
in  the multi -  angle spectrometer constructed by the author. The 
S c in t i l l a t o r s  used were samples of the l iq u id s  Ne 211 and Ne 213 in  
c y l in d r ic a l  form 5" diameter by 2" th ick  and Ne 102A p la s t i c  
s c i n t i l l a t o r  5" diameter by 5" th ick . Each was mounted d ir e c t ly  on 
an XP1040 photom ultip lier f i t t e d  with a commercial in tegra l assembly 
of base d iv id er  chain, l in ea r  pream plifier and constant fraction  
timing t r ig g e r .*  F ig . 8 shows the e le c tro n ic  arrangement used, which 
included f a s t  timing and l in e a r  channels and a coincidence gating  
requirement, enabling the time of f l i g h t  of each neutron to be 
stored in coincidence with the proton r e c o i l  pulse height i t  produced.
Data was taken simultaneously for  the three s c i n t i l l a t o r s  on 3 
d i f f e r e n t  f l i g h t  paths, a l l  at 20m., and was sorted in to  a PDF 7 
computer by the A.D.C. in ter fa ce  system designed by the author.
The computer programme (R e f .41) allowed simultaneous a cq u is it io n  of 
data from three bidimensional d ev ices ,  using parts of memory as 
bu ffer  s to res  for  each input, and dumping the contents onto magnetic 
tape when the buffers were f u l l .  By th is  means, 250 l in e a r  channels 
by 512 time of f l i g h t  channels were a v a ila b le  for  storage of each ,
* Ortec In c . ,  Oak Ridge, Tenn., U.S.A.
T a b l e  2 . GAMMA M Y  CALIBRATION LINES AND ELECT]ION ENERGIES
Source Gamma Ilay 
Energy
Photo — 
Peak
Compton Edge 
Value (Mev.)
Observable Compton 
Edge (Mev.)
Aa,2 '*1 60 kev.* Yes
Na22 1 . 2?4Mev. l.OGOMev. 1 . 102Mev.(+ .01)
0 . 511Mcv. 0 , 3407Mev. 0.354Mev.(+ .004)
Ca12? 0 . 6 6 l 2Mev. 0 . 4747Mev. 0.494Mev.(+ .004)
Th228 2 . 6l5Mev. 2.379Mev. 2.476Mov.(+.0 3 )
* Because of the non -  l in e a r  response to e lec tro n s  of 125 kev. 
energy, th is  60 kev. appears as = 57 kev. ( l i e f . l , p . 186).
Table 3 . RESOLUTION PER 4 n .s .  CHANNEL AT 20m.
Neutron Energy 
(Mev.)
Energy R esolution
% Absolute (k ev .)
1 0 .7 7
4 1.3 55
9 2 . 185
16 3. 440
Table 4. CONSISTENCY IN THE TW0 GAIN RUNS.
Neutron Energy 
Mev.
Iligh Energy LP. 
(Low Gain)
Low Energy LP. 
(High Gain)
D ifference
4 .0 0 1.<i25( + .02) 1 .388 (+ .05 ) + .037 (± .05 )
3 .52 1.195(+ .03) 1 .2 15 (± .03 ) ~ .0 2 0 (+ .04)
3 .0 0 0 .910(+ .015) 0 . 9 2 0 ( + .0 1 ) - . 0 1 0 ( + .0 2 )
. 2 .51 0 .685(+ .015) 0 .675 (+ .007 ) + . 0 1 0 ( + .0 2 )
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input spectrum.
Consideration of the previously  published measurements showed an 
in cr ea se  in s c i n t i l l a t o r  response of about 200  as the neutron energy 
was increased from 0 .5  to 16.0 Mev., so that Iwo runs with d i f f e r e n t  
gains in  the l in e a r  channel were required to cover the range without  
d is to r t io n  (caused by non -  l i n e a r i t i e s  of the analysers in  the f i r s t  
few channels) .  The region of overlap was conveniently s e t  to include a 
range of  pulse heights straddling the halfway point in the t o t a l  range, 
(about one l i g h t  u n i t ) .  The l ig h t  unit (L .u .)  was defined as the 
s c i n t i l l a t i o n  response to 1 .0  Mev. e lec tro n s .  The gamma ray energies  
used to  provide ca l ib r a t io n s ,  the corresponding Compton Edge energies  
and the ’Observable Compton Edge* energies are presented in Table 2.
In 1964 Flynn e t .  a l .  (R ef .42) found th is  ’Observed Compton Edge', 
taken as the h a lf  height of the f a l l  o f f  in the observed Compton 
d is t r ib u t io n ,  to he 4 (+ l)$  greater in pulse height than the expected  
one, by comparison with K — conversion e lectron s  of known energy and 
the photopeaks of low energy gamma rays. The r e s u l t s  of Evans and 
Bellamy were published prior to th is  d iscovery so that th e ir  r e s u l t s
may be low by k%.
In F i g . 10 the ca l ib ra tion  graphs for  the two gain runs are shown. 
The errors on the points are small (= the s iz e  of the p o in t)  and both 
the r e la t io n s  are l in e a r ,  so that the c a l ib ra t io n  i s  accurate to 2$ 
( in c lu d in g  the 1% error in the h$ m u lt ip l ic a t iv e  con stant) .  The 
h ig h es t  ca l ib ra t io n  point i s  2.476 L .u . ,  equivalent to about 5 .5  Mev. 
neutron energy. Errors in extrapolation  to higher l i g h t  l e v e l s  are 
sm all,  due to the good l in e a r i ty  of the system, and an estim ate of th is
e f f e c t  i s  included in the experimental errors assigned to such p o in ts .
Great care was taken in the normalisation of the two gain runs, 
and complete spectra for  neutron energies between 2 .5  Mev. and 4.0 Mev. 
were taken in b^th gain s e t t in g s .  In order for  the two spectra to be 
properly a ligned , con s is ten t  values of LP(E) had to be obtained from 
both gain runs, over a l l  the overlap region. These r e s u lt s  are 
presented in  Table 4 and show the two ca l ib ra tion s  to g ive  id e n t ic a l  
r e s u l t s  to  w ithin the experimental error.
During data a cq u is it io n ,  p ossib le  overload or 'a f t e r  p u ls in g '  
e f f e c t s ,  caused by the large f lu x  of Compton sca ttered  gamma rays from 
the (V,n) ta rg e t ,  were avoided by choosing the e le c tr o n ic  delays so 
th a t  t h i s  prompt 'Gamma Flash* was on s ca le  (about channel 30) on the  
time to  amplitude converter(ToA.C„). In th is  con d ition , the system  
could not measure any more events until another s ta r t  pulse  was 
provided by the a cce lera tor ,  so that spurious counts were avoided.
The gamma pulse was stored for a very short time in  p r a c t ic e ,  to  
provide a convenient time ca l ib ra tion  p oin t, then i t  was biased out by 
a low le v e l  d iscrim inator on the analyser to avoid s to r in g  a large  
number of u n in terest in g  p u lses .  (The T.A.C. was s t i l l  in h ib ited  in  
t h i s  mode). A compromise between neutron count rate  and lo s s e s  due to 
gamma in h ib i t s  was achieved by optim ising the th ickness of lead 
absorber a t  the target end of the f l i g h t  path. This attenuated the 
(low energy) gamma rays about 5 times more than the neutrons. To 
minimise further the number of gamma rays per neutron, f l i g h t  paths at  
Angles backward of 90^ to the e lectron  beam were used, s in ce  the Compton 
sca ttered  gamma rays are highly forward peaked. The number of high
enc.gy neutron3 per unit gamma f la sh  was further maximised by the 
choice  of l i g h t  elements to make the photoneutron ta r g e t .  Heavy water 
(D2 0) was found to be convenient because the Deuterium gave a good 
f lu x  of high energy neutrons and the c lear  structure in  the Oxygen 
g ia n t  resonance provided an absolute energy c a l ib r a t io n .  A t / p i c a l  
time o f  f l i g h t  spectrum i s  shown in F ig .9.
To cover the time from zero to greater than that of a 0 .5  Mev. 
neutron a t  20m. required 2 .5  u . s . ,  so that 5 n .s .  per channel was 
obtained from the 500 channels a v a ila b le .  The to ta l  time reso lu tion  
due to  the e lec tron  beam width and e lec tro n ic  e f f e c t s  was l e s s  than 
k n . s . ,  so that the channel width g ives  a good in d ica tion  of the t o ta l  
r e so lu t io n  of the system. Some typ ica l neutron energy reso lu tion  
va lu es  are presented in Table 3. The time per channel ca l ib ra t io n  
was made by standard techniques using an o s c i l l a t o r  of known frequency 
and the zero of time was calculated  from the gamma f la s h  channel and 
the f l i g h t  path length. The ca l ib ra tion s  reproduced the energies of 
the 6 .23  Mev. and 8 .0  Mev. 01^ (r ,n )0 1  ^ peaks to w ithin the expected
accuracy ( 1 time channel).
A ty p ic a l  count rate for neutrons or gamma f la s h  pulses was 
1000  per minute, which allowed the accumulation of about 2 m il l io n  
counts in  each gain run of 3 days. The background count rate  was a l l  
due to random gamma rays and was always le s s  than 3/  ^ of the rea l rate  
so that i t  was neglected . Gains were checked p e r io d ic a l ly  and no 
s ig n i f i c a n t  d r i f t s  were observed.
Data Reduction.
The large matrix of data to be handled posed sp e c ia l  problems, 
most of which had previously  been solved by Mr. J. K e l l ie  of th is
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laboratory , who kindly provided tfte programmes (R ef .4 l ) .  T*ata stored  
s e q u e n t ia l ly  was converted to a matrix array on magnetic tape, which 
could be consulted by a programme allowing d isp lay and hard copy out­
put o f  l in e a r  spectra in coincidence with se lec ted  time of f l i g h t  
channels , th at i s ,  spectra produced by neutrons of known energy. This 
i s  the information required, but the lack of s t a t i s t i c s  at high  
e n e r g ie s ,  where there were r e la t iv e ly  few neutrons and the l in e a r  
spectra  covered many channels, demanded summing over several channels 
o f  p u lse  h e igh t .  Between 70 and 100 f in a l  channels were normally 
chosen.
Other authors have assumed the eq uality  between the in cident  
neutron energy (= the maximum proton r e c o i l  energy) and the half  
h e ig h t  of the f a l l  o f f  on the r e c o i l  proton plateau curve ( i t e f s . 1 5 >1 6 ),  
but preliminary Monte Carlo ca lcu la t ion s  made by the author, based on 
the proton response curve of Evans and Bellamy (Ref.3?)» showed th is  
assumption to  be in v a lid  for  neutrons below 4M.e*V. energy in  th ick  
s c i n t i l l a t o r s .  The large m ultiple sca tter in g  p rob ab il i ty  and the non -  
l in e a r  l i g h t  response combine to produce a b igger fra c t io n  of large  
pu lses  and the resu ltan t  re c o i l  proton spectra are extremely non -  
uniform. This i s  shown in the measured responses of Hardy ( F i g . l )  and 
a ls o  in  F i g . 11, where calculated  proton r e c o i l  spectra are presented  
fo r  IMev. neutrons incident on various s i z e s  of Ne 102A p la s t i c  
s c i n t i l l a t o r .  There i s  obviously no re la t io n sh ip  between the 'h a lf  
s lo p e '  and the (constant) p os it ion  of the c u t -o f f  in the spectrum of 
in d iv idu a l Hydrogen r e c o il  p u lses .  Further preliminary ca lcu la t io n  
determined the actual re la t ion sh ip  between the maximum energy of 
r e c o i l  proton and a s ig n i f ic a n t  feature of the f in a l  r e c o i l  spectrum
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fo r  each neutron energy. The fract ion  of the r e c o i l  p lateau peak 
producing the correct channel was found to decrease from the expected
0 .5  a t  high energies ( 8Mav.) to 0.25 at 0.7Mev. This i s  co n s is ten t  
with the in crease  in d is to r t io n  by m ultiple sca tter in g  for  neutrons of 
lower energy which have r e la t iv e ly  more in terac tion s  in the 
s c i n t i l l a t o r .
Using the above c r i t e r ia ,  the l in ea r  channel corresponding to  
each neutron energy was found and converted to the s c i n t i l l a t i o n  
response using F ig .9. The resu lt in g  response curve, (F ig . 12 curve i j  
was used as input to a second Monte Carlo c a lc u la t io n ,  the cut -  o f f  
r e la t io n s h ip  was found and the or ig in a l data re-examined on th is  b a s is .
A response curve was again made and found to reproduce the o r ig in a l  
above 1.5Mev. although the re su lts  at lower energies were not so 
c o n s is t e u t  ( F i g .12 curve l l ) .  This inconsistency  was found to be due 
to  a change in the trend of the l i g h t  response function at  energies  
lower than those measured. Such a response was ind icated  by the 
r e s u l t s  o f  Smith e t .  a l .  (F ig .7 ) .  The e f f e c t  of a decrease of the  
s lo p e  of  the logarithmic curve i s  to make lower energy protons g ive  
s l i g h t l y  larger  p u lses ,  so that the e f f e c t  of many small in te r a c t io n s  
i s  to  ' l i f t *  the value of the to ta l  l i g h t  p u lse ,  and the h a lf  s lope  
becomes greater  than the one expected on the trend of the higher
energy response alone.
An approximating function to th is  trend was produced as in F i g . 12, 
a 'g r a d ie n t1 determined by the r e s u lt s  of Smith e t .  a l .  ( f i s * 7) 
and the condition  that the response pass through the o r ig in ,  or the 
energy a x is ,  so that LP must vary more quickly than l in e a r ly  with E.
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A lter in g  the p o s it io n  of in te r se c t io n  of the low energy trend with the 
high , varied the magnitude of the m ultip le  s c a t te r in g  e f f e c t  in the 
s e n s i t iv e  area (0 .7  to l.OMev.) and therefore the ca lcu la ted  re la t io n  
between the peak in  the l i g h t  spectrum and the Hydrogen cut -  o f f .
Values of LP were then obtained trom the measured data with the new 
c r i t e r ia  and compared with the previous va lues . The process was re­
peated u n t i l  consistency  was found. The r e s u l t s  were h igh ly  s e n s i t iv e  
to  the p o s it io n  of in te r s e c t io n ,  for  a change of in te r s e c t io n  p oint  
from 0 .5  to 0.55Mev. brought on obvious improvement. The f in a l  
response i s  shown in F ig . 12, curve 111. The r e s u l t s  in the O.VMev. to  
l.OMev. region are f e l t  to  be accurate s in ce  the consis ten cy  t e s t  was 
extremely s e n s i t iv e .  The trend below 0.6Mev. i s  presented as an 
in d ica t io n  only , although i t  i s  probably a good approximation to a 
more continuous rea l response. The r e s u l t s  above 1.5Mev. were not 
raeasureably a f fec ted  by the changes in response a t  very low energy.
These were always s e l f  -  c o n s is ten t  and th is  data i s  presented with  
confirmed accuracy.
The author’s r e s u lt s  for  Ne 102A s c i n t i l l a t o r  are presented in  
F i g . 14 and 15 where comparison i s  made with the data of Evans and 
Bellamy (R e f .3?) and Smith e t .  a l .  (R e f .38 ) .  The agreement i s  seen to  
be good a t  low energies where the author’s r e s u l t s  l i e  between the 
other.tw o measurements, and to be ju s t  w ithin the errors a t  energ ies  
above 6Mev. where the author's curve l i e s  above the others by about 
10$. Errors on the author's r e s u lt s  are shown unless they are sm aller  
than the p o in ts ,  and i t  can be seen that measurements have been made 
with a u sefu l increase in  accuracy over the whole range.
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R esu lts  fo r  Ne 102A have been presented in d e t a i l  because th is  
s c i n t i l l a t o r  was a c tu a lly  used in the author’s photoneutron experiment. 
The data on Ne 211 and Ne 213 i s  s t i l l  under a n a ly s is  a t  th is  time, but 
a previous t r i a l  run on Ne 211  had given r e s u l t s  s im ila r  to those found 
by Verbinski ( R e f . l6 ) for both these s c i n t i l l a t o r s .  This information  
i s  presented in  F i g .G .
The S c i n t i l l a t i o n  Response of Carbon and Alpha R e c o i l s .
The responses to Carbon r e c o i l s  in Ne 102A and Ne 213 were 
accu ra te ly  measured by Steur and Wenzel (R e f .43)» and these  r e s u l t s  
were used d ir e c t ly  by the author. I n te r e s t in g ly ,  the value of response  
in  Ne 213 i s  2\ times lower than that predicted  by Batchelor (R e f .15) 
using equation (2.) although Ne 102 shows the expected value. Alpha 
responses in Ne 102 were obtained from the measurements of Gooding and 
Pugh (R e f .44) and in Ne 213 from the presen tation  by Verbinski ( R e f . l 6 ) .
In F i g . l 6 are shown these responses to protons, carbon ions and 
alpha p a r t ic l e s  for  Ne 102 s c i n t i l l a t o r ,  and the f i t  to  each used for  
mathematical convenience in  the Monte Carlo c a lc u la t io n s .  Errors in  
the approximations should be small (=1$ ) .
(D) Comparison of the Measured and Calculated Light Spectra and the
D etector E ff ic ie n c y  R e su l t s .
Typical measured and ca lcu lated  l i g h t  spectra from neutrons of 
en erg ies  between 0 .7  and 13.5Mev. are presented in  F ig s .1 7 (a ) -1 7 (e ) .
These may be compared with the measurements and p red ic tion s  of Hardy 
( F i g . l )  to see how agreement with experiment has been improved. This 
e x c e l le n t  agreement lends authority  to the values of d etector  e f f ic ie n c y  
ca lcu la ted  through these spectra .
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F ig .  18 shows the e f f ic ie n c y  curve ca lcu la ted  for the 3n d ia .  x 
5" Ne 102A p la s t i c  s c i n t i l l a t o r s  a t  various b ia s  l e v e l s .  The slow  
discr im in ator  cut -  o f f  e f f e c t  i s  a lso  shown. To the au th or’s 
knowledge, no measurements o f  e f f i c i e n c y  have been made for  such a 
s c i n t i l l a t o r ,  but experimental r e s u l t s  for the d ia .  x 1" th ick  Ne 
213 s c i n t i l l a t o r s  were a v a ila b le  (Ref.V?) and these were used to check 
the r e s u l t s  for an e x a c t ly  s im ila r  c a lc u la t io n  on these d e te c to r s .  The 
comparison i s  made in  F i g . 19 where the r e la t iv e  e f f i c i e n c y  measured 
(R ef.4 5 )  has been normalised to the author’s  value a t  2Mev. C alcu lation  
and experiment agree , to w e ll  w ithin the experimental err o rs ,  and th is  
i s  taken as j u s t i f i c a t i o n  o f  the c a lc u la t io n  technique common to a l l  
s c i n t i l l a t o r  types and dimensions. Note that these measurements were 
made with a slow ( t o t a l  charge) d iscr im inator . No s u ita b le  e f f i c i e n c y  
measurements a t  energ ies  above 6Mev. are a v a ila b le  for  comparison -to 
the au th or’s knowledge.
Estim ates o f  the accuracy o f  the e f f i c i e n c y  va lu es  can be made by 
con s id era tion  o f  the p o ss ib le  errors in  the important parameters ■ 
although to  estim ate  th e ir  e f f e c t  on the f in a l  r e s u l t  i s  not a l ­
ways s tra igh tforw ard . The Hydrogen and Carbon cross  s e c t io n s  are 
accurate to 1% and to between 2% and 5% r e s p e c t iv e ly  in  the energy 
range. The error so produced in  the mean free  path i s  ty p ic a l ly  about 
2% but the stopping power (the main component o f  the e f f i c i e n c y )  i s  not 
in  error by th is  amount, because:
W = 1-exp ( - t A )  
so th a t:  dW = (d\/k)* ( t / \ ) * e x p ( - t A )
s u b s t i tu t io n  o f  ty p ica l  va lues shows dW/W to be l e s s  than 0,3% in  the
27
worst ca se ,  and therefore  n e g l i g ib l e .  The same 2% error in  X dominates 
the u n certa in ty  in  PH, the p r o b a b il i ty  o f  Hydrogen r e a c t io n .  Most 
large  l i g h t  p u lses  come from Hydrogen c o l l i s i o n s  so that t h i s  quantity  
i s  important in  simple e f f i c i e n c y  models, but the large  p ro b a b il i ty  o f  
a second in te r a c t io n ,  in  the present s c in t i l l a t o r ,a l lo w s  many neutrons 
to  be d e tec ted  d esp ite  having f i r s t  Carbon c o l l i s io n s ^ s o  that the 
e f f i c i e n c y  i s  l e s s  s e n s i t iv e  to PH err o rs .  A value o f  + 1,3% was 
t y p ic a l .
Errors in  the s c i n t i l l a t i o n  responses measured by the author and 
the approximating functions used in  the programmes to du plicate  these  
are l e s s  than 2% and these have l i t t l e  e f f e c t  upon the d e tec t io n  
e f f i c i e n c y  o f  most neutrons whose average pulse height i s  much above 
the b ia s  l e v e l .  The large  m ultip le  in te r a c t io n  p ro b a b il i ty  and the 
p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  large  l i g h t  pu lses  from the oC and (n vn ' )  reac tion s  - 
decrease the 7% error in  the l i g h t  production, caused by the 13% 
u n c e r ta in t ie s  in  C ^  reac tion  branching r a t io s ,  to about 3%%, s in ce  
d e te c t io n  requ ires  only  one pulse component to be grea ter  than the 
l i g h t  b ia s .  Further errors due to the approximate treatments o f  some 
o f  the non -  e l a s t i c  Carbon reac tion s  are estim ated to a f f e c t  the 
e f f i c i e n c y  by l e s s  than 1%, so th a t ,  below 6Mev. where non -  e l a s t i c  
even ts  are in s ig n i f i c a n t ,  the t o t a l  error i s  l e s s  than 2%, At higher  
en erg ies  the uncerta in ty  in creases  to
The s i z e  o f  system atic  errors introduced a t  very low neutron  
en erg ies  by use o f  a fa s t  d iscrim inator only have been estimated in  
Fig.^C. This d i f f i c u l t y  i s  normally overcome by only using the 
e f f i c i e n c y  curve for  energ ies  above th ese ,  and th is  was s u ita b le  to the
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purposes o f  the author, who required ca l ib ra ted  neutron d etec tors  
above about 1-gMev. energy for measurements o f  Giant Dipole Resonance 
photoneutron cross  s e c t io n s .  The present c a lc u la t io n s  are seen to  
provide the required c a l ib r a t io n s  with good accuracy.
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APPENDIX 3
Summary of the main errors inherent in the calculation of the E2 cross- 
section from (y *p ) angular distribution coefficients using; the formula 
of Frederick.
(1) The effective charge of E2 transitions in light nucleii is about -|- 
for both protons and neutrons as opposed to the theoretical (iplh) 
value of 29/32 used for protons in the derivation of the formula„
The cross-sections are therefore liable to be over estimated by a 
factor of 4.
(2) Several simplifying assumptions are made about the two El components,
v i z .  cos {p 3/ 2 l  r-pi 1) = 1 ; p  3 / 22 l  = 0.999-; / H 21 = .0 0 1  and
A^/Aq = -0.55. Experimentally observed variations in A ^ A q may
cause * 25 o^ errors if neglected, anf the associated average values 
2 ?oip 3/g 1 andp  vr~l are experimentally 0.96 and 0.04 respectively. 
This decreases the calculated E2 cross-section by +* X2 for typical 
A^,A^ values in the proton distributions. The cross-sections shown 
may therefore be too large by this amount.
(3) The model applfes to protons, that the neutron results are similar 
i s  unexpected on a lplh basis.
